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1

2 ME his is a transcribed interview of Richard P. Donoghue, conducted

3 bythe House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the U.S. Capital,

4 pursuant to House Resolution 503.

5 Mr. Donoghue, |see that you are present in a conference room with your counsel.

6 Could you please stateyourfull name and spell your last name for the record? | think

7 youare muted, or| can't hear you.

5 Mr. Donoghue. Is that better?

9 EEE Thot'sit. Perfect. Thank you,

10 Mr. Donoghue. ~ Good morning. My name is Richard Peter Donoghue,

11 Donoghue

2 I 7h:nis very much, Mr. Donoghue.

13 This is astaff-led interview. Membersoftheselect committee may join. |

14 expect some of them wil join, and I'll ensure that their presence is noted when they

15 arrive at an appropriate place to stop.

16 wy name isIN, is[JENNor the chief investigative counsel

17 forthe select committee. And with me today in Washington are several investigative

18 counselto the select commitee:[EEG———<I
19 EE

20 And, Katy, the court reporter, we will make sure that we get those spellings to you

21 sothatyou have them.

2 JInd are going to be doing theprimary questioning today. Don't worry,

23 Mr. Donoghue, you are not going to be hit with six diferent people questioning you out

24 oftheblue. We're going to ~Jland are going to handle the questioning. And

25 some of our members of the select committee, as | said, will oin andmayalso have
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1 questions

2 1 understand that two lawyers from the Department of Justice are also present.

3 IE ityou andlan introduce yourselves for the court reporter.

4 Ms. Antell. Kira Antell, Office of Legislative Affairs.

5 Mr. Weinsheimer. ~ Brad Weinsheimer, Officeof the Deputy Attorney General.

6 BE. Alright. And Greg Andres,| see from Davis Polk, whois

7 Mr. Donoghue's counsel. Greg, do you want to introduce yourself and your team as

8 well?

9 Mr. Andres. Sure. Thanks,Jill and good morning. ~ Greg Andres from Davis

10 Polk. With me here in New York is Kate Swan and Charles Klug, both from Davis Polk.

11 Andon the video is Brook Jackling, who sin D.C. Thank you and good morning.

2 MEN Great. Thankyou and good morning.

13 1 understand that our vice chair, Representative Cheney, is on.

14 Ms. Cheney, are you able to see and hear us?

15 Ms. Cheney. 1 can see and hear youll I'm not sureif you all can see and

16 hearme. Illtryto sort that out if you can’, but good morning to everyone as well

7 EE Okey. Great. Gladyouare hereaswell

18 So there's a court reporter, since this is a transcribed interview, and she will be

19 making a verbatim transcript of the interview, please, Mr. Donoghue, answer each

20 question verbally. You know, she doesn't obviously record head nodsor shakes. She,

21 mayaskyouto repeat anansweror ask you to slow down. Just keep in mind that she's

22 typingasyou speak. | know you've been through this before and know how this works.

23 shell generate a transcript. It will be sent to your counsel for you to review and ensure

24 thatit'saccurate before it is finalized.

2 1als0 understand that Congresswoman Murphy has joined us.
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1 Congresswoman Murphy, are you on as well? Are you able to see and hear us?

2 Mrs. Murphy. 1am on. I'm going to leave my videooff though if that's okay,

3 butlwant toverify that it's me.

4 MEE Good. We can see and hear you. Thank you for joining us.

5 Okay.

6 Mr. Donoghue, now, you - this is not you are not under oath. ~ That said, this is

7 an official proceeding of the House, and a false statement could be 1001 violation. Of

8 course, you know totell the truth at all times. ~ And, if you can't recall specifically an

9 answer, then just say so. Ask me to repeat a question if it's not clear. Ifitis you

10 need clarification before you answer, just ask me to repeat or rephrase, and | will do that.

1 If you need any time to consult with Mr. Andres or your other attorneys, that is

12 totally fine. We will stop and give you that opportunity. If you needa break at any

13 time, that's fine as well. We'll take breaks periodically, but if you need one, just say the

14 word, and well stop.

15 Our essential agenda for the day, we're going to break this into essentially two,

16 halves. The firsthalfwill be to talk a ttle bit about events around the time of the

17 election, meetings and conversations you had with the President, former President and

18 othersin the White House, about allegations of election fraud. That should take up the

19 morning, about 2 hours or so. Maybe we'll take a break, midday break for lunch.

1) And then we'll resume in the afternoon with some questions about preparation

21 forand events of January 6th itself. ISSN\.| be the one asking you

22 those questions. And Il periodically stop. Membersof the committee may have

23 questions, other counsel here. Everyone will have a chance to ensure that we get the

24 benefit of your experience. | hope that we are finished mid-aftemoon. It sort of

25 depends on how quickly we can march through that subject matter.
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1 Do you have any questions for me before we get started?

2 Mr. Donoghue. I don't. Thank you.

3 EXAMINATION

4 oI

5 Q Okay. Okay. Great. Solwanttostartjustwitha couple questions,

6 Mr. Donoghue, about your background. | understand that you enlisted in the Reserves

7 when you were 17 years old. Is that right?

8 A Yes. lenlistedin the Army Reserves and the Military Police Corps when |

9 was.

10 Q Tell meaitle bit about your military career.

1 A Iserved in one capacityor another more than 20 years,initially as an

12 enlisted soldier, later as a cadet, and then as a commissioned officer. | spent 7 years on

13 Active Duty after law school andthe Judge Advocate General's Corps. | spent most of

14 thattime at Fort Bragg. | spent 3 years in the 82nd Airborne Division, a year at XVIll

15 Airborne Corps serving in a variety of roles: prosecutor, defense counsel, legal assistance

16 attomey, ethics advisor, administrative attorney, and probably a couple of other things as

7 well

18 After 7years on Active Duty, | was put to the Individual Ready Reserve. In 2000,

19 when left the Army to join the U.S. Attorney's Office in the Eastern District of New York,

20 and! ultimately resigned my commission sometime in 2006.

2 Q Ise. Soyouwerea reservist from 2000 to 2006 when you were an AUSA?

2 A Comect.

23 Q Okay. Lets talk about your time as a prosecutor. You were in the Eastern

24 District of New York as an assistant for 11 years. Is that right?

2 A Just under 12, right, from 2000 until November of 2011 when left. ~1left as
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1 thechiefofthe criminal division.

2 Q And, generally, for the record, what does the criminal chief ina US.

3 Attomey's Office do?

4 A Inthe Eastern District of New York, the criminal chief oversees about 120 or

5 50AUSAs divided into eight different sections. We have two offices in the Eastern

6 District of New York - one in Brooklyn, one in Central Islip on Long Island ~ and, basically,

7 alongwith alot of other supervisors within the Criminal Division, operates the division,

8 the prosecutions, and the investigations pursuant to the instructions of the U.S. attorney,

9 who, when left — actually, when | started in 2000 was Loretta Lynch and when I left in

10 2011 was Loretta Lynch.

1 Q And she had left and come back, right? She wasn't the US. attorney that

12 whole time?

13 A Comet.

14 a Right

15 A Right, | worked fora numberofU.S. attorneys.

16 Q Fairto say that the criminal chief supervises all of the criminal litigation in

17 the US. Attorney's Office reporting just underneath the U.S. attorney?

18 A Yes, that'sright. We never had a first assistant when | was the criminal

19 chief, so my reporting chain was directly to the U.S. attorney.

0 Q  Gotit. Okay. Soyouleftin2011. Isthat right, Mr. Donoghue, youleft

21 the Us. Attomey's Office?

2 A Yes. Iwenttoa software company where | stayed for about 6 years. It

23 wasa Fortune 500 software company on Long Island.

2 Q What wasyour role there?

2 A Iwas ultimately the chief of worldwide litigation. | initially was brought in
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1 tohandle Us. litigation, but in about 3 or4months into the job, the general counsel

2 asked me to take over worldwide litigation. We were in 45 countries. We had

3 litigation all over the world. Sol spent the vast majority of my time working on litigation

4 matters, but also did other things, M&A work, help with compliance, and various things

5 like that across the company.

6 Q At some point, did you return tothe Justice Department?

7 A 1did. InJanuary of 2018, I got to return to my old office to serve as the U.S.

8 attomey for the Eastern District ofNew York.

9 Q  Andtell us alittle bit about the processby which you got that job. How

10 were you appointed Us. attorney?

1 A Iwas actually appointed by the Attorney General. There were a number of

12 us-Ithink 17 or 18 appointed on the same day in early January. The way that works

13 isyouare appointed by the Attorney General fora 120-day term. ~ At the end of that

14 term,either you leaveor the court continues you as US. attorney or potentially you are

15 nominated and confirmed by the Senate in that time.

16 Given the political situation in New York and the fact that we had no Republican

17 Senatorsin New York and Senators typically playa key role in selecting U.S. attorneys,

18 there was no expectation that we would be nominated and confirmed by the Senate.

19 So the U.S. attorneys in New York, New Jersey, and other places al came in

20 through this mechanism whereby the Attorney General appointed us, and|think the

21 expectation was that, because we were known to the court andtrusted by thecourt, that

22 the judges would continue us in office, and that's what happened in my case. Sol

23 continued as the U.S. attorney until | moved to Washington in July of 2020.

2 Q Ise. Soinitially appointed by the AG, and then that appointment was

25 maintained by the judges in the Eastern District, never Senate - never nominated and
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1 Ssenate-confirmed?

2 A Comet.

3 Q Okay. The big priorities when you were U.S. attorney, do you have a

4 couple of highlights of significant prosecutions or issue priorities that you pursued?

5 A Abigpriority for us fora longtime has been violent crime. We have a

6 significant M5-13 problem in the Eastern District of New York. There werea lot of

7 Ms-13 murdersin 2016, '15, and ‘16, and so we focused on those a lot. Thankfully, we

8 were able to drive those numbers down significantly.

9 Anotherbig issue was opioids. As with the rest of the country, we're suffering

10 through the opioid epidemic. So we're dealing with that. And we also had a number

11 of what guess people considerto be high-profile cases, such as the prosecution of El

12 Chapo, the cartel leader, who was arrested well before my time in the Eastern District but

13 wentto trial while | was the U.S. attorney.

14 Q Allright. So being U.S. attorney is a great, great job, and you left it to come

15 to Washington to serve in the DAG's office. Tell us, A, what was the job in Washington

16 that lured you here from Brooklyn, and why would you leave being U.S. attorney to come

17 tothe DAG' office?

18 A Apparently | was not thinking clearly. ~ You are right; being a US. attorney is

19 agreatob. It's everyone's dream to get to come back to your office and do that, and|

20 wasvery lucky to have the opportunity to doit. | was involved in things in D.C. from the

21 time became US. attorney.

2 1 think my first month on the job | got a call from Rod Rosenstein, who said that he

23 wanted me to serve on the AGAC, the Attorney General's Advisory Committee. So | was

24 happytodothat. | was participating on the main AGAC committee, as well as several

25 subcommittees. |was the chairof the Terrorism and National Security Subcommittee.
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1 Iwas on the White Collar Subcommittee, as well as a few others.

2 So was very involved in things going onin Washington to begin with, and part of

3 that was just the sizeof the district, the work that we were doing, and just the ease of me

4 being able to get back and forth to D.C. versus, you know, some of my colleagues who

5 werealittle farther away.

s Sol did that fora time. | got involved in a number of other things in D.C. Iwas

7 onanMs-13 Working Group, Elder Fraud Task Force, Rule of Law Working Group. And

8 these were all positions that | was asked to take on mostly by Attorney General Sessions

9 or DAG Rosenstein, but then, as the AGs and the DAG switched out, that continued once

10 AG Barr started, and he had asked me to come to D.C. on a number of occasions to work

1 ondifferent things.

2 Nothing really quite seemed right. But, in June of 2020, we, of course, were in

13 the middle of COVID. The operations at the office had slowed down considerably.

14 There was an individual who had beenmy criminal chief who was serving as the PADAG.

15 Iknew that he had gone down there in hopes that he'd be back in New Yorkin a year. |

16 think he was at 14 or 15 months at that point, and | know he was hoping to be able to

17 come back to NewYork.

1 There was not a tremendous amount of work in terms of criminal investigations

19 and prosecutions being done in the office atthat time, and | thought by going to D.C. that

20 it would be an opportunity for me to get down there, work at Main Justice, and get a

21 better understanding of the organization from that angle.

2 So, when the AG asked me to go down in June, | thought about t fora dayor so,

23 discussed it with my wife, and then told him | would be willing to switch places with Seth

24 DuCharme, who was the PADAG. | would goin as the PADAG, andSeth would come

25 backand get to serve as Us. attorney.
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1 Q lee. Soyouand Mr. DuCharme essentially switched places. You came

2 to Washington to serve as the PADAG, and he went to be the U.S. attorney in the Eastern

3 District of New York?

4 A Yes, that's ight.

5 Q And that was, Mr. Donoghue, you said, June of 2020,i that right, or was it

6 2019?

7 A Ithink the actual switch was July of 2020, so it was in the middle of COVID.

8 Q  Gotit. Okay. Allright. | wanted to stop for justa minute and introduce

9 Congressman Schiff, who is a member of the select committee. | think Congressman

10 Schiffhas joined us remotely. | want to make sure his presence is noted as well.

1 A Good morning, sir.

2 Q Mr. Donoghue, you are using the acronym PADAG. What does that stand

13 for, and what does the PADAG do?

14 A The PADAG is the Principal Associate Deputy Attorney General. There are a

15 number of Associate Deputy Attorneys General, about a dozen or so. And the PADAG,

16 essentially within the organizational chart, sits on top of them and serves as the ~ sort of

17 the right-hand executive to the Deputy Attorney General. So, in that position, | was the

18 number twoto the number twofor the Department.

19 Q Right. And, when you came in July of 2020 to serve as PADAG, who was

20 the Deputy Attorney General?

2 A Atthat time, itwas Jeff Rosen.

2 Q Okay. Did you have a prior relationship with Mr. Rosen, worked with him,

23 knewhim?

2 A Alittle bit, yes. Certainly, all the Us. attorneys report up to the Deputy

25 Attorney General, as do the heads of the different agencies within the Department. So
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1 hewasmyboss. knew him. He had come to New York on at least one occasion,

2 visited the office. We had worked together on a number of different things. 1 had a lot

3 of respect for him. | thought he was a great lawyer. So | was more than happy to go to

4 Washington to work for him.

5 MEE sce. !'m sorry again for the interruption, but Representative

6 Lofgren has joined us, another member of the select committee,

7 Good morning, Ms. Lofgren.

5 Ms. Lofgren. ~ Good morning.

9 Mr. Donoghue. ~ Good morning.

10 oI

1 Q Sof could get Mr. Donoghue to go back to the question set. Mr. Rosen

12 approved of or even solicited this move for you to come and serve as his PADAG?

13 A Yes. Wetalkedaboutit. It was originally raised by AG Barr. | did talk to

14 DAGRosen about it, and he said he'd be very happy to have me come down there and

15 help him out.

16 Q Okay. So, justa few months after you joined the DAG's office to serve as

17 the PADAG, you Mr. Rosen became the Acting Attorney General. ~ How did that affect

18 your status in terms of your ttle and what you did day to day? We're now in December

19 of2020.

1) A Right. AG Barr submitted his resignation to the President on

21 December 14th. It was effective, | believe it was, midnight of December 24th. So he

22 effectively lft the office on December 23rd. ~ And, upon his departure, DAG Rosen

23 became the Acting Attorney General, and | became essentially the person exercising the

24 authority and holdingthe responsibilty of the Deputy Attorney General.

2 1did not use the term "Acting Deputy Attorney General," although most other
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1 people did because, under Federal personnel law, ifthe person holding the title is still in

2 the Department, you don't use the acting title. ~ So, although a lot of people refer to me

3 inemailsand elsewhere as the Acting DAG, | didn't actually use that title myself.

4 Q Ise. But, in effect, you functioned as the Acting Deputy Attorney General

5 evenif Federal personnel laws didn't allow you to use that title. Is that fair?

6 A Yes. That'scorrect.

7 Q Okay. And then you I'm going to come back, obviously, to a lot of detail

8 about what occurred during the time that you were actingas the DAG, even without the

9 title. Butljustwant to finish with respect to your DOJ career. When did you actually

10 leave the Department?

u A Solleft Washington at the endof January. was there through the

12 transition. Because | was a career employee as opposed to a political employee, | did

13 not have to leave at the end of the administration, but, of course, that had always been

14 myintent to leave.

15 1 was on detail from the Eastern District of New York to Washington. That detail

16 expired January 31st. | returned to New York. | took leave. | had, you know, many

17 weeks of leave saved up. Sol took leave. |did some workin the Eastern District of

18 NewYork, really just wrapping up cases and records and things like that. ~ And then |

19 ultimately retired in Aprilofthis year, April 2021, from the Justice Department.

20 Q  Isee. Andthenare youcurrently employed?

2 A No. Asisaid, retired in April. I've been in discussions with - took the

22 summer off basically, and I've been in discussions with a number of law firms, and |

23 expect to be starting one in the next few weeks.

2 Q  Gotit. Okay. Allright. Let me go back now into couple of things that

25 happened when you were in that Acting DAG capacity. Is there at the Department,
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1 Mr. Donoghue,a policy on contacts with the White House?

2 A Yes. Thereisa White House contacts policy.

3 Q Generally describewhat it says. Whatisthe essential thrust of the

4 White House contact policy that applies to personnel across the Department?

5 A Essentially what it does is it limits the contact between the White House and

6 the Department to certain levels within the Department in order to ensure that there is

7 some distance maintained between the White House and the Department. So it sets

8 forth who cantalkto personnel at the White House and what types of matters they can

9 talkabout.

10 Q  Iwantto turn your attention, if | can, in your binder. And, for the record,

11 we've provided your counsel with all the exhibits that we're going to use in advance.

12 Andif you could just turn to exhibit 1, to an email, Mr. Donoghue, that you sent on

13 November the 11th of 2020 at 6:27 p.m. Do you see that document in front of you?

14 A Yes lhaveit

15 Q Okay. Telluswhat thatis.

16 A Its an email | sent out on Veterans Day, November 11th, at 6:27 in the

17 evening, to the Assistant Attorneys General, the AAGs, who ran different components

18 within theMainJustice headquarters in Washington.

19 Q Good. So Assistant Attorneys General, to be clear,are the component

20 heads. There's one for civil rights and one for antitrust and one for civil, for all the

21 litigating divisions of the Department?

2 A Comect.

23 Q And you sent this email to them, and tell us what was attached to the email,

2 A The DOJ White House contacts policy

2 Q inthe
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1 A which was also the

2 Q email

3 A attached exhibit -

4 Q lamsorry. Goahead. |didn't mean tointerrupt you.

5 A It's dated May 11th, 2009, and it was attached to the email that | sent out.

6 Q Okay. So, on November 11th, you sent the White House contacts policy

7 outtoallthe Assistant Attorneys General?

8 A Correct. Itlooks like it also sent out the White House versionofthis as

9 well. They havea parallel policy.

10 Q Okay. Why, Mr. Donoghue, did you send that out to the field or to the

11 AAGs November 11th, like a week or so after the election?

2 A sent this out pursuant to a discussion Id had earlier that day with Will Levi,

13 Levi. Willwas AG Barr's chief of staff at that point. | don't remember the specifics,

14 but remember Will saying that he had sent this out to people on the AG's staff, and he

15 thought it might be prudent to send it out to the AAGS.

16 We were in the post-election period. You know, there was a tremendous

17 amount of chum in terms of election fraud allegations. And, | forget exactly what Will

18 said, but he said something to the effect of "let's make sure people are aware of the

19 policies and remind them of the policies so that no one stumbles over a ine," something

20 tothateffect.

2 Q Was there concern, in your view, that people without warning might

22 stumbleover the policybygetting outreach from the White House?

23 A Ididn't have that concern with regard to the AAG certainly. But, again,

24 Will suggested send it out. There was no harm in doing so. | thought it was prudent,

25 soljustsentitout.
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1 Q Okay. When you sentit out, Mr. Donoghue, just looking at your emai, you

2 say, "While we are living in distracting times, itis imperative that we ignore the noise and

3 remain focused on the responsibilities in our respective lanes and that we keep our teams

4 doingthe same."

5 Just share with us what you mean - what you meant when you said we're living in

6 distracting times and that we need to ignore the noise and remain focused on our

7 responsibilities.

8 A 50,351said, there was a tremendous amountof churnfollowing the

9 election, certainly leading up to the election, but we had hoped that that would calm

10 down after the election. That was not the case. So there was a lot of noise about the

11 election. There wasalot of noise about whether the results of the election were

12 reliable.

13 We have someresponsibilitieswith regard to that, but really onlya small subset

14 when you look at the whole picture. Sol just wanted the people in the Department to

15 continue working on the things that we work on day in, day out without being distracted

16 bythe political drama that was playing out.

7 Q Did you get any feedback from recipients of the email that you remember?

18 A don't remember. | might have, but | don't remember.

19 Q Okay. And then, to be clear, there is really two attached documents.

20 There's one that's dated May 11th of 2009, signed by then-Attorney General Holder, and

21 thena second, January 27th, 2017, that the White House version that is from

22 then-White House Counsel McGahn, and they essentially say the same thing. Is that

3 right?

2 A Yeah, they parallel one another to limit the communications from both ends.

2 Q Yeah. Reading from page 2 of the 2009 document at theverytop, it says:
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1 Initial communications between the Department and the White House concerning

2 pending or contemplated criminal investigations or cases will involve only the Attorney
3 General or the Deputy Attorney General, from the side of the Department, and the

4 Counsel tothe President, the Principal Deputy Counsel, the Presidentor the Vice:

5 President, from the side of the White House.
5 That essentially is the core of i, right, Mr. Donoghue, that only the AG and the

7 DAG will talk to the White House counsel or the President about pending or

5 contemplated criminal investigations?
5 A Yes, that's the core of the policy.

10 IEE O::v. |understand as well that Congressman Raskin has joined.

n Congressman Raskin, can you see and hear us as well?

2 Mr.Raskin, Yes, can. Thankyou.

3 EE Gre: Okey. Okay. Great.

1a ov

15 Q Allright. Let me move you ahead now, Mr. Donoghue, if can, to the

16 November the th of 2000, and this is not reflected in a document, but is there a memo
17 sent from Attorney General Barr out to the U.S. attorneys regarding theirauthority to

18 investigate allegations of election fraud?

19 A Yes, AGBarrdid send out a memo that day to not just the U.S. attorneys, but
20 Ithinkit was also the AAGs who had election-related responsibilities within Main Justice

21 aswellas, I believe, the FBI Director.
2 Q Okay. And does that memo, the instructions in the memo, reflect a change.

23 in policy from the Department in terms of the pursuit of allegations of election fraud?

2 A Iwould say it reflected a slightly different approach, a change to practice
25 rather than policy, and this s
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1 Q Okay. Describe that forus.

2 A Sothe let me explain the organization a litle bit.

3 a Yes

4 A Within the Criminal Division that sits at Main Justice, there is a section called

5 the Public Integrity Section. Within Public Integrity, there is the Election Crimes Branch,

6 ECB,and ECB had expertise in conducting election-related investigations. And so they

7 werearesource to the 94 U.S. Attorney's Offices around the country.

8 There was, in the Justice manual, a number of requirements relating to

9 consultation with the ECB, and that's common to have consultation requirements with

10 different Main Justice components. There are also situations where you have approval

11 requirements, where a US. Attorney's Office cannot go forward without getting the

12 approval of certain Main Justice components.

13 €CB, becauseof their expertise and their role, published a manual ~ I forget the

14 exact title, but it was essentially the election crimes manual. And, in there, they had

15 over years developed and stated a practice, and this is an oversimplification, but the

16 practice essentially was to not conduct investigations in real time while elections were

17 going on, waitfor the elections to be completed and certified andforthe election winner

18 totake office essentially, and then conduct investigations.

19 Obviously, this meant that you could not then address any fraud that may have

20 contributed to the outcome of the election. Their thought was we should be conducting

21 investigations essentially after the fact in an effort to deter misconduct in future

22 elections.

23 That made a lotofsense, and there's certainly merit to that approach. | would

24 callita practice rather than a policy. This was not something issued over the signature

25 block of an Attorney General or Deputy Attorney General or anything like that. An ECB
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1 doesn't have the power to make policy for the Department, but this was the practice of

2 the Department generally.

3 There were always exceptions to that and the manual itself talks about exceptions

4 and says thisis the general rule and things like that. Obviously, you've got to exercise

5 judgment inparticularcircumstances.

6 What AG Barr was concerned about, and what's reflected in the memo, is that this.

7 was avery unique situation and that, because there was so much at stake, because there

8 was noway to redo a Presidential election, and because we had so many allegations

9 comingin that called into question the outcome of the election, he wanted us to move,

10 away from that very passive approach and take a more proactive approach because he

11 felt, as he explained to me and | heard explained to others throughoutthistime period,

12 the American people have to trust the outcome of this election. Ifthere's fraud that

13 impacted the outcome of the election, they should know. If there's fraud allegations

14 and we find that those are not supported by the evidence, the American people should

15 knowthataswell.

16 So he wanted to take this more proactive approach. He wanted to give the U.S.

17 attorneys the authority to do that, and | think they had that authority anyway. But the

18 reality was, the way things had played out within the Department, the ECB acted as if

19 they had approval and disapproval authority over the work of the U.S. Attorney's Offices.

20 Theydidnot. Theirauthority, their consultation authority wasn't changedbythe

21 November 9th memo. It remained the same.

2 But the individual AUSAs in those different offices around the country were very,

23 very reluctant to go forward with any election-related matter without ECB concurring.

24 Soif ECB did not concur, typically the election would - investigation would stop in its

25 tracks
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1 And this was creating problems because you had U.S.attorneyswho want to

2 investigate things and their own assistants saying, well, we're not going to do it because

3 ECBisnot concurring. And then you had a parallel problem within FBI because ECB.

4 coordinated with FBI's public corruption branch in Washington, and the public corruption

5 branch in FBI was very reluctant to go forward with anything without ECB's concurrence.

6 And so, even if you had FBI leadership in the field saying we ought to investigate this,

7 again, their own agents would say, well, we can't go forward because public corruption

8 branch says ECB won't approve.

° 50 there was definitely conflict here between the AG's approach and ECB's

10 approach. There's merit to both approaches. get that. But the AG made a decision

11 based on the unusual facts and circumstances that we found ourselves in, and even after

12 he made that decision, there was what | would describe as foot dragging by ECB and

13 others with regard to this approach thatthe AG wanted to take.

1 Q Ise. Okay. Sosummary: AG Barr authorized U.S. attorneys explicitly

15 on November Sth to go ahead and conduct investigations of allegationsofelection fraud

16 rather than wait until the results were certified, as had been the prior practice and ECB as

17 the gatekeeper?

18 A Generally, that's right, and he gives some guidance in the memo itself as to

19 what would or would not warrant any sort of Federal investigation.

20 Q Allright. What was your role then, Mr. Donoghue, going forward as the

21 PADAG in terms of U.S. attorney investigations of allegations of election fraud? What

22 role did you specifically in your office play as thoseafter the memo was issued, those

23 investigations moved forward?

2 A So, even prior to the memo, as the PADAG, | had a tremendous amount of

25 interaction with the U.S. attorneys. That is in part because of the role, of course, but
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1 also because Id beena Us. attorney, and | knew every U.S. attorney in the country, and |

2 wasvery close to and friendly with a number of them. And so it was quite natural for us

3 tobe talking on a regular basis about what was going on whetherit was related to the

4 election or otherwise.

5 After this memo, | had a number of conversations with U.S. attorneys around the

6 country about their investigations and also the challenges because not everyone was on

7 board with the AG's approach,

8 Q So you served sort ofa coordination or deconfliction role for the Department

9 on matters of election fraud?

10 A Yes. There wasn't so much conflict, but we had some instances where, you

11 know,an allegation was made in, say, a swing State and you had multiple U.S. attorneys

12 inthat swing State and you didn't want all of them investigatingthe same thing. = So

13 there was some deconfliction. But it was mostly reporting up and saying that, yes, the

14 US. attorney in this State is aware of the allegation and they're on top of it.

15 It was up to them to decide what to investigate and how to investigate it, if to

16 investigate atall. But the concern was, is someone looking at this? You know, | think

17 the AG stated it as we can't be sitting on our hands. As long as people are aware of the

18 allegations and they're acting appropriately, that's fine. Leave it up to the US. attorneys

19 tofigureitout.

0 Q And you just said, Mr. Donoghue, that you reported up. Were you in

21 regular communication with DAG Rosen and AG Barr about the factthat these

22 investigations were going forward in the U.S. Attorney's Offices?

23 A Yes. Beingpart of the Department leadership, we met with the AG every

24 morningat9 o'clockin his office. So we had those daily meetings. | also had regular

25 contact with the AG outside of those 9 a.m. meetings. The DAG and | worked side by
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1 sideallday every day. There's one door between our two offices. | was constantly in

2 hisoffice. He was constantly in mine. So anything that| knew he would have known

3 forthe most part within a few minutes.

4 Q Yeah. So, on December the Ist of 2020, Attorney General Barr publicly

5 announced that the Department had found no evidence of systemic election fraud

6 sufficient to undermine the outcome. Do you recall that public statement?

7 A Yes,ldo.

5 Q Allright. Were you involved in formulating that conclusion, his conclusion

9 that there had been no evidence discovered of systemic election fraud?

10 A Ithink his conclusion reflected the input we were getting from the field. So

11 helped channel some of that information up. So shared his view. He also talked, in

12 some instances, directly to the U.S. attorneys, which was not unusual either. So he was,

13 getting that not only through me and through DAG Rosen but through U.S. attorneys.

14 Sol did not formulate his statement that day in any way, but it was consistent with

15 everything had seen,

16 Q Okay. Soyouare anticipating my next question. That statement was the

17 product ofa number of U.S. Attorney's Offices pursuing allegations yet finding no

18 evidence of systemic election fraud. Is that right?

19 A Yes, that's right

2 SEE Okey. Let me stop there and see if Ms. Cheney or Congressman

21 Schiff, Ms. Lofgren or Ms. Murphy have any questions for Mr. Donoghue?

2 Ms. Cheney. 1 have none,Ill

2 ME. sory? Goahead, Ms. Cheney. Did you say you do have

2 one?

2 Ms. Cheney. No. Isaid|have none.
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1  ———
2 Mr. Schiff. | don't have any questions either at this point. Thank you.

3 EE Oy. Thankyou, Mr. Schiff.
4 Mr. Raskin or Mrs. Murphy or Ms. Lofgren, anything from you?

$ Mrs. Murphy. Nothing here from Murphy, thank you.

6 oyIN

7 Q Okay. Allright. Then, Mr. Donoghue, let me go ahead on to the next tab

8 in your binder, which is exhibit 2. Now, a little bit after Attorney General Barr has issued

9 his December 1st statement, an email exchange that you have with David Bowdich, who |

10 believe at the time was the Deputy Director of the FBI. Do you remember this

1 exchange?
12 A Yes, ldo.

13 Q Allright. Does this reflect some of that tension that you described before

14 between the Public Integrity Unit and the lection ~ the ECB and the US. attorney or the
15 FBI about authority to investigate specific allegations of election fraud?

1 A Yes. Thisis one example of how that tension was playing out within the
7 Department.
18 Q Allright. If you go all the way back to the beginning of the email, the first

19 page is an email from Corey Amundson probably -- it looks like to someone - it's

20 redacted, but it looks like someone in the FBI, where he is setting forth the ECB view that

21 DAG should be essentially the gatekeeperfor authorization of investigative activity.
2 thatright?
23 A Yes,|think that's generally what he's saying.

24 Q And he says PIN does not concur in any overt investigative activity, including

25 the proposed interviews, essentially saying that he doesn't think tha there should be
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1 investigative activity about this allegation in Georgia?

2 A That's essentially what he's saying, ves.

3 Q Allright. So then David Bowdich brings this to you for resolution, and you

4 respond, Mr. Donoghue, with the last email in the chain, essentially saying go forth and

5 dotheinterviews. Canyou explain to us sort of what your position was when this

6 conflict arose between ECB and the FBI agents in Georgia who were asked to do these:

7 interviews?

8 A Right. So,if I'm remembering this allegation correctly, this had to do with

9 the State Farm Arena and Fulton County ballots. And there was some allegations being

10 made in, | believe, in civil litigation but also just generally outthere in the media that

11 there wasa video that showed, in fact, that ballots, apparently fraudulent ballots, had

12 been smuggled into State Farm Arena, and that, after the observers were sent away in

13 some nefarious way, that these fraudulent ballots were then processed, and that

14 somehow impacted the outcome of the election in Georgia.

15 The ballots were available, obviously, at State Farm.~Thevideo was out there on

16 theinternet. There were various people involved, and the Attorney General and the

17 US. attorney and at some point Dave Bowdich all looked at this, and we determined that

18 we could doa brief investigation to determine whether any of that could possibly be true,

19 particularly given how close the election was in Georgia

0 And so FBI decided to go ahead and do limited interviewsofthe witnesses, review

21 ofthe videotape, that sort of thing. And | think they were going to work this one in

22 conjunction with the Georgia Secretaryof State's Office. That was fine. That was

23 entirely up to FBI and the U.S. Attorney's Office as to who they were going to work these

24 cases with, if anyone.

2 But, again, you see this playing out where PIN says, well, we don't want you to go
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1 ahead and interview the witnesses. Ultimately, they did. | think they interviewed

2 abouta dozen witnesses who were at the facility that night. The interviews of the

3 witnesses, the reviewof thevideo ultimately revealed that there was nothing nefarious.

4 There was no evidence on the video that fraudulent ballots were smuggled into the

5 facility.

6 The observers did leave early, but that was more a matterof confusion about how

7 late the ballot counting would go on that night, and it didn't seem like there was anything

8 nefariousitto.

9 So, ultimately, in this particular example, we were able to determine that the

10 allegations were not well founded, and this is oneofthe examples that fed into AG Barr's

11 view that he announced publicly that there was not evidence that there was fraud

12 sufficient to change the outcome oftheelection.

13 Q see. Sothe FBI looked into it, essentially found the allegation about fraud

14 was unfounded and that the integrity of the ballots at the State Farm Arena was not

15 infected with fraud?

16 A Comet.

7 Q Okay. Similar allegation arises in Michigan, if you could turn to exhibit 3.

18 A Yes lhaveit

19 Q Moving forward about a week, this is December the 14th. ~ There's an email

20 from Molly Michael to Jeff Rosen, and it attaches some talking points from Antrim

21 County, Michigan. Do you recall getting this forwarded to you, Mr. Donoghue, and

22 beingfamiliarwith both the allegation and then the subsequent investigation of the

23 issues in Antrim County?

2 A don't believe that DAG Rosen forwarded this email to me, but | id have the

25 report itself separately. And what happened in this situation was | believe, on the 13th
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1 of December, which was Sunday, pursuant to some civil litigation that was going on in

2 Michigan, ths group, Aled Security Operations Group, made public this reportoftheirs.

3 Just to back it up a minute, Antrim County in Michigan had some litigation that

4 wasinState court. The Department was not involved in that whatsoever. We had no

5 involvement. But, pursuant to that State litigation, a judge allowed the plaintiffs and

6 their experts tolook at the voting machines in Antrim County, and those were Dominion

7 voting machines. Dominion is widely used around the country, both their hardware and

8 their software.

° Q And,just to stop you for a minute, this State litigation is brought — initiated

10 by former President Trump and his - others acting on his behalf, essentially making an

11 allegation that those ballots were somehow infected, unreliable, and that's playing out in

12 State court?

13 A don't believe so. | think this was brought bya private citizen. | don't

14 think this was brought by the campaign. But whether that was someone who was in

15 some way allied with the President's campaign, | don't know, but from my recollection,

16 there was a private citizen who was challenging, if not the Presidential lection, maybe

17 something else on that ballot.

1 But, regardless, a State court judge said that the plaintiffs could go in, look at the

19 hardware, look at the software, anddo theirown analysis. ~ And, supposedly, that's what

20 produced this report from Allied Security Operations Group. ~ That came out on Sunday,

21 thel3th. | believe this was attached to some sort of application in the State court

22 proceeding, and so it became public. Itwas all over the internet. There was a lot of

23 talkaboutit

2 The allegation here essentially was that this forensic reviewindicatedthat the

25 Dominion machines produced a 68-percent error rate. Now, obviously if the Dominion
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1 machines produced a 68-percent error rate, we had a huge problem with the election.

2 So this came to us on Monday. | wascertainly aware of it Monday. | might

3 have been aware of it on Sunday as well when t first hit the news because | was trying to

4 track these things. When Jeff Rosen received this email from the President's secretary, |

5 wasup onthe fifth floor in Attorney General Barr's office. So | didn't get this from DAG

6 Rosen.

7 As was leaving AG Barr's office around 5 p.m., close to 5 p.m, he brought this up.

8 Idon'tknow if we discussed it earlier in the day as well, but he brought it up, and he said:

9 Are youawareof this report out of Michigan?

10 said: Yes. hadn't read the report, but 'd seen the headlines.

1 And he said, essentially: Make sure the U.S. attorneys are aware of it. Make

12 sure we're ontop of thisthing. Make sure we're taking a look at it.

13 And so, as left his office, hissecretaryJENN: right outside his door.

14 He said something to the effect ofMascopies of the report.”
15 So, as| left his office, 1 saidtofll: Do you have copies of this Michigan

16 report?

FY She said: Yes. | have them on my computer.

1 I5aid: Great. Can you just send them to the Us. attorneys in Michigan so they

19 have them.

2 And so you see that on tab 4. That'sJREsencing i ou, correctly noting that
21 itwas pursuant to my instructions because | wanted to make sure that the Us. attorneys

22 in Michigan had their report, and they were aware of the allegations.

2 Q Yeah

20 A think

2 Q just want to make sure for the record I'm clear, so exhibit4 you are,
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1 again, anticipating exactly where I'm going -- you take this report, the ASOG report, and

2 askthatit be sent to the two U.S. attorneys for the two districts in Michiganfor them to

3 evaluate and potentially pursue. Isthat right?

4 A Correct. And, again, | was upstairs on the fifth floor. So lwasn't even

5 aware that DAG Rosen hadreceivedthis from the White House down on the fourth floor

6 2minutes prior.

7 a okay.

8 A But this report was everywhere and obviously was something we were going

9 tohavetolook at because if there was any possibility that there was a significant error

10 rate with the Dominion machines then that would create a lot of issuesfor the election.

u Q Yeah. Sotellus then whether or not this was investigated and what

12 conclusion was drawn.

13 A S0AG Barr asked -- and | don't remember if this was on the 14th when | was

14 upstairs, or it was the following morning or at some other point, but somewhere in this

15 time period, AG Barr wanted Department of Homeland Security to take a look at the.

16 Allied report.

1” And the reason is, within Department of Homeland Security they have an agency

18 called CISA, C-I-S-A, which is the cyber infrastructure - I'm sorry, Cyber and Infrastructure

19 Security Agency, and they have expertise in election hardware and software. They

20 provide support and assistance to States and localities in using and qualifying election

21 hardwareandsoftware. So they'rethe Federal government'sexperts inthis.

2 AG Barr wanted the to take a look at this report and to report back to him as to

23 whether there could beany truth to this. Obviously, on its face, a 68-percent error rate

24 isvery, very unlikely. Hard to believe that that's true, but hewanted them to take a look

25 atitand give them his feedback
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1 Theydid that. They sent several people over within a day or two to brief the AG

2 and others on what their conclusions were with regard to the Alied report. | was there

3 forthat briefing. |think there were maybefour people that came over from CISA.

4 They briefed Attorney General Barr, Deputy Attorney General Rosen, Director Wray,

5 believe Deputy Director Bowdich, myself, and there were probably twoorthree other

6 people in the room.

7 We went up. We heard them out. And they said essentially that the Allied

8 report was untrustworthy, that it drew erroneous conclusions for a variety of reasons,

9 one of which | remember being that they were using the wrong version of software, that

10 the Allied group was usinga version of software that was not actually being used in

11 Antrim County. There were other explanations as to why this 68 percent error rate was,

12 notcorrect.

13 And 50 Attorney General Barr asked and produced what he called a white paper

14 explaining why the Allied report was wrong. They ultimately produced something, |

15 thinkit was on December 18th, that was forwarded to me by Ken Cuccinelli at DHS. |

16 forwarded thattollAG Barr's secretary, and asked her to provide it to AG Bar.

FY But the outcomeof all of this was that CISA looked at it, and they concluded that

18 the Allied report was wrong. And, in fact, again, pursuant to that State litigation that

19 was underway, there was a hand recount done in Antrim County. ~ And so the hand

20 recount removes the software, removes the hardware from the equation, and the hand

21 recountwasalmost identical to the machine count. And so, for us, that made it clear

22 that the Allied report was wrong and that the Dominion voting machines and Dominion

23 voting software was reliable and producing reliable results.

2 Q Exhibit 5 in your binder, if you could take a look, s that the white paper — it

25 starts with an email from Ken Cuccinellito you, buti attached this very — this one-page
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1 document. Andis that, Mr. Donoghue, the white paper that Attorney General Barr

2 asked the Homeland Security folks to produce?

3 A Right. I think Attorney General Barr in asking for a white paper was hoping.

4 for something more substantive and detailed, but they produced this one-pager with

5 these bullet points, which was sufficient and made the point.

6 Q And, looking at the report, it says at the top: Those records were reviewed

7 yesterday and recounted by hand. This verification, independent of the software and

8 hardware systems in question, returned results that indicates the consistency of the

9 systems, witha 12-vote difference from the previous final tally. That reflects what you

10 saidearlier about the fact that hand recount confirmed that the accuracy - essential

11 veracity of the machine count?

2 A Correct. And although it changed, | believe, 12 votes, when you added

13 them all up within Antrim, | believe it was actually onlya one-vote swing ultimately.

1a There were different election districts, and so, when you compiled all the election

15 districts, ves, there was a difference of 12 votes, but in the end, they canceled each other

16 outto the extent that there was only a one-vote difference, and there were about 15,000

17 votes cast in the county.

18 Q Yeah. Soyouwent from initially an ASOG report that suggested, oh, a

19 68-percent error rate, we may have a real problem, toa hand recount that actually

20 confirmed within 1 vote out of 15,000, the results were accurate?

21 A Right. And! did the math, and that's an error rate of .0063 percent, which

22 iswell within the tolerance for election equipment.

23 Q And certainly insufficient to cast doubt on the overall results of the Michigan

24 election?

2 A Correct.
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1 Q Allright. Now, did this come up between the time that you were -- that

2 you talked to Attorney General Barrabout the report and when you got the white paper

3 from Homeland Security, did this come up in ameetingwith the President in the Oval

4 Office on December the 15th?

5 A Yes,itdid

6 Q Allright. Solet's talk for a minute about that meeting. At this point,

7 December 15th, Attorney General Barr is still in place, correct? He's announced that

8 hes resigning, but he has not yet resigned?

9 A That'sright.

10 Q How didit end up that you went to a meetingat the White House on

11 December the 15th? Tell us the circumstances that gave rise to that meeting.

2 A don't remember exactly how it was first communicated to me. I'm pretty

13 sure it came from the DAG himself, that he came next door and said, you and | need to go

14 overto the White House this afternoon. We had to geta COVID test in advance. So

15 thatwas part of the procedures. We had to get over there in time to get a COVID test at

16 the Executive Building next door. |forget whattime the meeting was. It was

17 mid-afternoon of some sort. And we traveled over there together. And DAG Rosen

18 andl participated in the meeting in the Oval Office with a number of other people, and

19 the Antrim County reports and allegation were discussed.

0 Q Who else was present, Mr. Donoghue, at that meeting?

2 A Ibelieve it was chief of staff, Mr. Meadows, White House Counsel Pat

22 Cipillone,Ithink Deputy White House Counsel Pat Philbin was there, DAG Rosen, myself,

23 someone from DHS named Chad Mizelle. | forget what his position was at that point.

2 Shortly after the meeting started, the chief of staff said that he had to work on

25 something else, and he excused himself and he left. Also, shortly after the meeting
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1 started, Ken Cuccinelli from DHS showed up.

2 a okay.

3 A So there was swap-out there, but | think thatwas everyone in that meeting.

4 Q Okay. And, at this point, Mr. Donoghue, had DHS, the unit I don't recall

5 the acronym, the unit that examined the machines, had they done that work, or was that

6 workin progress at this time?

7 A Ithinkitwasin progressatthis point.

8 Q Allright. Tellus about the discussion. What did the President say about

9 the ASOG report or Antrim County, Michigan?

10 A So the President obviously was very much aware of the report. He was

11 saying: Doyou guys know about the tripped cord? Have you heard about this? This

12 sadisaster. Thisis unbelievable, a 68-percent error rate. How could this be? He

13 was going on about the Dominion machines and the Dominion software. He correctly

14 noted that this stuff was widely usedacrossthe United States.

15 And, at that point, the hand recount had not been completed, and we did not

16 have the feedback from CISA, C-1-5-A. And 50 we essentially said to him, Mr. President,

17 weareawareofit. Yes. Weallagree that, ifthere's a 68-percent error rate with

18 Dominionvoting machines, that we have a huge problem on our hands. ~ But let's not

19 jump to conclusions. Let's find out if this is accurate.

0 And, in away, luckily, the hand recount had already been ordered and | think was

21 already underway. And solrecall Ken Cuccinellisaying: Look, there's a hand recount

22 underway. It's going to take 48 or 72 hours. When that's done, we will know because

23 that's the gold standard, and we'll compare the hand recount results to what the machine

24 said, and we'll know what the error rate really is. And, if it's 68 percent, you know, then

25 welllfigureitout. But, right now, let's not get ahead of ourselves.
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1 And DAG Rosen and | were essentially saying the same thing: ~ Let's not get ahead

2 of ourselves. We're aware of the report, and just sort of wait to see what the resuits of

3 the hand recountare. And the President accepted that. He was fine with that, but he

4 was clearly very worked up about this claim that there was a 68-percent error rate.

5 Q Ise. Soyouand DAG Rosen explained to him: We're looking at it.

6 We're going to - this hand recount is going on, and CISA is looking at it, and we'll see,

7 right. We'll lookinto this claim ofa 68-percent error rate?

8 A That's right.

9 Q Okay. Did he raise any other election-related issues during that meeting?

10 A Hemayhave. |don't specifically remember, and | didn't take notes in that

11 meeting. Throughout this time period, fromthe 15th through January3rd, the.

12 President raised a number of these issues. And, when he would raise them, it was

13 generally in the context of, areyou guys aware of this? Did youhear about the

14 Michigan report? Did youhear about this in Pennsylvania? Did you hear about that in

15 Georgia? And we would generallyjust say, "Yes, sir, we're aware of it, thank you," just

16 to check the block that, yes, we were aware without giving much detail in terms of what,

17 if anything, we were doing about it.

18 So he may have raised other things, but if he did, it certainly was secondary to

19 Antrim County because this wasthecruxof the conversation. A report had been issued.

20 The report claimed 68-percent error rate. That obviously had implications far beyond

21 Antrim County, far beyond Michigan, and we needed to just find out if this could be true

2 ornot

23 Q Ise. So the main topic of conversation, perhaps not exclusive but main,

24 was this ASOG report and the allegations coming from Michigan?

2 A Right
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1 Q And were you brought -- Mr. Donoghue, is it your understanding that you

2 were brought because you were the guy at Justice that was essentially coordinating with

3 the Us. attorneys or had the most personal knowledgeofthose efforts to investigate this.

4 orother allegations?

5 A Iassume that's why | was there, but, frankly, | didn't really question it. |

6 don'tknow if | was requested orif the DAG decided I should go or perhaps AG Barr. |

7 don'tknow. But! definitely had more knowledge aboutwhatwas being done with

8 regardtothese investigations by the U.S. Attorney's Offices than did the DAG.

9 Q Yeah.

10 A Soit would have made sense that he would have wanted me there.
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1

2 [uo0am)

3 ovI

4 Q__lIsee. Okay. Anything else about that meeting that you recall?

5 A Again, it’s difficult. There were a number of meetings, so | don't want to

6 mixtheminmymind. But the core of that meeting, that discussion, was certainly

7 Antrim County. And we were able to say to the President, we should know in a few

8 days. And that satisfied him, and we left.

9 Q Allright. Isee.

10 Allright. just have a couple more questions about Mr. Barr before he resigned.

11 How did youhear about Attorney General Barr's decision to resign? Did you hear about

12 itfrom him or from some other source?

13 A The actual decision to resign that day | heard about from another source. |

14 wasn't surprised, obviously. There was clearly tension between the Attorney General

15 and the President. You know, it had become sort ofa running issue and a running joke

16 insome ways. Everytime he returned from the White House,| asked him if he was still

17 the Attorney General. So-

18 Q Tell me more about that tension. What was the heart of it? Was is it

19 election-related?

0 A didn't ask the Attorney General. Again, most of this was publicly

21 reported, and so, you know, we see the papers like everyone else. He was clearly

22 frustrated. And it wasn't for me to pry into what was discussed or how it was discussed

23 oranything like that, but there was clearly tension.

2 And 50, when he went over there on the 14th, we had our regular 9:00 a.m,

25 meeting with him that morning. He did say something about, you know, well, maybe by
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1 the end of the day | won't be the Attorney General anymore. But, again, that was sort

2 of a common commentaround this time period.
3 And he left sometime | think in the early afternoon, maybe around lunch or

4 something like that. After he left Iwas in DAG Rosen's office, and one of his staff

5 members brought down his resignation letter. And she handed copies to me and DAG
6 Rosen and said, you know, you two should know what's going on, he's going over to

7 resign, he's had it, and you need to know what's going on because we don't know, you

5 know, what's going to come outofthis meeting.
5 Again, had the President fired Attorney General Barr a that meeting, then, by

10 function of law, DAG Rosen would become the Acting Attorney General. So, as far2s we
11 knew, he could become the Acting Attorney General at any moment, and it was

12 important that he know what the situation was,

3 So we satin his office; we read the letter, It didn't surprise us. And then we.
14 sort of went back to work over the next few hours to wait to see what happenedat the

15 meeting

16 Q And then did you get a summaryofwhat happened at the meeting from AG
17 Barr or anyone else about the conversation he had with the President in which he

18 tendered his resignation?

1 A Yes. Late that afternoon, he returned. | saw his detail in the courtyard.
20 You can look down to the courtyard, and | knew his security detail, obviously.

2 1 think gota cal from [JJJJJfflJon she said, he wants youto come up. 501

22 went up to the fifth floor, and I went into his office. | asked him if he was still the

23 Attorney General, he said yes, and then he gave me a brief explanation of the meeting

26 with the President.
2s Q Tellus what he said.
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1 A He said that the meeting had gone as well as it could, that he had given his

2 resignation letter to the President, the President appreciated the letter. It was sort of

3 anamicable parting

a And then he said something to the effect of, now he's got to figure out who is

5 goingto be the Attorney General. That comment surprised me a litte bit, because |

6 assumed, and think everyone else assumed, that Deputy Attorney General Rosen would

7 be the Acting Attorney General upon AG Barr's departure.

5 And so said, well, that will be the DAG. ~ And he responded something to the,

9 effect of, "Maybe, maybe not. Your name came up. You should be prepared to get

10 called over to the White House, | would think tomorrow morning. You should take

11 tonightand think about what youwant to dof he offers you the job."

2 All of this surprised me. | just kind of took itn. 1aid, okay. And then | went

13 back tomy office on the fourth floor.

1 Q Let me stop youthere fora minute. Did he say anything more about

15 discussion he had he, Attorney General Barr more discussion that he had with the

16 President about allegations of election fraud or the Department's endeavors to

17 investigate these allegations?

1 A Notreally. Butif you look at the opening lines of his letter, it says

19 something to the effect of, "I appreciate the opportunity to brief you today on how these

20 investigations have gone and how they will go in the future, which | thought was a very

21 intentional piece of wording on his part, saying that, look, this iswhat we going to do, this

22 is what wearegoingto continue to do.

2 But he didn't give me the details of the discussion beyond just generally
24 characterizing that it went as wellas it could

2 Q Yeh
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1 We had talked before, Mr. Donoghue, about the December 1st public reporting of

2 his statement, no evidence of systemic fraud. Did he ever tell you that he had provided

3 that kind of information directly to the President in face-to-face meetings - he, again,

4 Attomey General Barr?

5 A don't remember specifically hearing that from him, but it was my

6 impression that he was relaying that to the President,

7 Q That he was relaying, "Hey, there's no evidence of fraud; we're looking at it,

8 andwe're notfinding anything," was it your impression that he was conveying that

9 generally to the Presidentover the course of the time between the election and his

10 resignation?

1 A Yes,itwas

2 a okay.

13 So, after you had this conversation with Attorney General Barr about "think about

14 whetheryou want to be Attorney General," did you hear from the President directly?

15 A 1did. I went back to my office immediately after that. I called my wife.

16 Itold her what was goingon. And, you know, she said, well, what are you going to do?

17 Andi said, | can't even think about it right now, there's too much going on, and I'll think

18 aboutit tonight, we'll alk tonight. ~And | hung up.

19 Afew minutes later, the phone rang, my- | believe it was my government cell

20 phone rang. Iansweredit. It said, "This is the White House operator. Please hold for

21 the President" And then the President came on the line and we had abrief discussion.

2 Q Tellus aboutthediscussion.

2 A Asi recollect, the President said, "Have you heard that Bill is leaving?"

2 15aid, "Yes, sir. | saw him when he returned to the building. 1 heard that you

25 hada good meeting."
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1 He said, "Yes, yes, it was a very good meeting. It was fine. He gave me letter,

2 abeautiful letter. It talks about someofthe things we've been able to do together, so

3 really appreciate that. But he's leaving, and now | have to figure out who should be the

4 Attorney General. | think you'd do a great job in that position. Is that something you'd

5 wanttodo? Doyouwanttoserve as the Attorney General?"

6 And | just responded, "Mr. President, | appreciate the consideration, but | really

7 thinkit's in the best interest of the country, the Department, and you tofollow the

8 regular procedures. We have proceduresforthis situation, and | think those should be

9 followed."

10 And he said, "That means Jeff Rosen would serve as the Acting Attorney General."

u I53id, "That's right. He's a great lawyer. He'd doa great job."

2 And he said, "You would serve as his deputy?" as a question. ~ AndI said that he

13 and! had discussed that, if AG Barr left, that | would function in the Deputy Attorney.

14 General's role.

15 He asked if | was going to leave before the end of the administration. | said | was

16 not, Iwas going to stay until the end. And he said, "Okay. That's fine. I'l call Jeffina

17 little while."

18 1 hung up the phone. | went immediately back up to the fifth floor so that AG

19 Barr was aware of what had just happened. | explained it to him very briefly, and he

20 said, "Okay."

2 1 went back downstairs. At that point, our weekly Monday staff meeting was

22 already underway. We had a weekly 4:30 staff meeting with the DAG, myself, the chief

23 of staff, and the various associate deputy attorneys general. | went into the staff

24 meeting, which was in the DAG's conference room. There were about 8 or 10 people in

25 the conference room, a number more on the telephone.
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1 And as| walked in, DAG Rosen's phone, cell phone, started ringing. ~ He took it

2 outhelookedatit. He looked little perplexed, like he was deciding whether to

3 answerit. And! said, "Sir, think that's the White House. You should answer it."

4 He answered it, and| heard him say, “Yes, I can hold." And he began walking

5 back toward his office. | followed him into his office. | took a Post-it note, | wrote

6 "POTUS will ask you to be Acting AG upon Barr's departure," and | handed it to him. He

7 nodded. walked out of the room, closed the door, and I told the people assembled

8 that the meeting was over.

9 Q Ise

10 A Theyallleft. And, after a few minutes, he came to my office and told me

11 about his conversation with the President.

2 Q And he was thereafter named to be Acting Attorney General upon AG Barr's

13 departure - he, Rosen?

1a A Right. There was a tweet, or several tweets, that went out shortly after

15 that from the President's account that said AG Barr has submitted his resignation, he'll be

16 gone by Christmas, and that DAG Rosen will be theActing Attorney General and that |

17 would be in the position of the Deputy Attorney General.

18 Q Do you have any idea, Mr. Donoghue, why the President contemplated or,

19 actually, offered you, leaping over Rosen, the position of Acting Attorney General?

20 A No. Id hadvery limited contact with the President. From, | think, January

21 of 2019 until December of 2020, I'd had no contact with him. | hadn't seen him, hadn't

22 spoken to him for an extended period of time.

23 1 had interacted with the President as the U.S. attorney in the Eastern District of

24 NewYork. It's hishome district. He's very interested in what goes on there. He was.

25 veryinterested in our Ms-13 prosecution program. He andI had discussed that way
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1 back when, in 2017 and 2018.

2 But there was a long period of time when | had no contact with the President.

3 Sothe notion that he was considering mefor that surprised me.

4 Q So he wasfamiliarwith your work in the Eastern District of New York and

5 you'd had some conversations with him about that in the past?

6 A Yes. I'd had conversations with him relating to the M5-13 work. I'd had

7 conversationswith him during a bill signing in the Oval Office about some ofour human

8 trafficking work. And he also called to congratulate the trial team when EI Chapo was

9 convicted and when El Chapo was sentenced, so| had two phone calls from him on that

10 case. Sohe was aware of the case.

u Q Ise

2 During the conversation with you that night that you just described, did he say

13 anything disparaging about Jeff Rosen or express any concern about Rosen's fitness to

14 serve as Acting Attorney General?

15 A No,notatall,

16 a Okay.

1” IE iiright. | am going to pause here and see if any of the members

18 of the select committee have any questions.

19 Ms. Cheney, we're going to start with you. Do you have anything?

20 Ms. Cheney. Thanks,BB. 1 did have a question, a couple questions.

21 Ones: Mr. Donoghue, we talked at some length about whether or not the

22 White House or the President was informed about the Antrim report. On the result of

23 the investigations, the interviews that had gone on on Fulton County, how would those

24 results have been communicated to the White House,to the President?

2 Mr. Donoghue. | don't know how they were initially communicated. | do know
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1 that they came up in subsequent conversations with the President. And DAG Rosen and

2 lessentially told him, "We looked into that, and it's just not true."

3 Ms. Cheney. Okay. So he was informed?

a Mr. Donoghue. 1 told the President myself that several times, in several

5 conversations, that these allegations about ballots being smuggled in in a suitcase and

6 runthrough the machines several times, it was not true, that we had looked at it, we

7 looked at the video, we interviewed the witnesses, and it was not true.

5 Ms. Cheney. And that timeframe of those ~~ when you informed the President,

9 doyou have a sense of the dates when that would've occurred?

10 Mr. Donoghue. | believe it was in the phone call on December 27th. It was also

11 ina meetingin the Oval Office on December 31st. | believe | mentioned that specifically

12 both times,

13 Ms. Cheney. Okay.

1a Okay. And then do we have a date for the briefing that you mentioned with AG

15 Barr, Rosen, Wray? | think this would've been thebriefingwith CISA about the Antrim

16 County.

FY Mr. Donoghue. | don't remember specifically. It may be on a calendar

18 someplace. But we did that somewhere between December 14th and December 18th.

19 Because

1) Ms. Cheney. Okay.

2 Mr. Donoghue. - the email from Ken Cuccinelli on December 18th was pursuant

22 tothat briefing and the discussion we had at the briefing.

2 Ms. Cheney. Okay.

2 Andthen,just to noteforthe record -- and,Ill you might have done this,

25 but the exhibit 3, that email that we received, the subject line here is "From POTUS." |
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1 think that's ~it came from the President's secretary, and it seems to indicate that he

2 asked thatit be sent. That's the Antrim County report that was later found to be false.

3 And that'sall I've got. Thankyou

4 ovINE

s Q Allright, Mr. Donoghue. Justa couple more things before we move on to

6 something new.

7 You mentioned earlier that there was tension between Attorney General Barr and

8 the President. Did that go back prior to the December 1st public statement about

9 election fraud? In other words, was the tension something that stemmed from that

10 statement or predated the statement, to the extent you know, that you observed?

n im sorry, Im not - for whatever reason, you're muted again

2 A Okay. Canyouhear me now?

3 Q Yes. Thankyou.

1a A Iwould say it predated that statement. The Attorney General wasclearly

15 frustrated in November.

16 Q Uh-huh. And any idea from himor other sources as to why he was

17 frustrated? What was the impetus of that frustration?

1 A Ireallythink he'd have to answer that. | mean, | can just give you my

19 impression fromworkingwith him every day. And it seemed

2 Q Yeah. Iminterested in your impression from working with him every day.

2 A Hewasclearly frustrated. Every time he came back from the White House,

22 hewasiritated. He just was not happy with the way things were going.

2 And I think that was understandable. |think he was in a very difficult position;
24 the Department was ina very difficult position. The President seemedtoclearly believe

25 that there was widespread fraud and that the election had been stolen, and he wanted
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1 the Department to do something about it.

2 And, to some extent, we were, but, at the same time, we have a very limited role

3 inallthis. The President didn't seem to understand that we, the Department, have a

4 verylimited role. And we had to explain that to the President repeatedly after AG Barr

5 left. I would imagine that he was having similar conversations with the President prior

6 tohis departure, but he wasn't giving methe detail of those conversations.

7 Q Ise. Sothe tension surrounded the Department's limited role in

8 elections? Orisit yourview that it wasbroader than that, that it extended to other

9 issues on which they had interaction?

10 A Idon't thinkit was limitedto the election.

n Q What again, your impressions? | understand that this i just based on

12 your conversations with him or others. What other sources of tension were there?

13 A You know, again, | wouldn't want to speculate. And | say that only because,
14 youknow, it appeared to methat there was frustration even before the election and

15 certainly before December 1st. Attorney General Barr and the President are very

16 different personalities, and they have very different approaches to things. And sol

17 would imagine it was a difficult timefor the Attorney General.

18 Q Yeah. lunderstand

19 Allright. One last question. Did Mr. Rosen tell you anything about his

20 conversation with the President when he was offered the AG job? Did he provide any

21 quotes or comments or color to that conversation?

2 A Hedid.  Itwas very short, the phone conversation was very short, because

23 he came into my office within a few minutes of him getting the phone callin the

24 conference room.

2 And he said, "Spoke to the President. He did ask me to serve as the Acting
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1 Attorney General. told him I'd be happy to do that. He wanted to make sure that

2 you," meaning me, "stayed on as the Deputy,” and | told him that would happen. "And

3 he wished us well, and he thanked usfor sticking around until the end."

4 Q Yeah

5 Do you know whether or not, Mr. Donoghue, the President had had as much

6 interaction with Mr. Rosenat that point as he had had with you? | mean, you

7 mentioned the bill signings and the personal calls about EI Chapo. ~ Do you know

8 whether he'd had similar interaction with Mr. Rosen, or was he lessfamiliarwith

9 Mr.Rosen at that point?

10 A Iknew that he'd had some. DAG Rosen was at Transportation before

11 coming over to the Department. | can't really tell you what the level of interaction was,

12 butlknew that he had some. He'd have to explain that to you.

13 Q ise

1a Okay. 1am going to move into, now, the time after Attorney General Barr leaves.

15 Are you okay to keep going, or do you need a break? | mean, this is a new --

16 A Imfine.

7 Q It's convenient place to stop, unless you want to keep going.

18 Mr. Andres. Maybe we should take 5minutes,Ill

19 EE. Yeah. Lets takeS, Greg. That'snoproblem. Thank you.

1) Mr. Donoghue. Okay. Thanks.

2 [Recess.]

2 WN Allright, Mr. Donoghue, we're back on the record. Thank you.

z oI
2 QI want to move, now, to the time in which you were essentially serving as the

25 Acting Deputy Attorney General, albeit without that ttle, and call your attention to some
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1 contacts that you had in that role with the former President and others in the White:

2 House,

3 And | want to start with the call on December the 27th and callyour attention to

4 exhibit 6, which | understand is

5 A Yes lhaveit.

6 Q Now, is exhibit 6, Mr. Donoghue, contemporaneous notes that you actually

7 tookasthis telephone callwas going on?

8 A Yes.

9 Q Allright. Tellus, firstof all, the circumstances of how it is that you ended

10 upon the phone on December 27th with the President and others. How did you get

11 involved in that conversation?

2 A Itraveled back to New York on December 24th for Christmas. | was up

13 there fora couple of days. | think the 27thisa Sunday. |was preparing to go back to

14 Washington that evening.

15 1 was at home on Long Island, and my government cell phone rang. It was Acting

16 Attorney General Rosen. |answeredit. And he said, essentially, "Hey, I'm on the

17 phone with the President. We've been on for about 30 minutes. ~ He's talking about

18 some of this election stuff. You know it better than I do. Do you mindif | conference

19 youn? Andlsaid,"Sure. Ofcourse. That'sfine." And he conferenced me in to

20 the call with the President

2 Q Okay. Andwere you -- again, your understanding, Mr. Donoghue, that you

22 were conferenced in because there was going to be discussion of the stuff with which

23 you'd been personally involved, the election-related matters in the U.S. attorneys’

24 offices?

2 A Right. Throughout this time, | had a better handle on what the Department
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1 was aware of and what we had done than theActingAttorney General did. ~ So he often

2 relied on me to provide that information to him at least, if not the President.

3 And, again, just to remind you, our general approach with regard to these things

4 wastosay, you know, "Yes, sir, we're aware of that. Thankyou." If there was an

5 instance, as there was here, where he, the President, raised something we were not

6 aware of, we would say, "Okay. We're not aware of that, butthankyou," and do

7 whatever we deemed appropriate with it.

8 Q Yeah.

° What I'd ike you to do | appreciate that, Mr. Donoghue. Id like you to just

10 sort of walk us through your notes, using them -- sort of read them to us and tell us, if you

11 can, more about the discussion that's reflected in those notes.

2 A Okay.

13 S0it's 12/27/20. It says, "DAG call." | refer to Jeff Rosen as the "DAG" through

14 most of my notes and emails even while he was the Acting Attorney General.

15 It says, "DAG call - on with POTUS and wants to conference me in."

16 "p" -- which means "President"- "Country is up in arms over the corruption."

1” “Scott Perry" -- | have a parenthetical that says "PA," Pennsylvania -- "and Senator

18 from Pennsylvania, Greg Mastriano - some of the" -- I'm sorry, | can't make out that

19 word -- something "calling."

20 Q Uh-huh

21 A "205,000 votes - more than they have voters in Pennsylvania."

2 “Flooded the market with ballots."

23 160,000 votes added - 570,000 votes for Biden, few for me, and lots of blanks."

2 "0332" -- hours in the morning - "flooded the market, multiple States, all at

25 once
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1 “jim Jordan"

2 Q Alright, let me stop you there. | want you to just tell us what you

3 remember about this allegation about Pennsylvania in terms of the "more than they have

4 voters" what that involved and what you at the Department were familiar with and did

5 about that allegation.

6 A So, again, | tried to keep on top of the allegationsas they were surfacing and

7 just make sure that the U.S. attorneys were aware of them. Or, in many instances, the

8 US. attomeys werealready aware, and they made me aware of them.

9 The reason | took notes in this meeting is because it started with this allegation

10 thatl'd never heard of. And so the President was saying, essentially, the Pennsylvania

11 secretary of State certified 205,000 more votes than were actually cast in Pennsylvania.

12 Sometimes he would say 205; sometimes he would say 250. So you see it changes a

13 litle bitin the notes. But, essentially, the allegation was that the secretary of State had

14 certified more votes than were actually cast in the State of Pennsylvania.

15 And, from what | recall the President was saying, “This is clear fraud. I's right

16 there outinthe open. You don't even have to investigate; you canjust look on the

17 internet and see her certification and see the official count and see the difference of

18 several hundred thousand votes. Its clear that this is fraud.” That's essentially what

19 he was saying about Pennsylvania.

0 And since | had not heard thatparticularallegation before, | began taking notes,

21 because | thought, well, we better understand what he's saying here so that we can

22 decide what, if anything, we should do about it.

23 Q Yeah

2 And thenyou haveafollowup

2 A He mixes this
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1 Q callwith Congressman

2 A I'msorry. He mixes this with some other allegations, which obviously

3 relate to other States, where he's talking about what he was calling, you know, a dump of

4 ballots in the middle of the night, things like that.

5 Q Yeah

6 And you have a subsequent call with Congressman Perry about that, is that right,

7 after this is over with?

8 A Itwas ater that night, because | was in the vehicle going back to

9 Washington. And you'll see, | think, at the end of these notes from the 27th, the

10 President asked for my cell number, which he already had anyway, but and he said, you

11 know, I might have people call you with evidence. Okay, fine.

2 Q  Gotit. Allright. Wel get to that.

13 A Ando the Congressman --

14 Q Yeah, we'llgettothat. Let's just keep going through the notes. | wanted

15 to make sure | was clear that thatwas all about Pennsylvania.

16 S01think you leftoffwithJim Jordan.

7 A Right. So he made a passing reference to Jim Jordan. He said, “That guy's

18 fighter

19 He was saying how several people out there, Jim Jordan and others, were trying to

20 find out what happened with regard to these various fraud allegations and that they were:

21 doing what they could but that their authority was limited, and so, you know, this is

22 something the Department should be aware of, these are things the Department should

23 belookingat.

2 Soit says, "We're like a Third World country.” He was essentially saying, you

25 know, if our elections are not trustworthy, we will be relegated to Third World country
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1 stats.

2 He mentioned Detroit. He said, "Look at the districts in Michigan. Won nearly

3 all but not Wayne County." And put in parentheses "Detroit."

a The call dropped at that point, and there was abreak ofa few minutes. And |

5 think| called DAG Rosen back, and that immediately put me back into the conference

6 conversation. The President was still talking.

7 He said, "We have thousands of people who went in to vote and were told you

8 already votedbyabsentee ballot."

9 “People are angry. They're blaming DOJ and others for inaction."

10 We talked about the statistics. He said, if you look at this statistically, "election

11 right, it wasa done deal. Somehow, overnight, the outcome changed because all these

12 ballots showed up" in the middle of the night in States like "Arizona, Georgia, and

13 Pennsyhvania.’

1a He said, thisis a huge problem, and it's not just this election. "People won't have

15 confidence in the Georgia senate races" that are coming up.

16 He said, "Georgia, Nevada, Arizona, Michigan" all had "corrupted elections."

FY “People are complaining to him constantly” about the fraud and why nothing's

18 being done aboutit

19 He said, "Thousands of people had called their U.S. attorney's offices and the FBI"

20 around the country.

2 He complained that "DOJ s failing to respond to legitimate complaints and reports

2 ofcrimes”

2 He then got back to Pennsylvania, and he said there were "5 millon votes in the

2 state’

2 Q Let me stop you for a minute before you getback to Pennsylvania. So this
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1 isa phone call with you and Mr. Rosen. It's just the three of you you and the

2 President and Mr. Rosen?

3 A Asfarasiknow. |don't know of anyone else being on that call

4 Q  Andheis frustrated with you. Like, the theme here s that you all, meaning

5 the Department of Justice -

6 A That's correct.

7 Q are not doing anything, are not doing enough to investigate these very

8 serious allegations of fraud.

9 “DO failing to respond to legitimate complaints/reports of crimes." That line

10 seems to, sort of, summarily describe his general view about the Department's inaction

11 during this periodof time. Is that right?

2 A Yes, that's ight.

13 Q Okay. Andis he encouraging you to do something? Is the purpose ofthe

14 callin your view, hey, you've got to look at this, you know, do more along these lines?

15 A will say, throughout this call and really throughout all the conversations at

16 this point, there was no point at which the President directed us to do something specific.

17 He didn't say, | want you to open a file, | want you to interviewthiswitness, or whatever

18 itis. Butitwas very clear that he thought we should be doing more than he believed we

19 were doing.

0 Q Yeah

2 A Now, that might have been due in some part to thefactthatwe didn't tell

22 him everything we were doing. DAG Rosen and | had had several discussions about

23 whatour general approach would be with the President. ~ And, as a general matter, we

24 said we were going to hear him out, and to the extent he raised things that we were

25 aware of, we would simply respond, "Yes, sir, we're awareofthat." If we had done
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1 enough investigation to dispel it, we would simply report, "We looked at that, and that's

2 nottrue," or, "We looked at that, and there's no evidence to support that."

3 Q What

a A 0 he would know

s Q  Imsorry. Goahead. Imsorry.

s A Sothat he would know that, in fact, we were doing our job and what our

7 conclusionwas. But we were not telling himspecifics about individual investigations or

8 anything lke that

° Q Tellme more about that last statement, Mr. Donoghue. Whydid you and

10 Mr. Rosen have concern about providing him with more specific information about the

11 Departmentsefforts? What was the, sort of, negative outcome that could ensue from

12 providing him with that level of detail?

13 A We just didn't think it was necessary, frankly. And he wasn't asking for it.

14 He wasn't asking about how many witnesses did you interview, and what did you do, and

15 things like that.

16 The problem, or part of the problem, was there were so many of these allegations.

17 that, when you addressed one, you said, "Mr. President, thanks, we looked at that, but

18 there's nothing further to be done there," he would just oll on to another one. And so

19 he had this stream of allegations, which were clearly being fed to himby a number of

20 people, that he would keep referring ourway.

2 And, again, if we didn't know about it, like this Pennsylvania one that he raised

22 here, we would say, "Okay, | hadn't heard of that, thankyou." But, for the most part,

23 we would say, "Yes, we're awareofthat."

2 So he was frustrated, and his frustration obviously increasedover time.

2 a okay.
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1 If you can go back to your notes, think you can go back to "Pennsylvania" here at

2 thetopof paged.

3 A So then he goes back to Pennsylvania. He says, "S million voters in the

4 State, but they certified 5.25 million votes. ~ That's clear fraud."

5 1 have a parenthetical to the lefttherethat says, "Possibly true?" ~ Again, if

6 there's 250,000 more votes certified, there's a problem. But, on its face, that didn't

7 sound like something that was likely.

5 Then he went to Georgia. ~ He'stalking about the tape. This is the video of the

9 interior of the State Farm Arena. "The tape there shows fraud."

10 Underneath that, it says, "Ruby Freeman,” who was one of the individuals on the

11 tape. Nexttothat, it says, "Huckster." Then it says, "Closed the facility and then came

12 back with hidden ballots under the table."

13 Also, to the top right there off of "Huckster," | wrote, "Election scammer." That's

14 just how the President referenced her.

15 Underneath, it says, "Networks," meaning the television networks, "magnified the

16 tape and saw them running them," the ballots, "through repeatedly.”

FY So that's what he was relaying with regard to the video at the State Farm Arena.

18 Q  Andthat s one, at that point, Mr. Donoghue, that were familiar with and

19 you had already- there had already been some investigation done, as evidenced by that

20 email exchange with Michael Bowdich before.

2 A Yes. Yeah. Idon'trememberif that review, investigation, was completed

22 atthatpointornot. |thinkitwas. But,yes, was aware of that.

23 a okay.

2 Allright. Keep going.

2 A Then the President said, "You guys may not be following the internet the
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1 wayldo" wrote that down in quotes. That's an exact quote from the President.

2 Q When you do write in your notes something in quotes does that reflect a

3 verbatim quote from the President?

4 A Yes

5 Q Okay. Sohe said, "You guys may not be following the internet the way |

6 do," and you wrote it down as he said it.

7 A Yes

8 Q Okay. Great.

9 Keep going.

10 A Then he went back to Detroit. He said in Detroit they "threw the poll

11 watchers out." He was complaining, saying they're not allowed to do that, it's a

12 violation of the law, they had violated the law all over the county.

13 He said, you "don't even need to lookat the illegal aliens voting - don't need to.

14 It's so obvious."

15 Then he was talking about the FBI. He said, the "FBI will always say there's

16 nothing there. The leaders there oppose me; As," which means special agents,

17 “support me." He didn't use the term "special agents," but he said, "the agents” or "the

18 line guys," something like that, "support me." 1 just wrote that down as "SAs."

19 Q Yeah. He's claiming that the FI leadership somehow is against him or isn't

20 taking these claims seriously because they dislike himor they oppose him?

2 A Correct.

2 Q Was that consistent with your impression of Director Wray and the FBI

23 leadership?

2 A No

2 a okay.
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1 A Then the next page, this is him continuing about the FB. He says, "l made

2 some bad decisions on leadership there, but | was laboring under an illegal investigation.

3 The specialprosecutor should never have been commenced.”

4 Then he says hewas complaining about the appointment of the special

5 prosecutor, and he says, "You," meaning DAG Rosen and |, "figure out what to do with

6 HunterBiden." That's up toyouguys. But "people willcriticize the DOJ if Hunter's not

7 investigated for real.”

8 That was sort of an aside. That's all he said about t. It was a very brief

9 comment. Butitwas off-topic, and | wrote it down.

10 Q Alright.

1 All the way at the top there

2 A Also-

13 Q you have in parentheses "TN" - "that whole thing, angry." Tell me what

14 thatisabout.

15 A Right. So"TN"isTennessee. Again, this was another aside. The

16 President hasavery unusual way of speaking. He's got a lot of tangents that go into his.

17 train of thought.

18 And 50 he mentioned Tennessee. He said, "That whole thing, crazy. Talked to

19 theGovernor there." He's --or she is "also upset.”

0 That was a reference to an explosion that took place on Christmas morning in

21 Nashville, where an individual had packed his mobile homewith explosives and

22 detonated it early that morning. And so that was in the news. And the U.S. attorney

23 was deeply involved, and we were dealing with that throughout Christmas. ~ So the

24 Presidentjust made reference to that.

2 Q Okay. So, in the middle of this call where he's ranting about election
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1 issues, hementions the special counsel, he mentions the explosion in Tennessee, he

2 mentions FBI - allegations that the FBI doesn't ike him, and he mentions Hunter Biden.

3 Alofthat-

4 A Yes.

5 Q  --justare part of the tangents that you referenced in termsofhis manner of

6 speaking?

7 A Correct.

8 Q And any response by you or Mr. Rosen to any of those specific -

° A So, throughout this —the President, obviously, does the great majority of the

10 talking. But, throughout this, both DAG Rosen and | are just trying to respond very

11 specifically to what he's saying and saying things like, "Okay, that's fine, sir." ~ This thing

12 about Pennsylvania having more votes than ballots actually cast, "We can look at that,

13 wellfigure that out.”

1a You know, as far as some of this other stuff, we were saying, "We're aware of it.

15 We'velookedatit. We've gotit," or, "There's nothing there." | can't remember if we

16 wereatthe point - | think we wereat the point in Georgia to be able to say that we had

17 looked at that and did not believe that to be the case.

18 Q Yeah. That's the next section of your notes, where you say "Georgia

19 legislature” - or he talks about the Georgia legislature. Can you pick up from there?

20 A Right. Soitsays, "Georgia legislature is onour side. Theywant to bringa

21 case, but the Governor won't let them," meaning they want to file some sort of civil case.

22 The Governor won't let them.

23 He then goes back to the statistics. He says, "Statistically impossible for me to

24 lose. Bookies had me at 100 percent on election night. It dropped to 32 percent in

25 4orShours. That's never happened before."
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1 So now this is an example of DAG Rosen responding. And he said essentially,

2 "We'll look at whether we have more ballots in Pennsylvania than registered voters.

3 Should be able to check that out quickly. But understand that the DOJ can't and won't

4 snap its fingers and change the outcome of the election. It doesn't work that way."

5 Q 50 DAG Rosen directly says, "We cannot snap our fingers andchange the

6 outcomeofthe election. It doesn't work that way." Clear pushback to the President

7 looking for some sort of Department of Justice finger snap to delay the results of the

8 election.

° A Yes, that's what he said. And he was, to some extent, pushing back and

10 Q Yeah.

u A trying to make the President understand the Department's role.

2 Q Yeah. Sowhat does the President say in response to thatpushback from

13 Mr. Rosen?

1a A He says, "l don't expect youto do that. Just say that the election was

15 corrupt and leave the rest to me and the Republican Congressmen."

16 Q Tell me more about that. What you did you interpret that to mean?

1” A Solputitinquotes. Its an exact quote from the President.

18 1 took that to mean that he and his campaign, | suppose, were going to be

19 pursuinga political effort on the Hill to challenge electoral college votes.

20 And we knew that was the case already. There was already public reporting on

21 this. Solthink the President and some of his supporters were talking about challenging

22 electoral college votes when they made it to the Senate.

23 And so that didn't surprise me, that he had this avenue that he intended to pursue

24 with what he called the "Republican Congressmen." So --

2 Q And the Department's role in that, Mr. Donoghue, is to say the election was.
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1 corrupt, that he's asking, essentially, not for you to resolve all of these specific

2 allegations,but just say that the election was corrupt, leave the rest to this political

3 strategy?

4 A Right. So the Department had zero involvement in anyone's political

5 strategy. | think he understood that, right?

6 Q Uhhh,

7 A Sohe wanted us to say it was corrupt, you know, for whatever reason. Il

8 leave that to himorothers to explain or determine. But he wanted us to say that it was

9 cormupt.

10 And this was consistent with some things he said at other points about, the

11 Department should publicly say that the election is corruptor suspect or not reliable. At

12 one point, he mentioned the possibility of having a press conference. We told him we

13 were not going todo that.

14 Q Yeah

15 A 50 this was something that was brought up more than once,

16 Q Yeah. So,again, there was a focus on public statements that something

17 was corrupt, as opposed to trying specifically to get to the bottomof the individual

18 allegations

19 A Right

0 Q Allright. You at this point start talking. Is that right? You

21 directly -- "RPD" 1 assume, Mr. Donoghue, refers to statements that you now made on the

2 al

23 A Yes. Soltriedto, again, put this in perspective and to try to put it in very

24 lear termstothe President. And | said somethingto the effect of, "Sir, we've done

25 dozens of investigations, hundreds of interviews. The major allegations are not
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1 supported by the evidence developed."

2 We've looked in "Georgia, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Nevada."

3 "We are doing our job. Muchofthe info you're getting is false.” And then |

4 wentinto, "For instance, this thing from Michigan, this report about 68 percent error

5 rate reality is, it was only 0.0063 percent error rate, less than 1 in 15,000."

6 So the President accepted that. He said, "Okay, fine. But what about the

7 others?

8 And, again, this gets back to the point that there were so many of these

9 allegations that, when you gave him a very direct answer on one of them, he wouldn't

10 fight us ont, but he would move to another allegation.

u So then| talked a little bit about the Pennsylvania truckdriver. Thisis another

12 allegation that had come up. And this claim was by a truck driver who believed, perhaps

13 honestly, that he had transported an entire tractor-trailer truck full of ballots from New

14 Yorkto Pennsylvania. And this was, again, out there in the public and discussed.

15 And Iessentially said, look, we looked at that allegation, we looked "at both ends,"

16 both the people who load the truck and the people who unload the truck, and that that

17 allegation was not supported by the evidence.

18 Again, he said, "Okay." And then he said, "Note, | didn't mention that one.

19 Whataboutthe others?"

20 And 1 said, okay, well, with regard to Georgia, we "looked at the tape, we

21 interviewed the witnesses. There is no suitcase." The President kept fixating on this

22 suitcase that supposedly had fraudulent ballots and that the suitcase was rolled out from

23 under the table. And said, no, sir, there is no suitcase. You can watch that video over

24 and over; thereis no suitcase. There is a wheeled bin where they carry the ballots, and

25 that's just how they move ballots around that facility. ~ There's nothing suspicious about
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1 thatatall

2 1 told him that there was "no multiple scanningof the ballots." One part of that

3 allegation was that they were taking one ballot and scanning it through three or four or

4 five times to rack up votes presumably for Vice President Biden. | told him that the

5 video didnot support that

6 Then he went off on "double voting," at the top of the next page. He said "dead

7 people” are voting, "Indians are getting paid" to vote. He meant people on Native

8 American reservations. He said, there's "lots of fraud" going on here.

9 Then he said, in Arizona, "l only lost by 9,000 votes. ~ There's clearly more fraud

10 than that" just in Arizona alone.

1 Then he got into these civil cases that were being brought around the country,

12 and he says and | think this was in response to DAG Rosen saying, look, the Department

13 has nothing to do with many of these allegations. To the extent you want to challenge

14 the way that the election was conducted in various States -- we understood that there

15 were complaints about the rules being changed by certain State officials ater the fact and

16 thatit was not done pursuant to State legislatures’ power.

7 DAG Rosen tried to say, we, the Department, have nothing to do with that.

18 You're free to bring lawsuits. Your campaign can bring lawsuits. That can be litigated

19 before judges. But we, the Department, don't do that. We do, essentially, criminal

20 investigations and civil-rights matters.

2 And so the President's response was, well, the "judges keep saying, where's the

22 DOJ? Whyisthe DOJ not filing these cases?" And we both responded, "we," the

23 Department, "are not ina position based on the evidence. We can only act on the

24 actual evidence developed.”

2 My next note says, “Told him flat out that much of the information he's getting is
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1 false andor just not supportedbythe evidence. We look at the allegations but they

2 dontpanout”

3 The President was gettingvery frustrated. He said, "This electioneering fraud."

a And then, again, | have quote from him: "We have an obligation to tell people

that this was an illegal, corrupt election.”

6 Then he said, "People tell me Jeff Clark is great" and that " should put him in.

7 People want me to replace DO leadership."

5 At which pointI responded, sr, that's ine, you should have the leadership you

9 want, but understand, changing the leadership in the Department won't change anything.

10 The

1 Q Allright. Let me stop you there.

2 A Departmentoperates ~

3 Q Let me stop youthere, Mr. Donoghue. Justtwo things.

1a So, going back to, "We have an obligation to tell people that this was an legal,

15 corrupt election," sit fair to say that what he was asking you to do, primarily, was tell

16 people, in some form, a press conference or otherwise, that there was corruption so that

17 some other political strategy could unfold? Was it your impression that the precise ask

18 from the President was more about a public statement than actually the day-to-day

19 investigative work?

1) A Ithink he probably cared about both of them, but ~ | don'twant to

21 speculate about what was in his mind, but this is what he said. And1 think what you

22 take away from that, logically, is that he wanted the Department to say something

23 publicly.

2 Q Right. Sothere’s pressure on you and Mr. Rosen, to which you push back,

25 tosay something publicly, to say something publicly without basis, that there is an illegal,
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1 corrupt election, when your investigation suggested just the opposite.

2 A And should say too that, in responding to some of these criticisms or

3 observations, you know, DAG Rosen and|did sometimes make the point that, look,

4 elections or, any investigation takes time, and you can't just do this overnight, and so

5 onandsoforth. Sothisidea of, "Well, you ought to make a public statement in the

6 meantime" made more sense in the context of the conversation than the notes might at

7 firstreflect

8 Q Ise. Okay.

° And then when he mentions JeffClark, had Mr. Clark's name come up with him or

10 with others with respect to allegations of election fraud, or is this thefirst time that you

11 hear his nameassociated with this topic?

2 A Thiswas the very first time | heard Jeff Clark mentioned in connection with

13 election matters.

1 Q Alright. What was Mr. Clark's job at the Department at this time, on

15 December 27th, when you're on the phone with the President?

16 A He was the Acting Attorney General in charge of the Environmental and

17 Natural Resources Division. That was his Senate-confirmed position. But, when the

18 Acting Attorney General in charge of the Civil Division left a couple of months before, he

19 was movedover to be the Acting Attorney General in charge of the Civil Division, and his

20 deputy was running theEnvironmentalDivision.

21 So he was in an acting positionover the Civil Division, which has very little

22 responsibility with regard to election matters. So it was odd that he was being.

23 mentioned in connection with election matters.

2 Q Allright. So you hadn't had any personal conversation with Mr. Clark or

25 even heard about him being involved in any of the election-related matters with which
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1 youwere familiarup to that point?

2 A That'sright. I had no reason to think he had any involvement in any

3 election matters.

4 Q And his substantive responsibility as head of the Civil Division would not put

5 himina position to be involved in any of those investigations. Is that right?

6 A Correct.

7 a okay.

8 Allright. Keep going, then, in terms of what the President said.

9 A 50, again, I tried to be very direct with the President at this point. | said,

10 sir, you should have whatever leadership you want in the Department, but understand,

11 changing leadership is not going to change the outcome. The Department acts on facts

12 and evidence. And the facts are what they are, theevidence is what tis, and it's not

13 goingto change.

14 At that point, the President said, "You, Rich, should go to Fulton County and doa

15 signature verification, and you'll see how illegal itis. ~ You'll find tens of thousands’ of

16 illegal ballots. didn't respondto that.

7 The President then continued, there are "more votes than voters." Somehow

18 Wisconsin came up. | guess he cited Wisconsin and some claim that there were more

19 votes than registered voters in Wisconsin. But | was awareof that allegation, and | said,

20 you know, that was just a matter of them "comparing the 2020 votes cast to 2016

21 registration numbers" Thats "nota valid complaint." The voter rolls grow cycle after

22 cycle, and that's just normal population growth.

23 And the President said, "Nobody trusts the FBI." That's also a quote. He said,

24 we need other people to look at this, to work on this.

2 And then he went back to Fulton County and said, "Id like to request" that you go.
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1 toFultonCounty and check the signatures.

2 Q Allright. Is this different -- is this -- you had said before that he was just

3 talking about what people are saying. Is this now -- andyour quotes suggests this is

4 what the President said, "I'd like to request" — him actually making a specific direction or

5 request that the Department take some action?

6 A Yes,it'saspecificask. He asked that | go to Fulton County, Georgia, to

7 participate in some sort of signature verification process.

8 I wrote it down in quotes. | thought it was interesting that he phrasedit that

9 way. Itwas,to some extent, an example of him recognizing that he can make requests,

10 but he was not directing specific actions.

u Q Ise. Okay. Soyouinterpreted that as a request, nota direction.

2 A Yeah,itwas. Andl didn't goto Fulton County. Soltookitasa request,

13 and treated tas such. And there was no reason for me to go to Fulton County, so |

14 didn't go.

5 a okay.

16 A And the DAG responded to that. ~ He said something to the effect of, "We.

17 will take that into account," meaning, we will take your request into account.

18 Then he says - the President said something about, "These people who are saying

19 that the election isn't corrupt are," themselves, "corrupt."

20 There's "not much time left."

21 He asked for my cell phone number, which, again, he already had. But he said,

22 mayhave people call you with relevant information. | said, that's fine. You know,

23 people are free to provide whatever information they may have, and we will treat it

20 accordingly.

2 Then he said, "Senator Johnson has done a great job getting to the bottom of
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1 things. And that's been done in public, unlike the DO investigations." Because we've

2 told him, look, there are things that are not public; that doesn't mean we're not doing our

3 job.

4 Then, in Nevada, he made some reference to Nevada and said "forensic

5 accounting shows we won by 250,000 votes."

6 Then he mentioned someone named "Mark Martin." He said he was a North

7 Carolina Supreme Court justice. He's "retired." He's a real "scholar." He knows

8 about this stuff.

9 And then he made a final comment about “ballot drops’ changed the election.

10 He'd referenced thisanumber of times, that at 3 o'clock in the morning a whole bunch of

11 ballots showed up in various swing States disproportionately in favor of Vice President

12 Biden and that changed the outcome of the election.

13 Q Alright.

14 Howdid the call end?

15 A tran about 90 minutes or so after| was on, and then we sort of left it at

16 that. The President made his points, we responded, and that was that.

7 Q 1am just curious, Mr. Donoghue, about how you felt about this. You get off

18 the phone call after 90 minutes with the President going through the allegations that

19 you've just described. What was your overall reaction?

0 A actually felt that, you know, in some way, it was a good opportunity to be

21 able to say to him directly that we had done our job, we had looked at certain things, and

22 that the information that he was being given was not true.

23 Because it was clear to me that a number of people had the President's ear.

24 They were feeding him information. They were telling him things lie, "This is obvious

25 fraud. The Departments not doing ts job. The Department's dropping the ball."
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1 And it gave us an opportunity to say in response that that wasn't the case, that we

2 were doing ourjob. And 1 had hoped, certainly, that by giving him clear responses on

3 some of thesepoints that it would help the President understand that these allegations

4 were not supported by evidence.

5 Q  Wasit your impressionby the end of the call that that had worked, that he

6 had been convinced that these allegations had no merit or that the Department and the

7 FBIhad, in fact, been doing their jobs?

5 A Notoverall, necessarily. It was clear that he still believed that he'd won the

9 election and that the different outcome was the result of corruption. But | think on

10 some of these individual allegations he did accept it. So, when we pushed back on an

11 individual allegation, as | said, he seemed to accept our explanation, but then he would

12 move onto another allegation.

13 Q Yeah

1a Did he mention any other person beyond those that are reflected in your notes?

15 Forinstance, when he said, justsay the election is corrupt and leave it to the Republican

16 Congressmen, did he say who, specifically, those Republican Congressmen were?

FY A No.

18 Q  Ifhe mentioned a name, would it be reflected in these notes?

19 A Yes,Ithinkso.

1) a okay.

2 Allright. Let me pause there and see if, Ms. Cheney, if you or | don't f anyone

22 else from the committee is on — have any questions about this particular phone call.

23 Ms. Cheney. Thanks,Jl

2 Yeah. Just to confirm, so this phone call is happening on December 27th. Is

25 thatright?
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1 Mr. Donoghue. Yes, ma'am.

2 Ms. Cheney. And, for context, the electoral college had met and voted on

3 December 14th. And so,by the time of this phone cal, we had had 50

4 Governors — Governors of each of our States had already certified the election results in

5 eachstate.

6 Mr. Donoghue. Yes, that's right.

7 Ms. Cheney. Okay.

8 And 50, you know, | guess you touched on this alittle bit when you mentioned

9 DAG Rosen saying the Department of Justice has nothing to do with this, you're free to

10 bringsuits. And, in fact,bythis point, the President or his campaign had brought over

11 60 suits in State and Federal court in accordance with State laws, as the Constitution

12 provides. In each of these States, they had already brought suit challenging the results,

13 bringing these claims.

14 And so just ~ in terms of this idea -- did that enter into your thinking? | mean,

15 as we listen to you talk about the way you were describing for the President the fact that

16 Department of Justice was investigating these claims, it really was the case that any

17 legitimate claim had already been brought, had been adjudicated, as provided by State

18 law, and, infact, the electors had met and voted.

19 Som a little - | guess Id ike to understand a litle bit more about, sort of, the

20 open-ended nature of continuing to have the discussions about investigating fraud once

21 the constitutionally prescribed system had taken place.
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1

2 [12:06 p.m]

3 Mr. Donoghue. So it was clear to us that the President didn't fully understand

4 the Department's role in election matters. And we repeatedly tried to explain to him

5 that, essentially, whatwe dois not quality control for State-run elections. ~ That's not our

6 role. We have primarily two roles: One is investigations of criminal conduct. And

7 the other is civil rights litigation and related matters

8 So, ifaparticulargroup s discouraged from voting or precluded from voting or

9 something lie that, that's certainly a legitimate DOJ concern, and we would act on that.

10 Ifthere is criminal conduct, such as fraudulent ballots, and things of that nature, that's

11 alsovery mucha DOJ concern.

2 Above and beyond that, defects in State-run elections are largely out of our hands

13 and out of our responsibility. We could understand why the candidate, the campaign,

14 and others have a real interest in that and have a cognizable interest in that, and so they.

15 brought these dozens of suits in part pursuant to those interests.

16 But, in many instances, as the President complained of in this conversation and

17 others, the merits were never reached because the courts were finding that the plaintiff

18 bringing the case didn't have standing. And so we had gone through this in more detail

19 ina subsequent meeting in the Oval Office, but the President couldn't understand how

20 the United States Department of Justice did not have standing tobring civil suits that

21 challenge the way States conducted their elections. In his view, the client ofa United

22 States Departmentof Justice was the American people.

23 And we tried to explain to him, that's not really the case. ~The clientof the

24 United States DepartmentofJustice is the United States Government, not the people

25 directly.
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1 And 50 he - from a layman's perspective, | certainly understand this he believed

2 that we should be bringing these suits and that, if we did, as a Department, bring these

3 suits, they would get adjudicated more on themerits than get kicked out in standing.

4 Now, a number of these cases were addressed on the merits as well, and,

5 ultimately, they were all unsuccessful, including one that went to the Supreme Court.

6 But, similar to some of the others, the Supreme Court one was decided largely on the

7 standing ground. So the President didn't fully understand the role of the Department.

8 Ms. Cheney. Yeah. And | think it's very important to note that a numberofthe

9 cases were, in fact, decided on the merits. It has become sort of the talking point to

10 assert they wereall thrown out, and the merits weren't considered, but a numberofthe

11 cases were decided on the merits.

2 And so, in terms of the President's - you know, the question about whether the

13 President, quote, did not understand or did not care, was not troubled by. ~ You know, it

14 seems like you're making an assessment about the President's frame of mind in terms of

15 why he wasasking you to do what he was doing

16 Mr. Donoghue. ~ Well, | certainly don't want to speculate about what was really in

17 his mind, but | can relay what he said and his demeanor. And, throughout, he appeared

18 tobelieve, one, that he had won the election; two, that the results were somehow

19 corrupted; and, three, that we, the Department, were notdoingall that we should be

20 doingto ensure that these matters were addressed. There was nothing he saidordid

21 anywhere in this process that indicated that he didn't really believe these things.

22 Whether he did or not, | have no ability to say.

23 Ms. Cheney. Yeah, well, and | think we've seen - there were a number of

24 instances where you all would tell him the claim he was making was false, and he would

25 later comeback and make the same claim again.
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1 Mr. Donoghue. That's true.

2 Ms. Cheney. All right. That'sall | have gotlll

3 oI
4 Q Sorry. You'd think by now | would figure out the mute button.

5 Quickly goingback to the request, this is the Commander in Chief. Right? This

6 isthe President of the United States, and when he says, “I would like to request, Rich,

7 that you go to Fulton County," did you feel pressured to do that? Did you feel lie “The

8 Commanderin Chief is making a request; | need to follow — we need to follow through

9 withthat'?

10 Tell me more about your calculus as to your ability to not pursue something that

11 he requested?

2 A Itwas clear that the President wanted us to do some of these things,

13 whether it was going to Fulton County and make a public announcement or something

14 like that. |personallydidn't feel tremendously pressured. | have been in the

15 governmentalongtime. I spent many years in the Army. 1am the youngest of 12

16 children. | havevery thick skin. The DAG, similarly, | think we had avery good

17 understanding of our organization, the organization's mission, and how we were going to

18 executeonit.

19 So the President could say, you know, what he wants. | suppose it would have

20 becomea more dificult situation if he actually directed us to do things we were not

21 willngtodo. But thinkl know how that would have ended. So, you know, while he

22 clearly wanted us to do these things, | think he was careful about the way he phrased it,

23 and we were very firm on what we were going to do and not do. ~ And so, frankly, it

24 didn't bother me all that much. If had left the Department, that would be fine.

2 Q  Gotit. And then, in reference to Clark, did you feel like that was pressure
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1 or that was meant to suggest to that "Hey, if you don't do it,otherswill"? Give me a

2 sense of your reaction when he raised Jeff Clark's name?

3 A Certainly it was strange because it sort of came out of left field. And if

4 there was anyone| thought he would have mentioned, it certainly wouldn't have been

S Jeff Clark. Solwasa litle taken aback by the reference. But this notion of "Well,

6 maybe, I should just change leadership, people are telling me I should fire you two," it

7 was sortofa matter of saying: Mr. President, go ahead. If you want to dot, that's

8 fine. You should have the leadership you want. But understand it's not going to

9 change anything.

10 Soit didn't upset me. | didn't feel particularly pressured one way or the other.

11 But this was a point he was making that informed the whole discussion, and the

12 discussion had continued over the next couple of weeks.

3 Q Yeah, well, it sounds like, Mr. Donoghue, you didn't feel pressure. Its going
14 tobe reflected as we go forward in these other calls.

15 So, later that night, do you geta call, a followup call as he promised, from

16 Congressman Perry, Scott Perry from Pennsylvania?

FY A Idid. And took notes, and those are reflected in tab 7.

18 a okay.

19 A I would note the outset

2 Q Just the 28th, but was the call actually on the night of the 27th?

2 A Itwas. |misdated that. |apologize.

2 Q Well just tell us about the conversation with Congressman Perry.

2 A sure. 1apologize for the handwriting. | was in the back of a moving

24 vehicleatthe time.

2 So, to Congressman Perry, Pennsylvania, in the left margin, it says:
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1 Approximately 1800, 6:00 p.m, in car en route to D.C. Congressman Perry said POTUS

2 asked himtocall. Hels concerned about the election. He thinks that DOJ hasn't done

3 itsjob on the election. He sits on the Foreign Affairs Committee. He can't understand

4 why DOJ said nothing about Hunter Biden investigation prior to the election. And|

5 noted that | had no response there. He said he likes Jef Clark lot. He thinks he

6 would do something about this, meaning the election allegations. He said something.

7 aboutthe FBI. And he talked about the Awan brothers, A-w-a-n, the House of

8 Representatives IT scandal. | was vaguely aware of this, but | didn't knowthe details.

9 Hesaid: ThelGwasfired. We asked FBI to interview her. They told her not to bring

10 anything to the interview. She fel like she was the one under investigation.

1 And he said: And|cite this only to show that you the FBI doesn't always do the

12 right thing in all instances.

13 And he said there was a forensic accountant who was a State representative in

14 Pennsylvania looking at open source info. ~All counties but three - meaning all counties

15 butthree have reported their results. Oh, Iam sorry. He, the accountant, had looked

16 atall countiesbut three. Then have a parenthetical that says stil working on those.

FY Then he said there were 205,000 more votes than voters and that this i clear

18 fraud. He asked if he could send me evidence and send me information about this. |

19 told him we would, of course, be willing to look at that, but, thus far, we haven't seen

20 fraud on a scale to change the outcome in Pennsylvania.

2 On the left, | have - ask to send - oh, he asked for myemailaddress, and he will

22 sendinformation that he has relevant to this. So | gave him my email address.

2 Q Allright. Soa couple of questions about this conversation, Mr. Donoghue.

24 Again, Jeff Clark, does he talk about how he knows Jeff Clark? What's the basis of hs

25 statement that he likes Jeff Clark alot? Did you have any context as to why
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1 Congressman Perry was touting Mr. Clark?

2 A No,and did not ask.

3 Q Okay. And he is essentially repeating consistentlywith what you had heard

4 earlier from the President about more votes, more voters than or more votes than

5 voters, right, more votes counted than registered voters? There's this sort of math issue

6 that the President had raised that Mr. Perry is repeating?

7 A Yes, that's ight.

8 Q Okay. And justa context point here, you're in the car. Did you have the

9 DAG's detail even though you weren't the Acting DAG there? They were driving you

10 essentially back to D.C. from New York?

u A Yes. That'sright

2 Q Okay. Allright. So then do you get you send himyour email, and you

13 getan email from Mr. Perry later. Itlooks like,turningto tab 8, Sunday night,

14 December 27th, at about 8:30 p.m, he sends you an email that just says: Sir, as

15 discussed. And it forwards this PowerPoint about this Pennsylvania data that he had

16 referenced earlier. Doyou recall receiving that, and did it pertain to what he had said

17 ontheaall?

18 A Yes. That'sright.

19 Q What did you dowith that when you got this information from Mr. Perry?

0 A Solwasin the back of the vehicle, and | only had an iPhone. So | couldn't

21 really read this in detail anyway. But | opened it. |flipped through ita little bit. |

22 could see it was sort of consistent with some of the points that he had raised in the call

23 And then I forwarded it to Scott Brady, who was the U.S. attorney in the Western District

24 of Pennsylvania. Again, remember, it’s the U.S. attorney who has the responsibility to

25 investigate things in their jurisdiction if they deem appropriate. So forwarded this
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1 entire packet to Scott. We had three U.S. attorneys in Pennsylvania: Middle, Eastern,

2 and Western. | knew Scott the best. We had served on the AGAC together. They're

3 allvery good andvery competent U.S. attorneys, but | knew Scottbestofthe three, and

4 soljustsentitto him to be followed up on, if he even deemed it was worthy of following

5 up

6 Q Right. So,intab, your email to Mr. Brady says: JFYI -- which | assume is

7 “just for your information” -regarding allegations about Pennsylvania voting

8 irregularities, for whatever it may be worth. When you put that parenthetical at the

9 end, "for whatever it may be worth," what was in your mind?

10 A Ihadno idea if there was anything to these allegations. ~ Again, we just

11 heardit for the first time that afternoon from the President. ~The President was very

12 adamant, and Congressman Perry was very adamant that this was clear fraud; You didn't

13 even really have to investigate; you could just look at the reporting on the government

14 websitesfor the Stateof Pennsylvania, and it would be clear. But didn't want Scott to

15 believe that, because | was forwarding this to him, that | had formed any opinion about

16 the reliabilityoftheseallegations.

uv Q Ise. Did youtalk to Scott about it once you sent him the email? Do you

18 recall any phone conversationwith him?

19 A Idid. think] talked to him that night. I'm nota hundred percent sure.

20 But had several conversations with him over the next coupleof days. He said he would

21 lookintoit. And he got to the bottom of it very quickly.

2 Q Tellus what he concluded.

23 A Sothe secretary of state certified roughly 5.25 million votes from

24 Pennsylvania. And the website that they were referencing reported only about 5 million

25 votes. However, Scott looked intoit, and he gotback to me within a day or two and
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1 said: Look, the reason that there is a difference between the 5.25 reported by the

2 secretary of state and the State's election website is that the State election website is

3 behindin reporting. There are four counties that have not yet submitted their totals.
a The secretaryofstate knows what those totals are, and we know what those totals are.

5 And if you look atthe four missing States and add up their votes, that leaves you with the

6 525 Soitwasavery simple explanation.
7 Q lamsorry. You said "States"; | believe, four missing counties.

8 A Yeah. I'msorry. Four counties were not yet reported in the public-facing

9 State database.
10 Q  Isee.

1 A And so Scott said: Look, when you add in the four missing counties, it
12 totals up to the number that the secretary of state reported. That'sit. Thatwasa

13 completely logical, rational explanation and obviously addressed the concerns about

14 whether there was fraud on that point in Pennsylvania.
15 Q Allright. So, Mr. Donoghue, just so sort of generally with this or with

16 others, when you do cycle through one of these allegations and determine that it's

17 meritless, do you convey that up thechain to Mr. Rosen or ultimately to the White
18 House? | mean, if the President of the United States had said, "Hey, this is outrageous,”

19 you look into it and find it's actually easily explained, what, if any, effort do you make to

20 kind of pass that conclusion along to the White House?
2 A reported all these results to the Acting Attorney General. We did not

22 report them to the White House. We didnt, you know, say, "Okay, we have got to call
23 over there and tell the President we got to the bottom of it," or anything like that. They

24 may come up in subsequent conversations because the President thenraises then
25 Wereabletosay: No. We looked intoit that, and there's nothing to t
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1 But we weren't reportingbackto the White House simply because the President

2 mentioned some allegations.

3 Q Ise. Itwouldn't be consistent with protocol for you to go back to the

4 President every time something that comes up in a discussion is investigated or resolved?

5 A He didn't instruct us to do that, and we weren't going todo it. So.

6 Q Yeah. Allright. Iwant to turn your attention, if you can now to

7 exhibit 10, which we get back into Mr. Clark. The next day, December 28th, you and Mr.

8 Rosen get an emailfrom Mr. Clark, and he is asking for two urgent action items. Tell us

9 about this email, the two actions that he requested, and what your response was.

10 A Right. So DAG Rosen andI spoke, Ithink, probably several times on the

11 27thand certainly the 28thbecause that was a Monday. DAG Rosen and Jeff Clark had

12 along personal and professional relationship. They had known each other fordecades.

13 They had worked at the same law firm together. He knew Jeff Clark much better than |

14 did. And, you know, we discussed why Jeff Clark's name was coming up, why it was

15 coming from the President, why it was coming from this Congressman. ~ And Jeff Rosen

16 said: Well, look, |am going to talk to Jeff Clark to find out what's going on here. We

17 gottogettothe bottom of this.

18 So think he had conversations with Jeff Clark earlier on the 28th. They.

19 preceded this email, which came fairly late in the day. |did not talk to Jeff Clark before

20 this

21 50, at 4:40, | received this email from Jeff Clark. | read it. | read the

22 attachment. | had to read it more than once to make sure | really understood what he

23 wasproposing. And then|drafted a response. |don't know where Jeff Rosen was at

24 this point, but | went to his office, and he wasn't there. ~ So didn't get to discuss my.

25 response with him before | sentit. Butlsentitout. And then| saw him shortly
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1 afterward, and he was very upset by Jeff Clark's request. And he said that he had

2 instructed one of his administrative support personnel to get Jeff Clark in his conference

3 room. Hewas-hewasalittleangry. Andhe said: | want him down here. We

4 needtotalk to this guy and find outwhat's going on.

5 S01think there's some emails that show up.

6 Q Yeah. And!don'twant to jump ahead too much, Mr. Donoghue, because |

7 wantto get tothat conversation. But let's go back to Mr. Clark's email. ~The first thing

8 heasksofyouis: |would like to have your authorization - "you" meaning you and Mr.

9 Rosen to get a classified briefing tomorrow from ODNI led by DNI Ratcliffe on foreign

10 election interference issues. And he mentions activating the IEEPA and 2018 EO powers

11 about the Dominion machine access to the internet through a smart thermostat with a

12 net connection trail leading back to China. He is essentially asking if you can get a

13 briefing about this allegation of Chinese control of Dominion machines through a

14 thermostat. Did that strike you as odd, and what was your reaction to that specific

15 request?

16 A Yes,itstruckme as odd. | won't gointo details, but we received briefing

17 about what the I, the intelligence community, knew about the election in advance.

18 This was inconsistent with what we had been told. And | had not heard anything about

19 smart thermostats and internet connections leading back to China and things like that.

20 So the whole thingstruck measveryodd.

2 Q Yeah, and that Mr. Clark, the head -- acting head of the Civil Division is asking

22 fora classified briefing with theDirectorof National Intelligence about this allegation.

23 Thatalso procedurally was odd?

2 A Yes.

2 Q Okay. He also then - the second ask is this draft letter, which believe is
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1 attached to the email that he sends you and Mr. Rosen. And that letter is a draft letter

2 that you and Mr. Rosen and he, Mr. Clark, would sign to the Governor, the Speakerofthe

3 House, and the president pro tempore of the Georgia legislature, essentially asking them

4 tostand down and not certify the results oftheir election. How did that request strike

5 you,and whatdid you do about it?

6 A Itstruck me as very strange and somewhat alarming. And, as | said, | had

7 toread it more than once to make sure | understood what he was proposing here. It

8 was completely inconsistent with the Department's role, generally. And it was

9 inconsistent with what our investigations, to date, had revealed. And sol think|made

10 myviews known in the email response | sent to him.

u Q Yeah, which we'll get to. To be clear, he asks that a version of this letter

12 be sentto each relevant State. So was his request to send this letter, drafted for

13 Georgia, not just to Georgia officials but to officials in other States where there had been

14 allegations of election fraud?

15 A Yes. Thatwas my understandingofhis proposal.

16 Q Allright. He writes that he put it together quickly - "it" being the

17 letter —but other messages suggest that it may have been drafted by Ken Klukowski.

18 Doyou know Ken Klukowski and what his role may have been within the Department's

19 Civil Division at that time?

0 A No. ldon't.

2 Q Okay. Did you know whether or not Mr. Clark was talking to anyone else in

22 the Department about this letter or other election issues?

23 A No. Ihad no reason tothink that.

2 Q Allright. So you respond, Mr. Donoghue. We get to your response, which

25 istabll. You drafted a pretty comprehensive, specific response reflecting your
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1 frustration on the 28th, just about a ttle over an hour ater, at 5:50. | won't ask you to

2 read itto us, but just summarize for us your overall reaction and what's reflected in the

3 ema

a A tried to make it clear to him that this is not the Department's role. ~ Again,

5 we dont do quality control for State elections. The States run the elections. We

6 investigate crimes, and we look at civil rights matters. So tried to make it clear to him

7 that this is simply not our role, to recommend to the States what they do and, secondly,

8 that we have conducted investigations and that the factual claim he was making here was

9 simply not accurate. And so | reminded him that AG Barr had made public statements

10 on this point, less than a week prior, or, | guess, exactly a week prior was the last time he

11 had made some public statements, and that this was just completely unacceptable and

12 notanything that | would ever sign. And I know Jeff Clark — or Jeff Rosen, rather, had

13 the same response.

1 Q  Yousayin the first paragraph: There's no chance that | would sign this

15 letter or anything remotely like this. You sort of lead with the conclusion. You then, in

16 the first paragraph, challenge his factual assumptions. You said: ~The investigations

17 that! am aware of relate to suspicions ofmisconduct that are of such a small scale that it

18 would simply not impact the outcome of the election. ~ AG Barr made that clear to the

19 public only last week, and | am not aware of intervening developments that would change

20 thatconclusion.

2 So, setting aside whether it would be appropriate for the Department to tell a

22 State what to do, youre challenging is it fair to say you're challengingthe factual basis

23 included in his letter to the State official?

2 A Thatsright. And he himself, Jeff Clark, would have no way of knowing
25 what investigations we had conducted or not because he was not involved in election
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1 matters.

2 Q Right. You then, in the second paragraph, Mr. Donoghue, you say: |

3 cannotimagine a scenario in which the Department would recommend that a State.

4 would assemble its legislature to determine whether already certified election results

5 should somehow be overridden by legislative action. This would be a grave stepfor the

6 Department to take and could have tremendous constitutional, political, and social

7 ramifications for the country.

8 Is that your sort of procedural response here that this is just not the Department's

9 role to be quality control for State elections and tella State legislature what to do?

10 A Yes. That's the point | was making. Yes.

u Q Allright. So, when you and Mr. Rosen get this letter, you compose the

12 response. You indicated previously that Mr. Rosen essentially summons Mr. Clark up to

13 the Sthfloor for a face-to-face meeting. Does that meeting then occur?

1a A Yes. Heisonthe 4th floor. But, yes, in the DAG conference on the 4th

15 floor.

16 Q Okay. Soyouare personally present, Mr. Donoghue, for that meeting

17 betweenClark and Rosen?

18 A Yes. Itwasthe three of us

19 Q Tellus about the conversation there with Mr. Clark.

20 A Mr.Clark explained that he had been looking at some of these allegations on

21 his own, that he had information, that he had concerns about the reliabilityof the

22 outcomeofthe election. He mentioned this smart thermostat thing. It was clear that

23 he had been reading some affidavits that were attached to someofthe civil filings in

24 someofthe cases that were pending or already dismissed around the country. He had

25 various theories that seemed to be derived from the internet about why the outcome of
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1 the election was in question. And he wanted, one, the briefing; and, two, he was very

2 insistent about sending this letter.

3 So the conversation was a very difficult and contentious conversation. He made

4 itclearat some point that he had been in the Oval Office and spoken to the President,

5 which surprised me, to say the least. |told him that he had violated the White House

6 contacts policy. His responsetothat was somethingto the effect of "It’sa policy,

7 there'salot more at stake here than a policy." And | reminded him that | was his boss at

8 that point and that he was not to do that again and that he was making these comments

9 and sending emails and drafting letters without the knowledge of what the Department

10 had actually done in terms of investigations, that he was being reckless. AndI recall

11 toward the end saying: What you're proposingis nothing less than the United States

12 Justice Department meddling in the outcomeof a Presidential election.

13 And his answer was: |think lot of people have meddled in this election.

14 It got fairly contentious. As said, Jeff Rosen and Jeff Clark have known each

15 other for along time, and he was sort of - Jeff Rosen was, of course, the boss for both of

16 us. Sohe was going to make these decisions. But he was also alitle bit more of the

17 peacemaker in this conversation. | was angry, and he tried to find a way forward and

18 said: Well, look, Jeff, if you want a briefing, if you have the appropriate clearances to

19 get suchabriefing,then you can gett. But you're going to see that the IC, the

20 intelligence community, will not support these allegations. ~ And, with regard to the

21 letter, you know, there is no reason to send such a letter. It's not supported by the

22 investigations. It's not supported by the evidence.

23 He said: Rich knows what the investigations are. He knows this much better

24 thanyoudo. You haven't had the benefit of that. So you have to understand that we,

25 Jeff Rosen and, have a much better understanding of what's going on here, and we have
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1 amuch better understandingofwhy there's no way we can send a letter like this.

2 That's generally how the conversation went.

3 Q Ise. So,you,it sounds, like, Mr. Donoghue, to paraphrase, are the one

4 very directly chastising, criticizing Mr. Clark, calling out the policy violation, and directing

5 him to stand down whereas Mr. Rosen is more of a trying to find a way forward or trying
6 tosomehow placate Mr. Clark?

7 A Yes. Iwouldn't say "placate" him because,as | said, DAG Rosen was our

8 boss, and he was in charge of the situation. He was making the right decisions. | was

9 more of the mind of just shutting Jeff Clark down. But he thought t was more

10 appropriate to explain to him why he was wrong and move forward that way.

u Q Did you tell him to focus on his portfolio and only his portfolio?

2 A Yes. said he was he was outside his lane. He had no responsibilty for

13 thisstuff. He had no knowledge of this stuff. ~ He'd never conducted an election

14 investigationor any criminal investigation in his life. And he had no business sticking his

15 nose into these matters when he had the Civil Division and those responsibilities.

16 Q Did you ask him why Congressman Perry was mentioning his name orwas

17 suggesting, saying things about him in your phone conversation?

18 A Irecall saying at some point basically: Why the hell are we hearing your

19 name from the President of the United States and a Congressman? What s going on?

0 And | was focused much more on the President than the Congressman. And

21 that's when he relayed that he had been in contact with the President; he had been in the

22 OvalOffice. He didn't explain how he got there or exactly when he was there.

23 Obviously, it was within the last few days, but | was focused much more on the President

24 than on Congressman Perry.

2 Q Did the subject in this conversation, Mr. Donoghue, of the President
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1 contemplating a leadership change come up? Did Mr. Clark raise that, or did you or Mr.

2 Rosen?

3 A Mr. Clarkdid raise it in a somewhat removed fashion. And he said

4 something to the effect of "Well, you know, the President's thinking about leadership

5 here and whether we have the right leadership for these trying times," or something to

6 thateffect. It's notan exact quote. But he made certainly an oblique reference to the

7 fact that there might be a leadership change and that he would be a part of that.

8 Q Yeah. Allright. And then is that what prompted you to talk about the

9 White House contact policy or direct him to have no further contact with the President?

10 A said that prior to that because, again, | asked: Why are we hearing your

11 name from the President?

2 And then he said: Well, because Italked to the President. | met with the

13 Presidentin the Oval Office, and he isvery concerned about these things, and | am very

14 concemed about these things, and | think the Department should bevery concerned

15 about these things.

16 Q  S0how does the meeting end? Do you have a sense that he understands

17 thedirection that you have provided or not and that you expect further problems?

18 A One of the takeaways from the meeting was that Acting AG Rosen had given

19 him permission to get the DNI brief, provided he had the appropriate security clearances,

20 which he said he did. So that, apparently, was going to happen. And then we were

21 goingto sort of reconvene later to determine and what, if anything else, should be done

22 once Jeff Clark had the benefit of that briefing.

23 Q Okay. Butfairtosay it ends without a sort ofa universal understanding,

24 hey, no apology, no "okay, | got it going forward," but continued to be contention?

2 A Yes. There was definitely still a contentious situation as the meeting
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1 ended.

2 Q so, after the meeting, you felt the need to notify Steve Engel of the

3 conversation. Isthat right?

a A Correct.

5 Q  Tab12isan email that you send at 11:41 that night, Mr. Donoghue, to Mr.

6 Engelwhereyousay: Please come tomy office so | canread you into some antics that

7 could potentiallyend upon your radar.

5 Tell me what you meant when you told Mr. Engel about antics and things that

9 could potentially end up in and, again, Mr. Engel is the head of the Office of Legal

10 Counsel, OLC, atthe time. Why did you feel it necessary to loop him in?

1 A When AG Barr left and Acting AG Rosen took over, we changed the meeting

12 schedulealittle bit. And we started having 9 a.m. meetings with different staff

13 membersin DAG Rosen's conference room. Steve was one of the people who was

14 invited to the meeting every day. ~ Other people rotated.

15 1f you look at the chain of succession within the Department, it goes through a list

16 of people who become the Acting Attorney General in the absence of people above them

17 onthelist. When you go through that ist, you remove anyone who is in an acting.

18 position

19 So, for instance, the Solicitor General is fairly high on that lst. But because the.

20 Solicitor General had left there was an Acting Solicitor General; you remove that person

21 fromthelist. And, when you go down that lst, you see that f the President or - well,

22 Tlisayif the President fired Acting AG Rosen, the next person to move into the Acting AG

23 seat, absent some other action by the President, would be Steve Engel. Steve was the

24 Senate-confirmed Assistant Attorney General in charge of OLC.

2 And so 1 had a concern at this point that there could be an immediate leadership
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1 change; and, if that happens, Steve would end up in the seat, and Steve would have no

2 ideawhat'sgoingon. Sol felt that, although DAG Rosen and | were keepingthis close

3 hold, that Steve needed to know what was going on in case that developed.

4 Q Well, let me stop there and see, Ms. Cheney, if you have anyquestions

5 about this series of events.

6 Ms. Cheney. Idon't. Thankyou.

7 oy

8 Q You know, Greg, | would like to keep going a little bit longer, if that's okay.

° Mr. Donoghue, are you good? 1am getting closer to the end. But | maybe |

10 thought | might do another couple of meetings and stop before we get to the January 3rd

11 White House meeting, and maybe,atthat point, we'll take a lunch break. But, ifyou are

12 comfortable, | would like to keep going for a little while longer before we stop.

13 A I'mfine. | would like toget through as muchas this as we can.

1 Q  lappreciate that. Allright. Well then, let's turn then to the White House

15 meeting that happens the next day, December the 29th. ~ That's another meeting in

16 which you took notes. This is not a meetingwith the President; this is a meeting with

17 thechief of staff. And, well, youtellus. Is there a meeting at the White House that

18 youattend on December the 29th?

19 A Yes. Itwasin the Chief of Staff's Office. That's the only time| have been

20 tothe Chief of Staffs Office. | thinkit was in the afternoon. | don't remember,

21 specifically. Butwe went over there. DAG Rosen and | went over there, and Steve

22 Engel wasalso over there. | think Steve met us over at the White House. He didn't

23 travelwithus. But we all satin the Chief of Staff's Office. We had a number of things

24 todiscuss, some of which related to the election, some of which did not, some of which

25 just related to normal administrative or, | should say, administration transition matters.
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1 a Gotit.

2 A Sol took these notes out in the open in front of the chief of staff -- he knew|

3 wastakingnotes. And they reflect -

4 Q reference Mark Martin and John Eastman. Tell mea little bit about

5 them, what the discussion was.

6 A There wasa discussionat thispoint about what we werecallingthe original

7 jurisdiction case. And you see number four there on my list. It says: Original

8 Jomeaning jurisdiction case. We told the chief ofstaff the United States does not

9 havestanding. His response was DOJ should talk to the Olsens. And, in parenthetical, |

10 have: attorneyswhofiled a similar case.

u And then the arrow up to the top, which says Mark Martin and John Eastman,

12 they were attorneys of some sort that had, according to the chief of staff, some views or

13 insights about whether or not this original jurisdiction case could be brought at the

14 Supreme Court.

5 Q Allright. Anditsays: P trusts them. Oris this another reference to the

16 President actually havingsome relationship with Mr. Martin and Mr. Eastman?

1” A Yes. President trusts their view.

18 Q Ise. Okay. Allright. Andis Mr.Engel,is he there in part because

19 there's a discussion ofwhether the Department has standing to file a case in the Supreme

20 Court, and that would be a matter in which OLC would be expected to weigh in?

21 A Yes. Ithinkthat makes sense. | think Steve was over at the White House,

22 perhaps talking to or meeting with the White House counsel previously, and he sort of

23 just rolled into this meeting when we got over there.

2 Q Allright. We'll come back to the possibility ofa Supreme Court filing. But

25 there are two other issues discussed reflected in your notes on Pennsylvania election
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1 issueand Arturo D'Elio. Tellus, if you can, first about the Pennsylvania issue reflected

2 there inyour notes?

3 A Sothe Pennsylvania issue is the delta between the certified votes reported

4 andthepublicfacing State election database. | have already explained all of this.

s a okay.

s A Apparently, at this point, December 20th, we didn't have the final answer

7 from Scott Brady as to why that difference existed. So this is the chief of staff saying:

8 You guys know about this. Right?

9 And we said, essentially: Yes, you know, we heard about it.

10 And | wrote here: ~ Advised that we are looking at the claim that certifications

11 exceeded number of votes cast. So, obviously, at that point, Scott had not given us the

12 explanation.

3 Q  Gotit. Allright. And then the last reference to the Italian matter?

1a A Sothisis the first we heardofthis. He gave me the name Arturo D'Elo,

15 D-Elio. later realized that was a misspelling, and it should be Delia, D-E-H.

16 This was an allegation, and it was convoluted from the start, and the chief of staff was

17 clear that he didn't understand this allegation full, but he wanted to pass it along for

18 whateverwethought it was worth. ~ And the allegation had something to do with an

19 ltalian company called Leonardo and a facility they had in Italy, the Pesara, P-e-s-a-1-3,

20 facility, and that this gentleman Mr. D'Elia was somehow under the protection of some

21 ltalian Government agency, that a letter had been sent about his company. ~ And there

22 was some claim made that the company was somehow involved in changing votes in the

23 2020Uss. election. The claim also in the letter was that this had been coordinated at

24 least with the knowledgeof CIA officers stationed in the Embassy in Rome | know

25 where the Embassy isin Rome and that there was an American subsidiary of Leonardo
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1 called U.S. Aerospace Partners that might have some information about this.

2 So this was a very colluded -- | am sorry, convoluted explanation of some

3 allegationwhich we were hearing forthe firs time. Andthe chief ofstaf saidhe
a wanted to make sure we were awareofit.

5 Q But, when the chief of staff conveyed this to you, Mr. Donoghue, was it your

6 impression that he believed thi, or he was saying, "Hey, just want you to be aware of
7 this for whateverits worth," much like when you were passing something along to the

8 U.S. attorney in Michigan? Give us your sense as to how the chief of staff actually

9 credited or didn't this potential allegation?

10 A My sense was that these things were getting dumped on the chief of staff's

11 desk and he wanted to move them of is desk, and he wanted to be abl to say: |
12 referredthatto the Department.

13 He wasn't vouching for any of this. He was just passing along whatever this

14 informationwas. It wasn't clear to me what the sourceof the information was or
15 anything else.

16 Q Okay. And then tell us what happened with respect to the Italian

17 allegation. Wasitlooked at? |mean,tab 141s the actualitlooks like the actual
18 letters in Italian and in English in which these allegations are documented. Is that

1 comect?
2 A Rent
21 Q Fourteen. So tell us what you did with this information about the Italian?

2 A Sothe Acting Attorney General said, you know: ~ Welllookat it.  We'l
23 determine whether there's anything to be done about this. Obviously, it sounded very

24 farfetched to begin with. We didn't promise we would do any sort of investigation.

25 Wejust said we would take the information and deal with it.
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1 1 don't knowifit was in the room itselfor perhaps on the ride back, butActing AG

2 Rosentoldme: Just run this guy's name and see if he shows up anywhere. Let's find

3 outif we know anything about this guy. Because his name is not even on those letters,

4 youll notice. The signature block forthe letters is a totally different name.

s Q Right

6 A Sothis whole thing was very confusing. ~ But you'l see in the left there, |

7 have: J.Demers, D-e-m-e-r-s, working on this, 12/29/20. So what we did was, when

8 we got back to the Department, I called John Demers, who was the AAGfor the National

9 Security Division, and I said: John, can you just run this name and see f there's anything

10 that we know about such an individual?

n I think | asked the FBI to do the same. On my own, | googled the name and

12 Leonardo, and | learned that, frst, the name was misspelled. It should be D-"E-1-2, but

13 that there was some Italian press releases relating to the arrest of Mr. D'Ela in Italy,

14 believe, in December fora criminal conduct that related to a scheme under which he

15 purportedly exfiltrated data from his company, Leonardo. ~ And this was criminal

16 conduct that, according to the public reporting, had gone on between 2015 to 2017. So

17 it appeared to me that this individual was actually in custody in tal facing criminal

18 charges.

19 Q Which further cast doubt on his credibility with respect to these voting
20 machines and interference in the election?

2 A Yes, it appeared that this was someone who was in a difficult situation in

22 Italy, and perhaps he or someone working on his behalf were trying to help him out of

23 thatsituation.

2 Q Yeah. Anyfurthereffort to investigate it, or did it stop at that point when

25 you found out that information about the purported source?
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1 A Itstopped at that point. |think the FBI got back to me with either no

2 information or similar information saying this guy has got a bunch of issues, and he is not

3 areliable source of information. | don't remember exactly, but | was ahead of them just

4 bygoogling the guy.

5 Q Okay. Alright. The other followup from the December 29th meeting

6 involves the Supreme Court case. | want to go back to that. ~ After the meeting in Mr.

7 Meadows’ office, do you get an email from the President's assistant, Molly Michael, with

8 adraftcomplaint? Typically - we're at tab 15

9 A don't know if it was before or after, frankly. | seeher email as 11:17 on

10 the29th. That might have come after; it might have come before this meeting. | don't

11 remember exactly when the meeting was in the Chief of Staff's Office on the 29th, but it's

12 thesame day.

13 Q Okay. Andisitright, Mr. Donoghue, that she forwards you, whether it was

14 beforeor after the meeting in Meadows' office, a draft complaint, the United States of

15 America versus several States, the complaint that was the subject of the original

16 jurisdiction discussion that you just referenced?

7 A Yes. That'sright.

18 Q  Sotellus first of al, substantively, in your view, was - did Department of

19 Justice have standing to bring -- would the Department have had standing to bring this

20 case in the Supreme Court?

2 A Initially, when this was brought up, | did not know. | suspected not, but |

22 didntknow. And so we asked both OLC, the Office of Legal Counsel, and OSG, the

23 Office of Solicitor General to look at the standing issue. There were a lot of other issues,

24 obviously, too, but yourinitial question is, would we even have standing?

2 Q Right
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1 A And they both concluded no, and they reported back as to why the

2 government did not have standing to bring sucha case in their view,

3 Q  Allght. Itlooks like Mr. Engel actually sends you, at tab 19 if you could,

4 justflip ahead to that an actual summary of ~ it's called "Evaluation of Potential

Ss Originak-Jurisdiction Suitin the Supreme Court." ~ Does that summarize OLC's view that

6 there is no standing to bring this case into the Supreme Court?

7 A Yes. That was Steve's response that he gave us shortly after we asked him

8 tolookatit.

° Q This specifically concludes: ~ Mr. Donoghue, there's no legal basis to this

10 bring this lawsuit. We cannot ethically file suit without a legal basis. And we are

11 certain that, if we did so, the Justices wouldpromptlydismiss it. Anyone who thinks

12 otherwise simply does not know the law, much less the Supreme Court. If there were a

13 legal mechanism available, we would pursue it, but there is not. ~ And this case is

14 definitely not it.

15 Fairly strong words from OLC that there i just no ambiguity about the standing

16 issuehere. Isthatfairtosay? That summarizes Mr. Engel and the Department's

17 position?

1 A Yes. That'sfairto say that that was his position. We, basically, adopted

19 it. Steve's an excellent lawyer, and | trusted that his analysiswas correct.

2 Q And hesaysalittle bitfurther down: ~The United States as a government

21 doesnot have any standing to challenge the States, whether the States complied with

22 theirStateelectoral procedures, essentially, the Federal Government can't reach into the

23 State and evaluatewhether the State, in fact, complied with their own State law.

2 A Right. And this gets back to the issue that we do not conduct quality
25 control for State elections.
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1 Q Right. Youmentioned that this also was sent to the Solicitor General.

2 Wasthe viewof the Solicitor General consistent with the OLC view?

3 A Yes. Theywereverysimilar.

4 Q Allright. Now, despite that, did you have some - one conversation with

5 one of the lawyers who purported to be calling on behalf of the President about the

6 Departmentspositionon this litigation?

7 A Yes. TheDAGand hada conversation with him on December 30th.

8 Q Tellus about that. |think your notes of that conversation are at tab 16.

° A Right. Sojusta clarification here. The date is connect. The name | have

10 atthetopisnot. ltsays: DAG call with Ken Kohl. Ken Kohlwas the first assistant in

11 theD.C.US. Attorney's Office. We were dealing with Ken on preparation for

12 January 6th, which was going on at the same time. And we were literally doing one call

13 about January 6th and another call about these election matters. We were bouncing.

14 backand forth. And sol wrote down "Ken Kohl" I think because | just hung up the

15 phone from Ken Kohl. But that's incorrect, and this conversation was with Kurt Olsen,

16 one of the attorneys that the chief of staff had referenced when we were in his office on

17 the2oth.

18 Q Ise. Sothis isa conversation with Kurt Olsen, not Ken Kohl?

19 A Correct.

20 Q Okay. Tellusabout the conversation.

21 A Mr. Olsen had been trying to get in contact with the Deputy Attorney

22 General, the Acting AGfor a day or two. He was making calls andsending emails to his

23 chief of staff, John Moran, repeatedly, trying to get a meeting. The Acting Attorney.

24 General said: I'm not meeting with this guy.

2 Ultimately, he decided to take a phone call from him. And so that call happened
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1 onthe eveningofthe 30th. And my notes reflect what happened there. It was on

2 speakerphone in the Deputy Attorney General's Office. | was sitting there for the entire

3 conversation. Essentially, the gist of itis that Mr. Olsen wanted to know whether or not

4 the Department was going to fle this complaint against the States. And the DAG said

5 flatout: I'm not going to discuss that with you. We haveyourdraft. We're looking

6 atit. We have questions about this theory. For example, whetherthe United States.

7 would ever have standing to bring such a claim. And we're having our experts in OSG

8 and the Civil Division looking at it. But I'm not going to discuss that with you. You're

9 private counsel, and it's not appropriate for the Justice Department to be discussing what

10 it mayor may not do with outside counsel.

u Q  Isthere a discussion then about who Mr. Olsen represents?

2 A Yes. Hesaid: I'm acting at the direction of the President -- which | wrote

13 itdownasaquote. His role wasn't entirely clear to us so that the Deputy AG asked him:

14 sheyour client?

15 And he gave a curious response. He said: | have made my representation to

16 youon that,

1” 1 don't know if that meant he was his client or not, but he said he would be

18 reporting back to the President on the conversation. And the DAG said: You can

19 report to whoever you want. We're not going to discuss this with you.

20 And then Mr. Olsen ended it by saying: ~ This is a historic moment. The election

21 hasbeenstolen. Weneedto act to save the Republic.

2 And the Deputy AG said, "Look, we understand your perspective; we'll make our

23 own decision on this; it's not appropriate for us to discussthis with you," and hung up the

24 phone.

2 Q Allright. Soa similar question here, Mr. Donoghue, towhat |askedyou
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1 before about the President making requests. You're getting a call here from a lawyer

2 whosays: Iam actingat the direction of the President.

3 Did that create inyouor Mr. Rosen any pressure or any feeling that this was

4 coming from your boss at the White House, that you should take some official action as a

5 result ofthat desire to file this litigation?

6 A Frankly, from my perspective, it didn't change much. ~ We had explained,

7 and we will explain again to the President, that this is just not the Department's role.

8 Clearly, other people thought otherwise. And | understood, at least from the President's

9 perspective as a nonlawyer, why you would believe that the United States Justice

10 Department must have standing to bring a case that challenges the way a State

11 conducted its election. That made perfect sense to me from a layman's point of view.

12 Butlawyers, particularly lawyers who drafted complaints and have purportedly done the

13 research on this stuff, should understand otherwise.

14 Q Yeah. The other subject of that discussion in the Chief of Staff's Office was

15 the Pennsylvania allegations. Did you ever have any contact with the State senator,

16 Mastriano, whois reflected in your notes? Did he ever call you, or did you have any

17 conversation about something that happened in the Pennsylvania election?

18 A Idon'trecallas I sit here if he called me. | do distinctly remember the

19 conversation with Congressman Perry. | believe Mastriano sent me either some emails

20 or some letters or something to that effect. | remember getting something from him

21 along similar lines, but it was all sort of balled up with what Congressman Perry was.

22 talkingabout. And don't recollect speaking to Mastriano, but | may have.

23 Q And the allegation there was about more votes counted than registered

24 voters, which you were able to, with Mr. Brady as US. attorney, essentially, rebut. Is

25 thatright?
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1 A Yes, butit went beyond. They had some claims in Pennsylvania about how,

2 essentially, the procedures of the election were changed by State officials and not

3 changed by the State legislature. And their claim was that the Constitution required

4 that the State elections be conducted in accordance with the rules set by the State

5 legislature. That'sfine. There may or may not have been merit to that claim, but it

6 wasn't the Department's issue. We had no rolein that. And we explained that

7 repeatedly to people, including the President, said that's something for the campaign to

8 pursuein civil actions on their own. The United States Justice Department doesn't come

9 inand file suits because theStatesare not complying withtheir own election laws, if that

10 was even the case.

u Q Yeah. Alright. Ijust have another couple of things along the lines of his

12 chief of staff sending you things. Is it fai to say, Mr. Donoghue, that after that meeting

13 in person in his office, you got a few additional things sent byemail from Mr. Meadows

14 with allegations that he wanted you and others at the Department to be aware of?

15 A Yes, they primarily went to the Acting Attorney General, and then he would

16 forward someof them to me, but you can see a series of emails.

uv Q Yeah. Let's turn first to exhibit 20, which is an email that comes to Mr.

18 Rosen, as you said, from Mr. Meadows, that is forwarding something from Cleta Mitchell.

19 Doyou knowwho Cleta Mitchell is?

20 A I don't know who that is, but | know that name was associated with the

21 President's legal team and that she was involved in filing someof these cases around the

22 country at this time.

23 Q Allright. And Mr. Meadows asked Mr. Rosen: Can you have your team

24 lookinto the allegations of wrongdoing, only the alleged fraudulent activity?

2 Do you remember seeing that and getting that request from Mr. Meadows that
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1 you somehow look into whatis attached to that message?

2 A Yes. Idon't specifically remember as I sit here whether the DAG referred

3 thator forwarded that email to me or not, but | do remember seeing this.

4 Q Okay. And just tell us, as you have with the others, Mr. Donoghue, what, if

5 any, action did you or others in the Department take upon receipt of this - looks like it's a

6 draft complaint or, actually, an actual complaint from a case in Georgia involving similar

7 allegationsaboutelection fraud in that State?

8 A Ithinkllooked through the complaint. | probably didn't read it word for

9 word, but thinkI looked through it to get an idea of whether this was anything that the

10 Department would have any role in. So, again, ifthey re complaining about the State

11 not complying with its own election laws, that's not an issue for the Department. If

12 they're making allegations of criminal misconduct, that might be an issueforthe

13 Department. And solwent through the complaint. | don't remember exactly what's in

1a here, butl don't know if | referred it to the US. attorney in Atlanta or not. But | had

15 been talking to the U.S. attorney in Atlanta throughout this time period about different

16 allegations relating to purported election fraud in Georgia. So | don't know if|

17 forwarded this to himor just discussed it with him or what the case might be.

18 a okay.

19 Mr. Meadows then sends another message. This is now exhibit 21, and it's just

20 simplya YouTube link. This one involves a Rome satellite issue. Do you remember the

21 discussions about Brad Johnson, Rome, satellites, servers, and the YouTube link between

22 youand Mr. Rosen?

23 A Yes. Ido. Thiswason January 1st. Itwasa holiday. |wasinmy

24 apartment in Washington. There were a seriesofcalls and emails throughout that day.

25 AG -- Acting AG Rosen was keeping me updated on context. He was getting, and he
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1 forwarded an email chain to me, not this one but a similar one, that had that YouTube

2 linkinit

3 Q On exhibit 22, Mr. Donoghue, we actually get your response when Mr. Rosen

4 forwardsittoyou. Yousaysimply: Pure insanity.

5 What did you mean by that?
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1

2 [1:04pm]

3 Mr. Donoghue. That was commentary on the YouTube video itself. | wasn't

4 makinga remark about the chief of staff or the fact that he forwarded this or anything

5 likethat. |hadnoideaif the chief of staff even looked at this video.

6 But|did watch the video. It was about a 20-minute YouTube video by this

7 individual who identified himself as Brad Johnson. And it had this very conclusory

8 explanation of how multiple intelligence agencies - U.S,, British, and others ~ conspired

9 touse Italian military satellites to change vote tabulations in the U.S. Presidential

10 election.

1 And it just seemed to me to be completely off the wall. It was not evidence. It

12 wasaninteret conspiracytheory that was presented in a very conclusory manner, saying

13 this, in fact, is what happened, without citing to any evidence that supported it.

1 ovIN

15 Q see. Soitdidn't even give rise to anything credible that could be pursued

16 witha factual investigation, in your view?

7 A No, notin my view.

18 Q And did the source of it impact that?

19 There's a discussion on that same email chain, exhibit 22, between you and

20 Mr.Rosen about Brad Johnson and his relationship with Mr. Giuliani

2 Tellus alitle bit more about the fact that Mr. Johnson was involved and his.

22 relationshipwith Giuliani bore uponyour evaluation of the credibilityof the YouTube

23 video.

2 A don't think t bore upon it because | clearly watched the YouTube video and

25 had my response before | got that information about Mr. Johnson being associated with
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1 Mr Gilani

2 Q ise

3 A Soyoull see that the DAG's response is several hours later.

a So he forwarded this tome. As | said, there were emails flying throughout the

5 day, phone calls going throughout the day. | sat down, | watched the video. Iwas -as

6 aninvestigator, | was not impressed. And|made my response at 3:39, according to this

7 email chain.

8 And then, much later, Jeff Rosen told me that there was more to this and that this

9 guy was associated with Giuliani and so on.

10 Q Did Mr. Rosen make a decision that he wasn't going to meet with Gilani or

11 anyone associated with himat this point? Did he tell you that?

2 A Hedid. Hecertainly told me in the email and he might have told me in the

13 phone callsas well. He was getting alittle irritated that day, | think understandably so.

14 And he relayed to me, at least in the email if not also on the calls, that he was not going

15 to meet with Rudy Giuliani

16 Rudy Giuliani certainly knew how to bring allegations of criminal conduct to the

17 attentionof a US. attorney's officeor the FBI, and he could follow the regular channels if

18 he chose to do that

19 a Gotit

1) Allright. Mr. Meadows emails you and Mr. or, actually, Mr. Rosen a tle bit

21 later, still on Friday, the holiday, January 1st, at tab 23, about signature match anomalies

22 in Fulton County, Georgia. And he asks, "Can you get Jeff Clark to engage on this issue

23 immediately to determine if there is any truth to this allegation?"

2 Do you remember having that forwarded to you and what your response was?

2 A Yes. Myresponseis the nexttab, 24. Isay, "Atleast t's better than the
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1 lastone, but that doesn'tsay much."

2 So when I'm I'm melding a coupleofdifferent things together here. | took Jeff

3 Rosen's comment, "Can you believe this? I'm not going to respondto the message

4 below," to be a commentary on the fact that someone in the White House believed Jeff

5 Clark should be involved in these things.

6 The issue about signaturematching,that might be a legitimate issue. It might

7 give ise to some concern about whether there was criminal conduct in an election. So,

8 when! say "at least itsbetter than the last one," at least this isn't some fanciful notion of

9 Malian satellites changing votes in the Midwest. ~ Signature verifications are something

10 that routinely happen after elections, and that's what I'm saying when | say "at least it's

11 better than the last one."

2 Q Yeah

13 A Sol'm mixing and matching alittle bit offof his comment. His comment |

14 tooktobe a reference to the Jeff Clark issue, and mine is more of a comparison of

15 signature matches to Italian satellites.

16 Q ise

7 And, at that point, Mr. Donoghue, had the Department already evaluated

18 signature matches and any anomalies in Fulton County and resolved that as not sufficient

19 tocause concern?

0 A Ithinkwe left that to the civil litigants. And | don't think there was

21 anything that raised a sufficient question about signature matching in Fulton County to

22 warrant any sort of criminal review by the Department.

23 1 could be wrong about that. The U.S. attorney in the Northern District of

24 Georgia would have a better idea. But | don't recall the FBI or anyone else looking at

25 signature matching in Georgia.
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1 Q Yeah. Because there was no evidence of any potential criminal conduct.

2 A Ithinkthat's ight. |think they wanted to do a signature match review in

3 the hopes of finding some criminal conduct, but we don't go out and just start fishing

4 expeditions in the hope of finding criminal conduct. ~ We need something to base it on,

5 and! don't think that was ever presented to us.

6 Q Last question on this line is the next tab, 25, another email from

7 Mr. Meadows — busy afternoon for him -- Friday, January 1st, now it’s almost 7

8 o'clock with some attachment involving ballot security in New Mexico.

9 Mr. Meadows asks, "Can you forward this list to your team to review the

10 allegations? . Steve Pearce is the chairman of the Republican Party." And then there's

11 ashort, two-page document that is titled "New Mexico List of Complaints.”

2 What, if anything, do you remember about issues in New Mexico and whether the

13 Department took any action upon receipt of this message from Mr. Meadows?

1a A don't recall anything about New Mexico. I've seen this email in some of

15 my prior interviews with the Senate, but | don't ever recall New Mexico being on our

16 radarscreen. |don't think talked to the U.S. attorney there, who | knew. | don't think

17 DAG Rosenever forwarded this to me.

18 a okay.

19 EEE Aight. Let me stop there and see if there are any questions.

20 I'mnot sure ~ | think Representative Cheney is on. | saw Mr. Raskin briefly.

2 Ms. Cheney, let's start with you, if you have any followup questions.

2 Ms. Cheney. 1don't. Thanks,IE

2 I Aright.

2 And, Mr. Raskin, | don't know if you're still on, but - there you are. Do you have

25 anything that you'd like to follow up on?
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1 Mr. Raskin, | have no further questions. Thanks.

2 EE or
3 ovIN

a Q My only other question, Mr. Donoghue, is just, again, for your assessment of

5 Meadows, whether he took seriously any of these claims or whether you continued to

6 believe it was "get them off my desk," forward them, without necessarily vouching for

7 theircredibility.

8 Vim just trying to get your sense as to whether Meadows was, sort of, believing

9 that these were valid and that the election was riddled with fraud or whether he was just

10 checking the box by passing this stuff along to you. What was your impression?

n A Well, of course, to some extent I'm speculating here, but | tink it was the

12 latter. think he didnt havea firm opinion one way or the other about these matters.

13 They were landing on his desk, and he wassending them off.

14 a okay.

15 IE | think what Id like to do now, Greg, is maybe take a break. I'm

16 close to being finished. I'm literally up to the lat two White House meetings, the brief

17 one on the 31st and then the January 3rd meeting. And then I'l be finished and Il turn

18 itover to

19 But it might make sense now to take a short break and let Mr. Donoghue, you

20 know, havealitle bit of lunch before we continue. I's 1:14. Maybe at 2 o'clockwe

21 couldstartup again. Isthat okay?
2 Mr. Andres. Look, whatever you like. We don't need that much time and -

2 I ve con go faster, if that would be your preference.

2 Mr. Andres. Yeah. Again, the shortest period of time that's reasonable for

25 people so that the people on your side don't kill you for stealing their lunch and the
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1 people on my side don't kil me. But 15 or 20 minutes is more than enough. But t's up
2 toyou Ie
3 IE ovat to be 3s accommodating to Mr. Donoghue as we can, so
a why don't we say 30 minutes? That'll be enough for us to grab something quickly. It's

5 115. Welllresumeat145.
6 Mr. Donoghue, | realy 1 know this i long, and | know you've told the story
7 before. We're going to march through it as quickly as we can and finish, you know,

8 beforeour appointedtime.

9 Mr. Donoghue. That's fine. | appreciate it. Thankyou.

10 ME Alright. We'l see you in 30 minutes. Thankyou.
1 Mr. Andres. Okay. Yep.

2 (Recess)
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1

2 [1:48 p.m]

3 IE Vel let's gobackontherecord then.

4 1 note that we are nowjoined ESM to is the chief counsel and

5 deputystaffdirector from the select committee, is here.

6 1 see Ms. Cheney is back, from the select committee, as well. And|believe she's

7 the onlymember who's currently here. And I'l let you know if other members do join

8 asweproceed.

9 oI

10 Q So, Mr. Donoghue, | just have a couple more areas to cover with you before|

11 tumnitover to[Ill to talk about the January 6th events. | want totalk about two.

12 more White House meetings, one that occurred on December the 31st.

13 And | know we're stepping back a bit from all those emails that you received from

14 Mr. Meadows, but there are a series of photographs that are in your binder at tab 26. If

15 you could justtake alookat those.

16 And they seem to show you andsomeothers in an Oval Office meeting that |

17 believe happened on December 31st. Do you recall that meeting?

18 A do. And! have the photos.

19 Q Allright. Can you just tell us in the photos who is who, just sort of going

20 around from the left all the way around the table, around the President?

2 A 50, tothe far left, facing the President, is White House Deputy Counsel Pat

22 Philbin, P-hi-hbin. ToPat'srightis me. Tomy rights the Acting Attorney General,

23 Jeff Rosen. To his right is the White House chief of staff, Mark Meadows. And at the

24 far end of the half-circle there is White House Counsel Pat Cipollone. And, of course,

25 behind the desk is the President.
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1 Q Do you remember how itis that this meeting came together? What was.

2 the subject matter? What did you expect in advance?

3 A This was relatively short notice. | think the President was in Florida for

4 Christmas, and we had expected him to stay there through the New Year, but he came

5 backonthe 31st. And think shortly after Air Force One landed, the Acting Attorney.

6 General was advised that we were required -- requested to go to the White House. So

7 heand| headed over to the White House sometime mid-afternoon.

8 Q Did you have any idea, Mr. Donoghue, on yourway what the subject matter

9 was? Or,ifyou didn't know for sure, did you have a suspicion as to what it was he

10 wanted to talk about?

u A Iexpected he wanted to talk about election matters. | don't know if we

12 were specifically told that or not.

13 a Okay.

1a So tell us about the meeting. First of al,start with the President's state of mind

15 ormood. What wasit like during the meeting?

16 A The President was a little more agitated than he had been in the meeting on

17 thelSth. He discussed a variety of election matters. And, again, this was sort of in

18 keeping with what we had discussed previously, where he would say, are you guys aware

19 ofthis allegation or that allegation, and we would essentially say, yes, we're aware of

20 that, thankyou.

21 Buthecertainly was adamant that the election had been stolen, that he won, that

22 the American people were being harmed by fraud, and that he believed the Justice

23 Department should be doing something about it.

2 Q You did not take notes during this meeting. Is there a reason for that?

2 A 1did not take notes, no - I never took notes in the Oval Office --in part
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1 because there was nothing new here. There was nothing that he was bringing up that

2 we hadn't previously been aware of. Ifwe had, you know, perhaps | would've taken out

3 apenand paper, but that was just not the situation.

a Q  Didthe President or anyone else in the White Houseevertell you that you

5 should not take notes when you were in meetings with him or in the Oval Office?

6 A No, there were no instructions along those lines.

7 Q Alright.

5 Did the President, during this meeting, talk again about Jeff Clarkorthe possibility
9 of aleadership change at the Department?

10 A Hedidatthe end. He reiterated that people were advising him to remove.

11 both DAG Rosen and me. And we just repeated what we had said previously, that if

12 you're uncomfortable with your leadership, you should have the leaders that you want,

13 butit's really not going to change anything.

1 Q Alright.

15 Was there any discussion of the Supreme Court complaint and the OLC opinion

16 about standing? Do you know whether that specifically came up?

FY A Yes, thatdefinitely came up.

18 Q Allright. And tell us again, quickly, what the discussion was with respect to

19 the President and his understanding of the standing issue.

1) A So the President brought up again that some of these cases in his view,

21 virtually all the cases - were being dismissed on standinggrounds and that if the

22 Department brought a case it would not be dismissed on standing grounds, because the

23 Department represents the American people, and the American people had standing

24 because they were being harmed by corrupt or defective elections.

2 And so we tried to explain to him that, in fact, the Department does not have
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1 standing. We had asked OLC and the Office of theSolicitor General to take a lookat

2 that. They had done the analysis and that, in their view, we did not have standing.

3 Because we really don't represent the American people directly; we represent the Federal

4 Government. And the Federal Government does not have standing to challenge the way

5 aState conductsits own elections.

6 He could not understand that. He wasvery animated, saying, you know -I recall

7 him saying over and over, "How is that possible? How can that possibly be?" And,

8 again, from alayman's point of view, | understand his perspective, but we tried to explain

9 ittohim, that asa legal matter we couldn't bring it.

10 Q Was there discussion during this meeting, Mr. Donoghue, about the

11 possibility of his appointment ofa special counsel to investigate allegationsofelection

12 fraud?

13 A He did mention appointment ofa special counsel in at least one of the

14 meetings. I'm pretty sure it was this one. It might've been both. It might've been

15 mentioned in passing on the 15th, but | don't specifically remember that.

16 He did say, “This sounds like the kind of thing that would warrant appointment of

17 aspecial counsel.” He didn't say, "I'm directing youto appoint a special counsel.” He

18 didnot say, "Ifyou don't, | will," or anything like that. But he certainly was making the

19 suggestion that it was clearly something he was interested in having us do.

20 Q Uh-huh. Did he mention any potential people inside or outside the.

21 administration who could serve that role?

2 A Idorecall at one point he said, "I think Ken Cuccinelli would make an

23 excellent special counsel." And Ken Cuccinelli was not there when that comment was

24 made, and that's why | think that comment was made on the 31st, because Ken was not

25 atthat meeting.
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1 a okay.

2 And, Mr. Donoghue, what was your and Mr. Rosen's response to the whole notion

3 ofaspecial counsel, the appointment of a special counsel? When he said, this seems

4 like the kind of thing that would merit that, what was your response?

5 A On that, we didn't say a lot, but | think it was essentially left to, well, if we

6 don't see evidence supporting these individual allegations, then there's no evidence that

7 would warrant appointing a special counsel.

8 Q Yeah

9 Allright. ~ Anythingelse about that meeting that sticks out in your mind now as

10 noteworthy?

1 A We definitely talked about Antrim County again. That was sort of done at

12 that point, because the hand recount had been done and all of that. ~ But we cited back

13 tothattosay, you know, this is an example of what people are telling you and what's

14 being filed in some of thesecourt filings that are just not supported by evidence. And

15 thisis the problem; the problem is, people keep telling you these things and they turn out

16 nottobetrue. Sol remember we talked about Antrim County again.

7 There was a point at which the President said something about, "Why don't you

18 guys seize machines?" And | don't remember if this was in relation to a specific

19 jurisdiction or not, but, you know, "You guys should seize machines because there will be

20 evidence there," something to that effect.

2 And Acting AG Rosen said, no, we don't seize machines. We can't just go in and

22 take machines from State authorities. It doesn't work that way. ~ You know, you seize

23 evidence pursuant to search warrants, and we're nowhere in a position to seek a search

24 warrant, so we can't just go in and seize machines.

2 And the President asked something to the effect of, doesn't the Federal
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1 Government have some oversight responsibilty, or something like that. And DAG Rosen

2 said, no, we don't. The States conduct the elections. And to the extent that the

3 Federal Government is involved, it's DHS providing assistance to the States, support for

4 things ike software selection and quality control and things like that.

5 And, at that point, he got Ken Cuccinelli on the phone - the President had one of

6 his support staff get Ken Cuccinel on the phone. ~ And the President said something to

7 the effect of, "Ken, the Acting Attorney General s telling me t's your job to seize

8 machines," which is not what the Acting Attorney General had said.

9 And then Ken responded and said, no, Mr. President, that's not the way it works.

10 We provide support, et cetera.

u Q Uhhh,

2 A And then he hungup the phone, and that was i

13 Q Yeah

14 You mentioned, Mr. Donoghue, that the President was more animated, continued

15 totalkabout the election being stolen. Did anyone else in the meeting express similar

16 perspectives or seem similarly exercised about the allegations of voter fraud? Or was it

17 justthe President, himself, that was expressingthatfrustration?

18 A That was just the President. | mean, the rest of us were there to hear him

19 outandrespond. Andwedid. Andwe told himthat there were issues here. You

20 know, if ules were changed along the way and things like that, maybe there's something

21 tothat, Mr. President, but that's got nothing to do with the Department. Your lawyers,
22 through civil lawsuits, can pursue those matters, and we just have nothing to do with

23 that So

2 Q Uh-huh. And did Mr. Meadows or Mr. Cipollone or Mr. Philbin say anything

25 atallinconsistent with that, with what you and Mr. Rosen were telling the President in
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1 terms of the limited ability to develop these facts? You know, give me a sense of their

2 participation or their message to the President during the meeting.

3 A I would say they were generally supportive. Pat Cipollone certainly

4 understood the situation and was trying to reinforceour arguments.

5 The chief of staff is not a lawyer, so - and he was very quick throughout this

6 process tosay, "Look, I'm not a lawyer, | don't know how this stuff works, you guys will

7 figure this out," you know,whether that was in his office on the 29thor this day. So he

8 recognized that he had, sort of limited input on that issue. ~ But Pat Cipollone was

9 supportive.

10 a Gotit.

1 Allright. Let me turn your attention now to a second meeting that you have

12 with Mr. Clark that you and Mr. Rosen have with Mr. Clark.

13 Is there another contentious discussion face-to-face, Mr. Donoghue, between you,

14 Jeff Rosen, and JeffClark at the SCIF on the sixth floor at the Departmentof Justice on

15 January the 2nd?

16 A Yes. Thatwasin the afternoon.

7 Q Allright. Tell us, what was the impetusfor calling ~ who called it, and what

18 was the reasonfor that meeting?

19 A Sothe first meeting was on the 28th. That was Monday. This is the

20 following Saturday. | had intended to be at the office that afternoon because we had a

21 1oclock call with DOD andother partners relating to preparationfor January 6th.

2 1didn't know if the DAG was going to do that call from his office or from home. |

23 gotintothe Justice Department probably around 12:30, quarter to 1:00, shortly before

24 thecall, and | went to the DAG's office. | saw he was there.

2 He said that he had spoken to Jeff Clark and that Jeff Clark told him, apparently
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1 earlier that day, that he had decided — that the President had offered him the Acting

2 Attomey General position and that he had decided to take it but that he wanted to have

3 onelast conversation with Jeff Rosen before he communicated that to the President.

4 So we had a brief conversation about that. Then we had to break off and go into

5 the 1 o'clock call about January 6th. That took some periodoftime.

6 When that call was done, we were still sitting in his office, and I said, so what are

7 you going to doin terms of meeting with Jeff Clark? ~ And he said, | am going to meet

8 with him ~hangon. | just want to make sure I'm not conflating two different days here.

9 Q Yeah. Take yourtime.

10 A Letmejustthink aboutthis a second.

u Q Uhhh,

2 Mr. Andres. Was there a prior meetingwith Jeff Clark before that?

13 Mr. Donoghue. Well, there was the 28th. | just want to make sure | had

14 the yeah, no, thisisright. This was the 2nd. Because the only time | saw Jeff Clark

15 onthe 3rd was in the Oval Office.

16 Sollet me backit up a little bit, because | am conflating slightly here January 2nd

17 and January 3rd

18 So, when | got to the office, the DAG did tell me that he'd spoken to Jeff Clark and

19 Jeff Clark relayed that the President offered him the position of Acting Attorney

20 General it wasveryexplicit at that point

2 I

2 Mr. Donoghue. ~~ and that Jeff Clarkwasthinking about it and he wanted to

23 meet with DAG Rosen about it.

2 So,afterour call with DOD and the other partners, he said he was going to have a

25 meeting with Jeff Clark up on the sixth floor, which is our SCIF, and that he wanted me to
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1 attend, because he did not want to meet with Jeff Clark alone.

2 — en
3 Wr. Donoghue. We went up to the SCF. We locked upour phones outside
4 We went into one of the conference rooms. It was just the three of us. We had a

$ discussion. Jeff Clark again stated that the President had offered him the position and

6 he wasthinking aboutwhat todo
7 I asked him at the outset of that meeting, did you get your DNI briefing?

8 Because | wanted to follow up and make sure that he'd gotten the things he requested

9 and nail down what the results were. So he said, yes, that he had gotten the DNI

10 briefing, and he acknowledged that there was nothing in that briefing that would have

spp
12 And we then had a discussion about whether or not there were any other

13 allegations that would warrant Department action. And basically what Jeff was saying

18 was, despite the fact that th nteligence community didnot support is suspicions, he
15 still felt strongly that we should be sending a letter out to Georgia and the other swing

16 States. And then we had a discussion along those lines.

v ofE—
18 Q Yeah. There's discussion about the allegations about the trucker in Georgia

19 and whether or not he had called the U.S. attorney down there? Is that right,

20 Mr. Clark I mean, Mr. Donoghue? You asked Mr. Clark about contact with Pak?

2 A Yes ida
2 I'm just trying to find my notes from that meeting. | think there's an exhibit

23 here.

24 Q actually don't think we have any notes from this meeting with Clark.

» A guess yeah, don’ see them here. | thought thee were noes
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1 Maybe I'm mistaken, but ~

2 EE To be clear, there is a one-page note that | do think you have

3 forJanuary2nd,forthismeeting.

a Mr. Donoghue. | know I've seen them in my prior testimony, so - maybe they're

5 notmarkedas an exhibit. But! go, as best | can, off my recollection here.

s en
7 Mr. Donoghue. So we had this conversation in the SCIF. Jeff Clark says, well,

8 despite the fact that the IC doesn't have anything that calls this into question, I stll think

9 there'salot of fraud out there, I still think the Department should be taking action, and |

10 still think the Department should send that letter.

1 And, at that point, it got very confrontational, because we were not going to send

12 thatletter.

13 And 50 the meeting went on for some time. He said something that made me

14 think that he had again been in contact with the President. And|said, you know, you,

15 again, have violated the White House contacts policy. 1 reminded him that | was his boss

16 and that | had directed him to do otherwise.

FY He said that he had talked to some people on the phone, essentially interviewed

18 witnesses over a phone, and that these people had information in Georgia and that there

19 was testimony in the Georgia Senate hearing that raised questions about Georgia, and so

20 onandsoforth

2 So he kept saying, there's so much there, there has got to be something to these

22 allegations, we have to act now, we're running out of time, we need to send the letter.

23 Andthat's theway that conversation went

2% oI

2 Q Yeah. Was there any discussion of possible resignations if he became the
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1 Acting Attorney General, in that meeting with him on the 2nd?

2 A No. No.

3 But we concluded, and he said something to the effect of, "Well, the President has

4 asked me to be Acting Attorney General. I told him | would give him a response on

5 Monday. I'm going to think about what I'm going to do, and I'll let you," Jeff Rosen,

6 know."

7 He was also upset that | was there. Because | remember, early on, when we

8 walked in the room, he turned to the Acting Attorney General and said, | thought it was

9 justgoing tobe the two of us. And the Acting AG said, "No. Rich needs to be here for

10 this. He knows more about what's going on. And we're the leadership team, and we

11 want to hear what you have to say."

2 a Gotit.

13 Allright. And | appreciate you don't have your notes in front of you, but

14 anything else about the conversation, Mr. Donoghue, that you recall, the conversation

15 with Clark on the 2nd?

16 A Itjust got very heated, and it was left at that, that he would make a decision

17 overthe next day or so and let Jeff Rosen know.

18 Q You described the earlier meeting with Mr.Clark as you were more

19 confrontational than Mr. Rosen, that Mr. Rosen was trying to play, | think it was your

20 term, "peacemaker" or was trying to find some common ground.

2 Did he playa similar role in this meeting, or had Mr. Rosen's approach to Clark,

22 hadit changed and was it a different tone on the 2nd?

23 A Ithad certainly stiffened, but | think the overall tenor was that Jeff Rosen

24 was deeply disappointed. He had known this guy for decades, they worked together, he

25 respected him as an attorney, and he couldn't believe that, evenafter allthis, even when
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1 welet him get the briefing, that he was still pursuing this idea that, because there were

2 allegations out there, that was sufficient for the Department to send a letter like that.

3 So his demeanor was more of disappointment and, | suppose, some resignation.

4 1was more angry, and I'm sure that was evident to everyone.

5 Q Yeah.

6 Tell me what steps you and Mr. Rosen took after the meeting. When you

7 learned that Mr. Clark has gotten this offer, this job offer, what do you two decide to do,

8 andwhatdoyou then - what steps do you take?

° A We then went down to Jeff Rosen's office. We sat there for some time

10 talking about, what do we do now? |thinkwe called Steve Engel, because we wanted

11 Steve to be updated on everything -or|called Steve on my ownorsomething like that.

12 But we talked about, what do we do, and is this the time to broaden the circle and let

13 other people know what's going on here, because we could be out of the Department

1a withvirtually no notice.

15 And so DAG Rosen decided that, you know what? We don't know what's going

16 tohappen. Let's justsleepon this tonight. We don't need to widen the circle at this

17 point

18 Engel knew. | think Pat Hovakimian also knew at that point. And the four of us,

19 sort of, were going to keep it to ourselves, because we didn't want to create even more

20 issues for the Department at a time when the Department was already under tremendous

21 stress. Andso-

2 Q Who was Pat Hovakimian?

23 A Pat Hovakimian had been DAG Rosen'schief of staff when | first got to

24 Washingtonin July. Pat was nominated to be the IG for the intelligence community.

25 And so, somewhere in the fall, he was moved out of the chief of staff position because
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1 there was an expectation he would get confirmed and leave the Department.

2 The DAG moved another DO) attorney into the chief ofstaffposition, John Moran.

3 And Pat stayed on the staff. And DAG Rosen valued his judgment and his insights, and

4 sohe kept himin the loop even though he was not technically the chief ofstaffat that

5 point

6 Q Alright

7 Anything else happen on January 2nd,or do you, in fact, sleep on it and reconvene

8 inthe morningon--

9 A Yeah

10 Q Sunday, January 3rd?

u A Yeah, weleftit. Nothing happened that night, and then it all resumed on

12 Sunday.

13 Q Okay. Tellus about what happened on Sunday.

14 A Okay. Sohere's where | was, earlier, | think, conflating two different

15 things, the 3rd and the 2nd. It was on the 3rd, the afternoon of the 3rd, that we had the

16 prescheduled meeting with DOD relating to preparation for January 6th.

7 So came in on the 3rd shortly before the 1:00 p.m. call. And DAG Rosen said to

18 me that he had spoken to Jeff Clark apparently just shortly before this. Jeff Clark had

19 told him that he had decided to accept the President's offer to serve as Acting Attorney

20 General but that JeffClark wanted to have one more meeting with Jeff Rosen before he.

21 communicated that to the President. Sothat all happened on Sunday.

2 We then took the 1 o'clock call and we dealt with someofthe January 6th

23 preparation matters. When that call was over, | aid to him, "So what do you want to do

24 with Jeff Clark? Do you want to have a meeting with him? What do you want to do?"

25 And he said, "I'm going to have a meeting with him." And|said, "Okay, fine. Do you
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1 want me there?" as! had been the day before. And he said, “No, I've known this guy for

2 decades. I'll meetwith him one-on-one. That's fine. I'l dealwith it. And we'll take

3 itfrom there"

4 Sol went into my office. | worked on things throughout the afternoon. He

5 came down -I think they met someplace in the building; maybe it was on the sixth floor.

6 But he came back, he came to my office, and he said, "| met with Clark. He asked me to

7 stay onas his DAG once he becomes the Acting Attorney General."

8 This clearly irritated the Acting Attorney General. He basically said, can you

9 believe the nerve ofthis guy? And he said that he told him he would absolutely not

10 remain on and that he wouldleave the Department.

1 And he said that Clark said he was going to communicateto the President

12 probably that day that he was accepting the offer.

13 Atthat point, | said, "Well, | guess we're done," and |began takingthings off the

14 wallof myoffice. had plaques hung up. | figured we were going to be out of there

15 within hours ora day or something ike that. ~ And | took out boxes and I began packing,

16 up things, because | was going to resign as soon as Jeff Rosen was removed from the seat.

7 And | was packing up my office; Jeff Rosen went back to his office. And, after a

18 short while, he came back and he said, | talked to Pat, meaning Pat Cipollone, and Pat

19 says that, in his view, this is not a done deal and that we should go fight this out at the

20 White House.

2 And he asked what | thought about that, and | said, well, certainly,i there's any

22 shot of undoing this, we should do that. And he was of the same view. ~ So we said, all

23 right, let's dothat, lets fight this out. ~ And we then talked about -

2 Q  Andlet me stop you there, Mr. Donoghue. When you say "we," you and

25 Mr.Rosen are essentiallyaligned here, that it's the two of you together? ~The plan is, go
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1 tothe White House at Pat Cipollone's invitation and fight this out, versus Mr. Clark, who

2 was prepared to step in as Acting Attorney General?

3 A Yes, that's ight.

4 a okay.

5 Before you go to the White House, do you take some steps to sort of get some

6 internal support within the Department or gather some information from others inside

7 the Department?

8 A Wedd. As we discussed next steps,| said to the Acting AG, you know,

9 "Whatcanldotohelp? What do you need?" And he said, "You know, itd be helpful

10 toknow what the AAGS would do."

1 He also said, "It's time to broaden the circle, because we don't know how this is

12 goingtoend. And, in alllikelihood, it's going to end with Jeff Clark being the Attorney

13 General within the next few hours, so people need to know what's going on."

14 So he said, "Can you do a call with the AAGs and just let them know, one, what's

15 going on so they're prepared; and, two, if they have a view as to whether or not they

16 would take any action as aresultof this, we should know that because it would help

17 inform the conversation at the White House."

18 Q Right

19 A Pursuant to that, Pat Hovakimian and | set up a call at, | believe, 4:45 with

20 the AAGs. We had them callin on a conference line. We didn't get all ofthem, but we

21 gotmostofthem. Andtheycalledin. Patand were in Pat's office, put it on

22 speakerphone.

23 1 said, "| just want to read you in on some things that have been going on over the

24 last couple days you need to know." And | explained what had been going on.

2 And I said, "I don't want to put anyone on the spot, and | don't need an answer
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1 right now, butif you have an answer, | need it quickly. We need to know what, if

2 anything, you would do."

3 “I'm telling you, | will resign immediately, because | am not going to stick around

4 forthis. And the rest of you, you can make your own decision. That's fine. And we'll

5 respect the decision no matter what it may be."

6 “And, John," meaning John Demers, “I hope you do not resign, because you are

7 the NSD AAG, and we need stability, particularly if the Department leadership changes.

8 National security is too important to have turnover, so | hope you stick around.”

9 “But the rest of you, give it some thought, and let me or Pat know in the next few

10 minutes if you have a decision. If you don't have a decision, that's fine. But if you do

11 have one, let me know."

2 And before we could even hang up, they began chiming in. First, the Civil Rights

13 AAG chimed in and said, "I don't need to think about this. I'm out. If this happens,

14 there's no way I'm sticking aroundfor this." And then the others, | think they all chimed

15 inonthecall If they didn't, they called immediately after and said, "Put me on the ist."

16 And 50 it was unanimous; everyone was going to resign if eff Rosen was removed

17 from the seat.

18 Q Alright.

19 So, after this conversation with the Assistant Attorneys General in the afternoon

20 of Sunday, everybody agrees, Mr. Donoghue, exceptfor Mr. Demers, who's the head of

21 NSD, that they're going to quit if the President makes a leadership change at the top of

22 the Department?

23 A Yes

2 Q And did you convey that to Mr. Rosen before the two of you go to the

25 White House?
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1 A Yes.

2 Q Allright. So, when you get to the White House - or is there anything else

3 that happens before you goover there with Mr. Rosen?

4 A Justoneother pointthat'srelevant.

5 Q Yeah.

6 A Apparently, there were calls back and forth. My sense was Pat Cipollone

7 wasin the middle of these different phone calls between Jeff Rosen and Jeff Clark. |

8 don't think they talked to each other directly at this point.

9 a okay.

10 A Butthe bottom line was, Jeff Clark said he would only agree to meet at the

11 White House if Jeff Rosen came alone. And Jeff Rosenrelayed that to me. And so, as

12 we were getting toward the time to leave, | was again asking, "Is there anything else | can

13 do? Whatdoyouneedme todo?” And he said, "I need you to come to the

14 White House."

15 And said, "That's fine. ll do whatever you want. But didn't Clark, sort of, lay.

16 out this condition?" And he just waved and said, "I don't care what Jeff Clark wants. |

17 want you to come to the White House. You knowthese issues better than me," in terms

18 of the election investigations.

19 And he said, "You knowwhat we'll do? We'll have you wait outside the Oval. If

20 Idon't need you, you don't need to come in, but if questions arise that | can't answer,

21 thenwelll pull you in."

2 And we then went to the White House.

23 Q About what timeofday is it when you getto the White House?

2 A &00pm.

2 Q Alright. Do you wait outside the Oval when Mr. Rosen goes in?
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1 A The meeting was setfor 6:15. | thinkwe went directly to the White House

2 Counsel's Office and talked very briefly with Pat Cipollone and Pat Philbin and then had to

3 head tothe Oval Office. When we got down

4 Q What was their position, Mr. Donoghue, on this possible leadership change,

5 Mr. Cipollone and Mr. Philbin, if they were aligned?

6 A They were completely opposed toi.

7 Sol think we met with them and then went to the Oval. | sat outside the Oval

8 Office down the hallway on a couch. There was a television. And the Acting Attorney

9 General went back to the Oval

10 I was sitting on the couch. | remember that whatever newschannel was on was

11 talking about the President's call with Raffensperger in Georgia. Andthiswas the first

12 I'dheard of that, while I'm sitting outside the Oval. And they were playing the audio and

13 talking about the call. And | assumed that was going to overwhelm the conversation in

14 the Oval Office, but when| got there, no one even mentioned it. So apparently that

15 wasn't controlling the situation.

16 While | was sitting on the couch, | saw General Milley walk by. ~ And then, very

17 shortlyafter that, thechiefof staff walked by. He just nodded and said, "Good luck,"

18 and went onhisway.

19 And after about 25 minutes of sitting on the couch, one of the administrative

20 assistants walked by. She said, "Are you supposed to be in this meeting with the

21 President?" | said, "No, I'm only here to answer questions if they come up and no one

22 hasthe answer." She said, "Okay," went back, and then she came back a moment later

23 and said, "The President wants you in this meeting." So | got up and | walked into the

24 Oval Office.

2 Q  Andit had been going on, you think, roughly, Mr. Donoghue, 25 minutes or
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1 sowhenyou joined at the President's invitation?

2 A Thats right.

3 Q Allright. And who was inside the meeting when you got there?

a A When entered the Oval Office, the President was behind the desk, and it

5 was Pat Cipollone, Pat Philbin, a White House lawyer named Eric Herschmann, Jeff Clark,

6 Jeff Rosen, Steve Engel, and then me.

7 Q Are you sure Mr. Herschmann was a White House lawyer?

5 A He was a lawyer who worked at the White House. I'm not — initially |

9 thought he worked in the White House Counsel's Office, but | think later someone told

10 methat wasn't the case. | don't remember. His role was never clear tome. | know.

11 hewasa lawyer from New York. | know he had been a prosecutorat some point. But |

12 don't know what histile exactly was. Id seen him in some meetings previously, but

13 didn't know exactly what his role was,

1 a okay.

15 Allright. And, again, no notes of this meeting. I that right? You don't take

16 notes ~ you were inside the Oval Office and, you indicated before, didn't take notes when

17 youwere indiscussionsinside that office.

1 A No.

19 Q Allright. Well, tellus what you remember, then, about the conversation.

20 What was the topic when you arived, and how did it evolve from there?

2 A The meeting took about another 2-1/2 hours from the time | entered. It

22 was entirely focused onwhether there should be a DO leadership change. So the

23 election allegations played into this, but they were more background than anything else.

2 And the President wasbasically trying to make a decision and letting everyone

25 speaktheir minds. Andit was a very blunt, intense conversation that took several
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1 hours. And Jeff Clark certainly was advocatingfor change in leadership that would put

2 himat the top of the Department, and everyone else in the room was advocating against

3 that andtalkingaboutwhat a disaster this would be.

a Q What were Clark's purported bases for why it was in the President's interest

5 forhimtostepin? What would he do, how would things change, according to Mr. Clark

6 inthe meeting?

7 A He repeatedly said to the President that, if he was put in the seat, he would

8 conduct real investigations that would, in his view, uncover widespread fraud; he would

9 send out the letter that he had drafted; and that this was a last opportunity to sort of set

10 things straight with this defective election, and that he could do it, and he had the

11 intelligence and the will and the desire to pursue these matters in the way that the

12 President thought most appropriate.

3 Q  Yousaid everyone else in the room was against this. That's Mr. Cipollone,
16 Mr. Philbin, Mr. Herschmann, you, and Mr. Rosen. Whatwere the arguments that you

15 putforth as to why it would be a bad idea for him to replace Rosen with Clark?

16 A So, at one point early on, the President said something to the effect of,

17 "Whatdo! havetolose? If! dothis, whatdo have tolose?" And I said,

18 "Mr. President, you have a great deal to lose. Is this really how you want your

19 administration to end? You're going hurt the country, you're going to hurt the

20 Department, you're going to hurt yourself, with people grasping at straws on these

21 desperate theories about election fraud, and i this really in anyone's best interest?"

2 And then other people began chiming in, and that's kind of the way the

23 conversationwent. People would talk about the downsides of doing this.

2 And then - and | said something to the effect of, "You're going to have a huge

25 personnel blowout within hours, because you're going to have all kinds of problems with
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1 resignations and other issues, and that's not going to be in anyone's interest."

2 And so the President said, "Well, suppose | do this" - | was siting directly in front

3 ofthePresident. Jeff Rosen was to my right; Jeff Clark was to my left. The President

4 said, "Suppose | do this, suppose | replace him," Jeff Rosen, “with him," Jeff Clark, "what

5 doyoudo?" And! said, "Sir, | would resign immediately. There is no way I'm serving

6 1minuteunder thisguy," eff Clark.

7 And then the President turned to Steve Engel, and he said, "Steve, you wouldn't

8 resign would you?" And Steve said, "Absolutely|would, Mr. President. You'd leave

9 meno choice."

10 And I said, "And we're not the only ones. You should understand that your

11 entire Department leadershipwill resign. Every AAG will resign." |didn't tell him

12 about the call or anything, but | made it clear that | knew what they were going to do.

13 And I said, "Mr. President, these aren't bureaucratic leftovers from another

14 administration. You picked them. Thisis your leadership team. You sent every one

15 of them to the Senate; you got them confirmed. What is that going to say about you,

16 when we all walkout at the sametime? And | don't even know what that's going to do

17 tothe Us. attorney community. You could have mass resignations amongst your

18 US.attorneys. And then it will trickle down from there; you could have resignations

19 across the Department. And what happens if, within 48 hours, we have hundreds of

20 resignations from your Justice Department because ofyour actions? What does that say

21 aboutyour leadership?"

2 So we had that part of the conversation.~ Steve Engel, | remember, made the

23 point that Jeff Clark would be leading what he called a graveyard; there would be no one

24 left. Howis he going to do anything if there's no leadership really left to carry out any of

25 theseideas?
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1 | made the point that Jeff Clark is not even competent to serve as the Attorney.

2 General. He's never been a criminal attorney. He's never conducted a criminal

3 investigationin hislife. He's never been in front of a grand jury, much less a tral jury.

4 And he kind of retorted by saying, "Well, I've done a lot of very complicated

5 appeals and civil litigation, environmental litigation, and things like that." And I said,

6 "That'sright. You're an environmental lawyer. How about you go back to youroffice,

7 and we'll call youwhen there'sanoil spill.

8 And so it got very confrontational at points.

9 And Pat Cipollone weighed in at one point, | remember, saying, you know, "That

10 letter that this guy wants to send, that letter is a murder-suicide pact. It's going to

11 damage everyone who touches it. And we should have nothing to do with that letter.

12 Idon't ever want to see that letter again." And so we went along those fines.

13 I remember Eric Herschmann chimed inseveral times, saying that, whatever Jeff

14 Clark wanted to do or thought he could do, there was no reason to think he could really

15 doit

16 1 remember saying at some point that, you know, Jeff wouldn't even know how to

17 find his way to Chris Wray's office, much less march in there and direct the FBI what to

18 do, and that, if you walked into Chris Wray's office, he wouldn't even know who you are.

19 50 we had these conversations that went around and around and were very blunt

20 anddirect. And that went on for 2-1/2 hours.

2 Q  Atone point, did the President disparage Mr. Rosen or talk about

22 Mr. Rosen's inaction or unwillingness to do anything about the election?

23 A He did say several times, "You two," pointing at Mr. Rosen and me, "You two

24 haven't done anything. You two don't care. You haven't taken appropriate actions.

25 Everyone tells me should fire you," and things of that nature.
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1 He came back to that at the very end when he decided against a leadership.

2 change. And he announced that, and then he came back to that point and he said, "And

3 Iknow that these two here, they're not going to do anything. They're not going to fix

4 this Butthat'sthe wayitis, and I'm going to let it go anyway."

5 Q Did Mr. Cipollone say anything about what he woulddowith respect toa

6 potential resignationifthe President made this change?

7 A He didat some point. | guess that was on the heels of us talking about how

8 there would be resignations in the Department. And| think Pat Cipollone said, "Well,

9 I'm not going to stand for this, I'm not going to be here if this happens either."

10 Q 50 he said he would resign or not stand for it, would not be here, if the

11 President made this change.

2 A Right

13 Q Who, Mr. Donoghue, was, sort of, the primary advocate or voice against the

14 leadership change? Was it you personally,orwas it sort of a consensus and everyone

15 was sort of equally chiming in? Or just give me a better sense as to, sort of, who was

16 doing most of the talking and was the most strenuous advocate.

7 A ltwas definitely a consensus. We were all on the same page exceptfor Jeff

18 Clark. Butwe played different roles.

19 For one thing, Jeff Rosen was in a bad position because he was defending his own

20 job. Soanything he said, obviously, wasveryself-interested. And so he wasn'tin the

21 best position to make someof these arguments. And by demeanor, he just has a

22 different demeanor, as does Pat Cipollone, as does Steve Engel. So everyone played

23 theirown role. My demeanor is more aggressive and more blunt, and so| played that

24 role

2 And s0 everyone was on the same page, advocating for the same thing in very.
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1 different ways, and|think that had an impact on the President. | think he likes to see

2 thatdifference of view and different approach, and think he lets people speak their

3 mindandfightit outin front of him before he makes a decision.

4 QI mean, I've heard this meeting described sort of ike an “Apprentice™like

5 meeting, where there's a firing decision at the end. Is that a fair characterization?

6 A can honestly say I've never seen 1 minute of “The Apprentice" in my life, so

7 Ican'topine about that.

8 Q Fairenough

9 Anyone else threaten to resign? Mr. Philbin or Mr. Herschmann or anyone else

10 whowaspresent? Mr. Meadows?

1 A Meadows was not there.

2 Q I'm sorry, Mr. Meadows wasn't there. Excuse me. My mistake.

13 A Right. don't remember if anyone else said anything specifically. |think

14 Pat Philbin and Pat Cipollone were always sort of viewedas a package deal, so

15 Q Yeah

16 A ifI thought about it fora moment, |would've thought, if Cipollone is

17 leaving, Philbin's leaving too.

1 But it was more a matter of me saying, "You're going to lose your Department

19 leadership," and then Pat Cipollone stepping in and saying, "And, basically, you're going

20 tolose your White House counsel as well."

2 Q Yeah. Okay.

2 After, | believe, he makes the decision to stay the course and leave Mr. Rosen in,

23 does he then start talking about the US. attorney in Atlanta, Mr. Pak?

2 A Ithink that was actually before that.

2 a okay.
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1 A Ithink the President really didn't announce his final decision until probably

2 aboutthe last 15 minutes of the meeting,

3 Q Uhhh,

4 A But somewhere in the middle of the meeting someone mentioned Atlanta,

5 and the President said, "Oh, yeah, Atlanta, Atlanta." And then he picked up a piece of

6 paperthat was on his desk, and he started waving it. And he said, "No wonder nothing's

7 been found in Atlanta, because the U.S. attorney there is a Never Trumper."

8 And | had no idea what he was talking about. | said, you know, "Mr. President, |

9 don'tknow what you mean." And then he had this piece of paper, and he read a quote

10 from it that was purportedly from B.. Pak, who was the U.S. attorney in Atlanta. It was

11 criticalofthe President.

2 And | didn't know where this quote came from. | had no idea what he was.

13 takingabout. But just said, look, Mr. President, | don't even know what a Never

14 Trumperis, but Il tell you, all your U.S. attorneys were vetted, and | doubt B.J said

15 anything like that. But whatever it was, BJ. has been doinghis job.

16 And he said, "No, no, no. He's a Never Trumper.” He wasveryadamant about

17 thatatthat point. “This guy is a Never Trumper. He should never have been in my

18 administration to begin with. How did this guy end up in my administration?"

19 And then he said, "I want you to fire him," to me. | responded, "Mr. President,

20 I'mnotgoing to fire him. There's no reason tofire him." And he said, "Well, then I'm

21 goingtofire him." said, "Well, you should just know, before you make that decision,

22 that he told me a couple days ago he was submitting his resignation on Monday," which

23 wasthe next day.

2 So, if you want to fire someone who's resigning -- and then Pat Cipollone stepped

25 inand said, "Wel, that's ridiculous. The guy's resigning. We're not going to fire him."
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1 And the President said, Fine. I'm not going to fire him then, but when his

2 resignation comes in tomorrow, it's accepted immediately. Tomorrow's hs last day as

3 Us.attorey." And Pat said, "Fine. We'll deal with that later" and, sort of, took it off

4 thetable.

5 Q Uh-huh,

6 A And then the President said, "What do you know about Bobby Christine?"

7 Bobby Christine was the U.S. attorney in the Southern District of Georgia. | was

8 surprised at the question. | didn't know where it was going. | said, "Bobby Christine is

9 anexcellent US. attorney." He said, "Yes, that's what I've heard. | want Bobby

10 Christine to run the Northern District of Georgia."

1 1 said, "Mr. President, Bobby Christineisalready running the Southern District of

12 Georgia. BJ.will havea first assistant. When he leaves, the first assistant will step up

13 andbethe US.attomey." He said, "No. | want Bobby Christine to do it, because if he

14 isreally good the way people say, maybe he'll do the job."

15 And then he yelled for one of the administrative assistants to get Bobby Christine

16 onthe phone. They did in very short order. Bobby ended up on the phone. He was

17 clearly confused as to what was going on.

18 The President said, “Bobby, this is President Trump. I'm sitting here with Rich,

19 Jeff, and some other people. | want to know, are you able to run the Northern District

20 of Georgia? Because BJ. Pak's going to be leaving."

2 And Bobby was clearly confused and said, "Mr. President, | can do whatever is

22 askedin that regard." He said, "Great, Rich will call you later and explain everything"

23 andhungup. And that was that.

2 Sothatwas left as: B.J. was resigning the next day, his resignation would be

25 accepted same day, and Bobbywould take over the Northern District of Georgia for the
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1 remainingfew weeksofthe administration.

2 Q Did he saying anything more about Bobby Christine and why he thought

3 highlyof him or thought that he would do something different than B.. Pak had done?

4 A No,just that he had heard great things about Bobby. | knew that Bobby

5 wasaone-star general in the - | believe it was the Georgia National Guard. And so he

6 had long military history. |know that's something that the President favors. | don't

7 know if that played into his understanding or not.

8 Q Uh-huh,

9 Allright. ~ Anything else you remember, Mr. Donoghue, before the last

10 15 minutes, when he says, "Okay, I'm not going to dot, I'm not going to make a change"?

11 Any other name come up, subject matter discussed, or anything else that's noteworthy

12 about the 2-1/2-hour meeting?

13 A There wasa lot there. It was certainly a rollercoaster ride ofameeting, so

14 Im sure there are things I'm not remembering. |think at some point he had asked

15 about names of other U.S. attorneys. You know, what do you think of this guy? What

16 doyouthinkof that guy? And ljustsaid: Good Us. attorneys, they're solid, they're

17 doing their job.

18 Q Uh-huh,

19 When he announced his decision, did he give a reason why he was not going to

20 follow through with the change to put Clark in as the Acting Attorney General?

2 A So,in about the last 15 minutes, after he'd heard everyone out extensively,

22 he said, "All right, I've heard everyone, and we're not going to do this."

23 He looked at Jeff Clark. ~ He said, "I appreciate your willingness to doit. |

24 appreciate you being willing to suffer the abuse. But the reality is, you're not going to

25 getanything done. These guys are going to quit. Everyone else is going to resign. It's
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1 goingtobeadisaster. The bureaucracy will eat you alive. And no matter how much

2 youwant to get things done in the next few weeks, you won't be able to get it done, and

3 it's not going to be worth the breakage."

a 1 think someone else had used that term earlier, maybe Pat Cipollone, Is it really

5 worth the breakage?" And the President said, "Its not going to be worth the breakage

6 tomakethischange at this point."

7 Q  Ubhuh

5 A And he said again, "These two, | know, are not going to get it done. ~ But

9 thatis whatitis at tis point" He talked about how disappointed he was in us, but said

10 toClark that, I'm just not going to do this

n At that point, Clark began trying toget the President to change his mind. He said

12 a number of things you know, history is calling, this is our opportunity, we can get ths

13 done, and soon and so forth. And the President then just sort of doubled down and

14 said, "No, we're not going to do it."

15 Q  Uhuh

16 A Atthat point, the President looked at me and said, "So now what happens

17 with him?", gesturing toward Jeff Clark. | didn't understand the question. | said, "Sir?"

18 And he said, "Are you going to fire him?"

19 15aid, "No, I'm not going to fire him. | don't have the authority to fire him. He's

20 aSenate-confirmed Assistant Attorney General" And the President said, "Well, I'm not

21 goingtofire him." I said, "Well, that's fine then, sir. We should all just go back to

2 work”

2 And we all got up and walked out of the Oval Office.
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1

2 [2:38 p.m]

3 oI
4 Q The meeting ended - you said 2-1/2 hours - close to 9 o'clock at night by

5 this point on January 3rd?

6 A Yeah. It'safter9:00. think it was about 3 hours total.

7 Q Where'd you go next?

8 A We walked out of the Oval Office. We went up to the box where we'd

9 stored all our phones. We were removing them, andJeff Clark said something to the

10 effect of, "Look, gentlemen, | know we were all in there advocating what we thought was

11 best for the country, so no hard feelings." And no one responded. We just looked at

12 him. He took his phone, he turned, and he walked out.

13 We went briefly up to the White House Counsel's Office and then headed back to

14 DOJ headquarters

15 Q soit’ fair to say, a sense of relief? You and Mr. Cipollone, Mr. Rosen, Mr.

16 Philbin in that office felt like you had averted a negative outcome?

7 A Yes, very much so.

18 Q Did you take steps then to reassure the assistant attorneys general that you

19 had spoken withearlier that afternoon about the outcome?

0 A When we got back to the Department, we had a quick conference call with

21 them tolet them know just generally how it had gone, that there was a long meeting in

22 the Oval Office, that there would not be leadership change, and that we should all just

23 focus on the work come Monday morning.

2 Q Allright

2 Acouple of phone calls later that night. Does the President call you directly after
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1 this meeting is over, a little bit later that night, around 10 o'clock?

2 A Yes. Yes. He called me probably 10:00, 11:00, something like that, at

3 night on my cell phone. He said that he had just received word that somewhere outside

4 Atlanta there was a truck that was, in his words, "in the custody of an ICE agent" and that

5 it contained shredded ballots and that this somehow was evidence of fraud.

6 Sol said, "Well, Mr. President, if it's an ICE agent, understand, they don't belong

7 t0DOJ; they belong to DHS. Andifthey need anything from us, they know how to do

8 that. Sollljustleave that to them."

° And he said, "Okay, fine. That's fair. But do me a favorand make sure Ken

10 Cuccinelli knows about it," because Ken was above ICE as part of the DHS leadership. So

11 Isaidthat | wouldpass thatalong to Ken.

2 1 got in touch with Ken. 1 said, "I received a call from the President.” He had

13 theagent'sname. | don't rememberwhat the agent's name was, but it was something,

14 aspecificICE agent down in Atlanta. | gave Ken the agent's name. |said, "This is what

15 the President relayed. Do whatever you will withit. If you need help from us, let us

16 know, but, otherwise, I'm leaving this with you." And he said, "Fine," and hetook care

17 ofit

18 Q Alright.

19 Did you also then try to reach B.J. Pak, the then-US.-attorney in Atlanta?

20 A 1did. sent BJ. an email asking him to call me. He did call me. | told

21 him about just the portion of the conversation that related to him.

2 He told me that, in fact, he did say that quote but that he had said it back in 2016

23 when he was serving in the Georgia legislature. He was critical of the President. But,

24 nonetheless, he got the U.S. attorney job.

2 And 1 said, "Well, look, obviously, the President didn't know this. He was pretty
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1 upset. He was adamant that you're a Never Trumper and that you should never have

2 beenin his administration and that, when you resignation comes in tomorrow, he wants

3 itaccepted right away, and you'll be out."

4 1did, however, tell him, pursuant to a conversation that Jeff Rosen and | had back

5 atthe Department headquarters, that he could stay on for 2 weeks as a DOJ employee if

6 hewantedto.

7 Jeff Rosen came up with that. He said, you know, we can make B.J. a Schedule C

8 employee, keep him on for a couple weeks, make his exit more graceful. The President

9 was very clear that he couldn't serve as the U.S. attorney after tomorrow, but he didn't

10 say he wanted him outof the Department.

1 SoJeff Rosen said, "Offer that to BJ. You know, let me know that he's got our

12 support if he wants to stay on fora few weeks to ease his exit. That's fine with us." |

13 madethat offer to 8.1. |told him it was coming from Jeff Rosen. He said he

14 appreciated it; he would think about it and let me know.

15 He then called me back early the next morning, said he was onhisway to his

16 office. He was going to clear out his office and leave. He appreciated the offer, but he

17 was not going to take it if the President didn't want him in the Department. ~ He was just

18 goingtogo.

19 Q Uh-huh. And then he did, in fact, resign abruptly and leave on January 4th.

20 lsthat right?

2 A Yes.

2 a okay.

23 And then did you also follow upwith Mr. Christine, speak to him about this truck

24 allegation when he became the acting U.S. attorney in Atlanta?

2 A Yes, talked to Bobby that night. | gave him a very brief explanation. |
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1 said, "I'm not going to get into details. B..s leaving. He's going to be out tomorrow.

2 Forwhatever reason, the Presidents wants you to take over Northern District." | think

3 we had toissue some sort of order or something. |sad, "The administrative guys will

4 take care of that first thing tomorrow morning. ~ And just go up there and do whatever

5 youseefit!

6 And he did. He spenta couple weeks up there. ~ Ultimately, he concluded that

7 the election matters that were brought to the attention of that office were handled

8 appropriately, | guess. | don't want to speak for him, but | think that was generally what

9 hisimpression was.

10 But one of those relatedtothis truck. | don't think Id talked to him about the

11 truck that night because | think I'd probably talked to Bobby Christine before the

12 President called me.

3 Q Yeah

1a A But, within the next day or two, that came up, that ths truck had been

15 located. DHShad the truck. And DHS talked, I think, to FBI; they talked to the U.S.

16 Attorneys Office. What do you do about this truck? And so nowthat was Bobby's

17 issue.

1 And Corey Amundson, who was the head of PIN, was also down in Atlanta because

19 the special election was taking place that day, that Tuesday. And so basically said to

20 them, "Look, you two are down there. You two know what we do and don't do. | trust

21 yourjudgment. Figure it out. If you need something, let me know, but,other than

22 that, I'm leavingthis to you guys."

2 Q Yeah.

2 Yeah, there's an exhibit that| - Greg, | apologize ~ sent to you late last night

25 because we just got an unredacted version. It's exhibit 58.
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1 It's just a one-page email, Mr. Donoghue, that you sent directly to Bobby Christine

2 onthistruckissue. Doyou see that?

3 A Yeah. Right

4 Q  Anditindicates, "As discussed with both of you" — and you're copying

5 Mr. Amundson from PIN --"whilewe're all skeptical of this claim, we should do what we

6 can today within our established policies, and no more.”

7 You're conveyingto both Christine and Amundson some skepticism about the

8 claim, but suggesting that they follow protocol and evaluate the credibility of this.

9 allegation respect to the truck. Is that right?

10 A Yes.

u Q And your understanding - I think you just said that they did that and found

12 that there was no reason it didn't give them any pause, with respect to the overall

13 integrity of the Georgia election.

1a A Right

15 And if| remember right with regards to the truck specifically, think the

16 explanation was, yes, the truck was full of shredded ballots, but it was full of shredded

17 ballots from aprior election, and that what was going on was, through the routine

18 records-retention practices of the county or the State, old ballots were being shredded to

19 make wayfor the 2020 ballots so that there would be room to store them. | think that

20 wasthe explanationforthat. And that made perfect sense.

2 a Okay.

2 IE i cicht. Let me stop there and ask, Ms. Cheney, if you have any.

23 specific can questions about that last -- these White House meetings and the current line

24 of questions.

2 Ms. Cheney. Idon't. ThanksH
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1 MEN O%y. I'm going to--just a couple more things from me before

2 tumitovertoJill Mr. Donoghue.

3 BYI

4 Q You were a career military and Department of Justice professional, years and

5 years of honorable public service. I'm just wondering how someone like you, how you

6 felt about all of this, this whole series of events where the President of the United States

7 is persistently pushing you and the Department to take these actions. How did that

8 affect someone like you with that long record of honorable and career service?

9 A The whole thing was a little bit surreal, of course. And, frankly, | was just

10 glad to be in the position that | was in at the time it happened. | was glad to be there

11 with Jeff Rosen, with Steve Engel, and the others. And | thought we were a good team

12 that were acting -- the team wasactingin the best interests of the country. | was just

13 glad to be part of it. That's all.

14 Q What, inyourview, would've happened if you hadn't stoodup or if Mr. Clark

15 had been installed asActingAttorney General?

16 Mr. Andres. | mean, Im not sure we really want to get into too many
17 hypotheticals, but, you know, if you want to answer that, Rich.

18 Mr. Donoghue. | assume that if Mr. Clark had been put in the position he

19 would've sent the letter out. But, frankly, | think it probably all would've run aground at

20 thatpoint. |think it would've triggered mass resignations, and | think none of the

2 investigations would've actually gotten done in the timeframe.

2 I think it would've beensowildly disruptive that, while the letter itself would be

23 damaging both to the Department and the country, | honestly don't think any of it

24 would've changed the outcome. It's just so hard to imagine that so many things

25 would've happened in such a short period of time that the outcome would have changed
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1 inanyway.

2 ovIN

3 Q Uhhh,

a Of all the people around the President that were in these meetings or

5 conversations, besides Mr. Clark, was there anyone else who was supportive of what the

6 President was suggestingor seemed to be concerned about the election fraud, besides,

7 again, the President himself in the multiple conversations and Mr. Clark?

5 A Notin the meetingsattended, no.

9 Q Wasitrather the case, Mr. Donoghue, that everyone else was, like you,

10 telling him that there was not sufficient basis to do some of the things that he

11 contemplated - Mr. Cipollone, Mr. Philbin, Mr. Meadows, others?

2 A Inthe meetings | was in, ves, that's correct. But it was also clear thata lot

13 of other people were talking to the President and telling him something diametrically

14 opposed to what we were saying to him.

15 Q Yeah. And were those people outside of the government, as far as you

16 could tell?

FY A Asfaras could tell, yes. | had no interaction with them. = But, yeah, you

18 had the Kurt Olsens and other people who were clearly in contact with the President and

19 telling him different things.

1) a okay.

2 ME Ai cight. | don't have anythingelse. Do you want to take a

22 break or march right into the January 6th stuff? Do you want § minutes?

2 Mr. Andres. 1 just want to take a break to make sure there's nothing we want to

24 addornotto-

2 TE en
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1 Mr. Andres. this portion. And we can, sort of,breakand start the second

2 part. So maybejust give us 10 minutes and come back?

3 WE Thets fine. | appreciate that, Greg. Take your time.

a Mr.Andres, Okay, good.

s [Recess]
6 MEM Thanks. Sol just wanted to then start.

7 EXAMINATION

8 ovI

9 Q Our focus for hopefully the next couple hours will be on the preparations for

10 January 6th. But, obviously, it struck me that the time period from the events of the last

11 few hours that you just discussed with my colleague essentially overlaps with the

12 preparations the Department was taking for January 6th.

13 Is that fair to say, Mr. Donoghue?

1 A Yes, thats right

15 Q So from the end of December until the 6th itself.

16 A Right.

w Q What impact do you believe that DOJ’ position of not investigatingthe

18 alleged election fraud had on the significance of January 6th itself, the joint session?

19 A Well, | think I'd have to address that by talking about what | think would've

20 happened if we had followed the more traditional approach.

2 So you have all these allegations about fraud that supposedly changed the

22 outcomeofthe election. Had we not done what Attorney General Barr instructed us to

23 do and conduct at least some sort of limited investigations, | think the Department would

24 never have been able to comment one way or theother as to whether there are merits to
25 these allegations. And so, because we were able to conduct some, sort of, very limited
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1 investigations on these key allegations, the AG was ina positon to say that they're not
2 supported by the evidence and, therefore, there's no reason to doubt the outcome of the

3 election
a Now, we still had January 6th; we still have, to this day, tens of millions of

5 Americans who doubt the outcome. So it obviously didn't avoid that. But | think the

6 situation wouldve been even worseif the Department were to say, well, we, as pursuant
7 to our practice, sat on our hands, didn't do any investigation, so we can't tll you whether
8 there's any truth to this or not.

5 Q Butmy question s, bytheDepartmentsaying,weare not going to
10 investigate the number of claims that you just walked through that the White House

11 wanted DOJ to investigate - if those investigations had happened, would the joint session
12 certification have happened? I'm not talking about the rally, but there would've been --

13 Mr. Andres. I'm sorry. | don't think that's what the testimony was or

14 whatRichsaid. Can you just break that down a ttle more, when you say
15 EE oe
16 Mr. Andres.  -- the Department didn't investigate?

Ld oI
18 Q Ifthe investigations that the White House had requested were open, were

19 being pursued by Department of Justice, in your, you know, understanding of the

20 certification, the significance of the joint session, would that still have been able to occur?

2 A Sol think the answer is, the Department did do investigations, albeit limited

2 ones.
23 So, if you take the allegation about the difference between the number of votes.

24 certified and the number of votes cast in Pennsylvania, we looked at t, we addressed i, it
25 was easyto dispel that allegation.
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1 If you look at the claim from the truck driver who supposedly drove ballots from

2 New York to Pennsylvania, we looked at it, we did the investigation, there was nothing to

3 i

4 If you look at the allegations relating to the State Farm Arena, we talked to the

5 witnesses, we reviewed the video, we looked at it.

6 This issue about the shredded ballots in Georgia, we looked at it.

7 You know, we didn't conduct sprawling investigations with search warrants and

8 subpoenas and things like that because it just wasn't necessary, but we did look at each

9 of these allegations, at least the ones that purported to be of such a scale that they could

10 have changed the outcome ina particular State.

u And, because we looked at them, | think we were in a position - the Attorney

12 General was ina position to say publicly that we don't see it andthe American people

13 should trust the outcome.

1a So it wasn't a matterofwe refused to do — we certainly didn't do everything the

15 President wanted, but we certainly did take what | viewed as appropriate steps to

16 determine whether or not there was anything to these allegations, and, because we did

17 that, we were able to address it.

18 Q Understood.

19 Sol want to start, then, with exhibit 29. There was an email from AAG Rosen

20 requestinga -to the then-acting U.S. attorney of D.C. Michael Sherwin about requesting

21 ameeting about the preparations for January6th. That should be exhibit 29 in your

22 binder.

23 A Okay.

2 Q Now, if you look at that email that was sent on December 28th ~~ and there

25 appeared to be no response from Mr. Sherwin.
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1 A Right

2 Q What prompted Mr. Rosen to want to request ameetingwith Michael

3 Sherwin about January 6th specifically?

a A Sowe knew that January 6th was on the calendar. We knew, obviously,

5 that was the day that the electoral college votes were going to be reported out in the

6 Senate, and we knew that there were going to be protests.

7 So, on the 28th, that Monday, when we came to work, we shifted our focus, in

8 part, to preparingfor that. And so the Acting AG wanted to talk to Mike Sherwin, who

9 was the acting U.S. attomey in D.C. about what the preparations were, how they were

10 going, was there anything we could or should be doing to make surethatwe were fully

11 prepared for the 6th.

2 And so they reached out to him. Obviously, there was some difficulty in gettinga

13 hold of him. And believe he had a family member who was ll atthat time, and that

14 impacted his availablity a litle bit. But we did have discussions with Mike Sherwin that

15 weekandstraight through the 6th.

16 Q Apart from it being on the calendar, was there any intelligence about the

17 potential for violence that prompted Mr. Rosen to want to have that meeting?

1 A Yes. We were concerned about the potential for violence just because we

19 had seen that people were very upset about the election. We had seen, through the

20 summer, riots around the country where there had been violence. ~ We were well aware

21 ofthe political tension in the country. And we knew that if you have tens of thousands

22 of very upset people showing up in Washington, D.C., that there was potential for

23 violence.

2 Q And who was in charge of briefing yourself and Mr. Rosen in terms of what

25 the available intelligence was?
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1 A We gotinformation through a number of sources. ~ Primarily it came

2 through the FBI. As| think I indicated earlier, we had regular meetings scheduled with

3 the FBI throughout the week. We would also talk to them | talked to Dave Bowdich

4 several times a day at this point, | think. So the information flow was pretty free. But

they did give us updates as we got closer to the 6th about what they were seeing in terms

6 ofinteligence.

7 We also got intelligence from other sources, such as Mike Sherwin, what he was

8 hearing and seeing; DHS was doing intelligence; MPD was doing intelligence. So all

9 these different law enforcement agencies who were working in conjunction in

10 preparation forthe 6th were doing intelligence and sharing it with one another.

n Q So, turning to exhibit 30, there's a handwritten note that you have from the

12 call with Michael Sherwin.

13 A Yes.

1 Q Do you remember who was on that call other thanyourself and

15 Mr. sherwin?

16 A The DAG was on this call. I'm not sure ifanyone else was, but it was at

17 leastthe three of us.

18 Q 50, in the handwritten notes, you say that the — | believe it says -- suggests.

19 the crowd wil be less than 10,000 - s that right? - at that point on December 30th.

1) A Right. The first line says, "Social media suggests less than 10,000." And

21 then underneath there it says, "Also looking at hotel reservations and travel."

2 Q Who provided the information about social media?

2 A Mike Sherwin did,

2 Q Was it your understanding that Michael Sherwin's office or the Washington

25 Field Office had social media information about January 6th?
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1 A Iknew that the FBI and the other agencies routinely used social media to try

2 togetinsights about what might be coming, and so it didn't seem strange to me that he

3 wascitingthat as a source for theirestimate of the crowd size.

4 Q Now, the next ine says, “Thus far, solely pro-Trump protesters planning to

5 comein. Nointel regarding counter-protesters.”

6 A Yes.

7 Q And do you remember who said that on the call?

8 A Mike Sherwin.

9 Q And why was it significant that there was pro-Trump protesters coming and

10 not

u A Oneofthe-

2 Q  Goahead.

13 A One of the main concerns we had was that you were going to have

14 thousands of pro-Trump protesters come to the city and thousands of anti-Trump

15 protesters come to the city and that we would have clashes in the streets of Washington

16 between these two groups.

7 So, as we got closer to the 6th, the intelligence seemed to indicatethat the

18 anti-Trump groups were not going to show up, which, to some extent, was a relief to us,

19 because it minimized the potential for conflict between those two groups.

0 We had seen conflict between those groups in the past. ~ There was a murder in

21 Portland at the end of August, where a pro-Trump protester was shot by an anti-Trump,

22 ANTIFA-aligned individual. We knew that there was potential for violence, and our

23 biggest concern, early on, was that we were going to have these two groups clash in the

24 streets and that we'd have this, sort of, chaotic scene all over the city.

2 Q So, in the sense of not having those counter-protesters, there was an
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1 anticipation that there would be not that type of violence. Is that fair to say?

2 A Yes, that's right. That was some relief tohearthat it would be essentially.

3 bea one-sided protest, because it lessens the potential for violence.

4 Q In hindsight, do you believe that played out to be accurate?

5 A Generally, yes. Because, as difficult and as ugly as January 6th was at the

6 Capitol, we didn't have people getting murdered all over D.C. on that day. And, again, if

7 you look at what happened in Portland, the assailant there simply walked up to that

8 individual and shot himpoint-blankfor no reasonother than he had a political difference

9 with him,

10 Q Now, italso states that "Ms," meaning Michael Sherwin - that's your

11 notes "will send email updates on Friday describing details, and planning on sending

12 dailyemails”

13 How involved was Michael Sherwin in the preparation for January 6th?

1a A Hewas very involved. He ran the D.C. U.S. Attorney's Office. They work

15 in close conjunction with the Metro PD, Capitol Police, and other lawenforcement

16 agencies that are specific to D.C. Every arrest that's made in D.C. ultimately gets

17 processed through his office, so they had a good working relationship.

18 If there were arrests that arose from this, as we knew there may well be, they

19 would've been processed through his office. He had AUSAs sitting at the various

20 command posts.

21 And so, yes, he was very much involved in this. And the DAG and | both were

22 relying, to some extent, on what he was reporting to us about what to expect.

23 Q After this meeting, what steps, if any, did you and Mr. Rosen take in terms of

24 preparing DOY's components for January 6th?

2 A So, around this time, the Acting AG decided that, even though we'd not
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1 received any requests, he wanted to make sure that we had every available asset in or

2 near D.C. in case the situation got out of control in the city on January 6th.

3 So, pursuant to that, | called each of the heads of the five law enforcement

4 agencies within DOJ, and | spoke to them and said, "The Acting AG wants to know what

5 Kind of resources you can offer up in terms of tactical teams who we can bring to D.C. to

6 be here in case one of our partners needs reserves."

7 And, pursuant to that, each of those agencies sent special operations teams to

8 Washington in advance of January 6th. We had them prepositioned in or outside the

9 Capitol for that day. And, ultimately, when the Capitol Police asked for assistance that

10 afternoon, we were able to deploy them fairly quickly to get them to the Capitol.

1 You have to keep in mind that these are special tactical teams. It's things like the

12 FBI SWAT Team or the FBI Hostage Rescue Teamor the Marshals Special Operations

13 Group. These are not street cops. We don't have street police officers in the Justice

14 Department. We're notina position to do street policing.

15 But we told our partners that we would have reserves, and if anyone had a

16 problem or got overwhelmed or needed assistance, they just needed to reach out to us

17 and we would deploy those units to help them out.

18 Q Can you tell us which five components you reached out to?

19 A So, within DOJ, you have the FBI, AT, DEA, U.S. Marshals Service, and

20 Bureau of Prisons. Those are our five law enforcement agencies.

2 Each one of them provided specialized times. So FBI had their SWAT teams and

22 their HRT teams, as well as bomb teams. ATF had their special operators. The

23 Marshals had the special operations groups that | mentioned earlier. BOP sent what

24 theycall their SORT; | think it's Special Operations Response Teams. ~ They sent those to

5 DC
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1 And then DEA was assigned to be, sort of, like, 24 hours behind. ~ They had

2 special operations teams, but we wanted them to be slightly in reserve, so that if we had

3 deploy everyone on day one, we had fresh officers to step in on day two. So DEA was

4 on, like,a 24-hour lag behind everyone else.

5 But they al had a significant number ofspecial operators designated to support

6 whatever was going to happen on January 6th

7 Q Ianto drawyour attention to exhibit 31, which is a memo from the

8 Bureau of Prisons to obtain the Deputy Attorney General's approval or disapproval

9 essentially for staffing for January 6th.

10 A Yes Iseeit

u Q Would youoranyone in senior leadership at DOJ have received this from the

12 other components? In other words, would there be paperwork to reflect the staffing

13 and resources that were provided by DO's components for January 6th?

14 A Not forallof them, because it s driven by theirstatutory authority. So

15 BOP, since they are generally limited to BOP institutions, they would not have general

16 Title 18 authority to, like, make street arrests, so they had to be deputized to perform

17 those functions. An FBI agent, who has inherently Title 18 authority because of their

18 position, would not need a deputization. So there were some that needed it, some that

19 didnot

0 These BOPoperatorswere brought into Washington specifically to protect the

21 DOJ headquarters, because we wanted to make sure that we did not draw resources

22 away from any other law enforcement agency to protect our own building. ~ Obviously,

23 the Department was a potential target as well, because a lot of people were very upset

24 with the Department and of the view that the Department hasn't done what it should do

25 with regard to the election.
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1 Q And the calls well, how did you communicate AG Rosen's desire to have

2 these components called upon? Was that in an email or a phone call?

3 A called each of the five agency leads separately. | know them all. We all

a work well together. | said, this is what the AG wants. And they all said, fine, no

5 problem. Andthey either told me on the spot what they would be sending or they got

6 backto me in very shortorder and said, this is what we can send.

7 Q And the timeframe for this is -- when do you think those calls were made?

8 A 1 would say someplace after December 28th, so it's maybe the 28th, 29th,

9 30th, somewhere in there. It's in advance of December 6th, certainly. We had move

10 people from around the country, we had to movetheir equipment. So you need a

11 couple of days to move al these people and their equipment to D.C.

12 Mr. Andres. In advance to January 6th. You said December 6th.

13 Mr. Donoghue. Oh, I'm sorry. | misspoke and said December 6th.

1 Thank you.

15 ov IN

16 Q Exhibits 32 and 33 is some of the intelligence received by the Washington

17 Field Office. And | know you said you've reviewed this prior to today, but exhibit 32, for

18 the record, is pages from Atlantic Council's Digital Forensic Research unit, which includes

19 tweets and pictures about January 6th; as well as, exhibit 33 is an email to WFO about

20 thedonald.win blog citing essentially potential violence, 3s well as a blog received from

2 the Anti-Defamation League.

22 Now, all of this information was sent to WFO. Were you aware of anyofthis

23 specific intelligence, that outside resources were being sent to the Bureau?

2 A No. Inversawany of these until recently in preparation for these
25 interviews.
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1 Q  Atthe time, at the end of December, do you believe that you, senior

2 leadership at DOJ, as well as FBI, had an accurate threat assessment going into January

3 eth?

4 A Ithink that we all understood the danger that was posed. | thinkwe all

5 understood that there were certain possible targets and that the potential for violence

6 wasveryreal. Sol think we had a good understanding of what could happen.

7 Obviously, what did happen was, in some sense, a worst-case scenario, but| thought we

8 hada good understandingof the threat aswewentintothis.

° And | thought we had good coordination across the agencies, such that the

10 agencies that had specific areas of responsibility, suchas the Capitol and the Capitol

11 Police, were responsible for those areas, and we were confident they could handle it, and

12 everyone was confident that everyone else would be ready, willing, and able to provide

13 assistance if that was needed.

1 Q Well, let's skip ahead to January 3rd. And you spoke about this a litle bit in

15 the prior section, about a call with DOD in preparation for January 6th.

16 I'm going to turn to exhibit 34, which is your handwritten notes --

1” A Yes.

18 Q from that call. Could you describe who was on that call and what the

19 purpose was?

20 A The call was the afternoon of Sunday, January 3rd. It was DOD, DOJ,

21 Interior, DHS, and the National Security Advisor, at least. | indicated in the

22 parentheticals there who someof the participants were. There may have been some

23 others that just didn't capture there.

2 And we basically discussed what we were doing to respondto the potential threat,

25 who had what resources, what were the likely target areas, did everyone understand
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1 what everyone else's responsibility was, did everyone understand what the agencies, sort

2 of, to theirleft and right were doing

3 And so we had sort of a discussion around the virtual table as to what we were

4 doingto prepare for the 6th and to offer assistance to each other as needed.

5 Q DidDODarrangethiscallandlead the call?

6 A Ithinktheyscheduled the call. | don't know that it was really led per se by.

7 anyone oranyagency. But | remember DOD spoke first, and then we kind of went

8 around the table saying, well, thisis what DOJ's got, you know, we have X number of

9 special operators, we have them in or near the city, if anyone needs help, just speak

10 up that kindofthing,

u Park Police belong to Interior, so Interior talked about what the posture was of the

12 ParkPolice. DHS talked about Federal Protective Service and how they were covering,

13 you know, two or three dozen buildings within the city, and so on. So everyone kind of

14 went around and talked about what they were doing to preparefor the 6th.

5 Q And who spoke on behalf of DOD?

16 A TheActingAG.

uv Q I'm sorry, on behalf of the Department of Defense, who do you remember

18 speakingon that?

19 A Oh, I'm sorry, DOD. | thought you said DOJ.

20 Q That's okay.

21 A General Milley spoke attheoutset. ~ Acting SecretaryMille also spoke.

22 There may have been others, but | specifically remember General Milley and Secretary

23 Miller talking

2 Q Did you have any conversationswith the chief of staff for Mr. Miller, Kash

25 Patel, at that timeorany time?
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1 A 1don't know if he was on this call. | did have conversations with Kash Patel

2 separately in part in relation to that Italy allegation that was discussed a few hours ago.

3 Q Can you describe those conversations?

a And let me just clarify. ~The Italy conversation, | believe, you had on December

5 30th, the request to investigate the claims of the Italy don't even know how to

6 describe, but -

7 A Yeah.

8 Q And was Mr. Patel at DOD at that time, end of December?

9 A Ibelieve he was, because | think that the chief ofstaff brought that up frst in

10 his office on December 29th. ~ And, as partof that conversation, he referred it to us, he

1 said, checkit out.

2 1 think at some point he said, you know, "Maybe you could have FBI agents go

13 overthere and just interview this guy." And we said, "No, no, it doesn't work that way.

14 We can't just put FBI agents on a plane and send them toa foreigncountry and have

15 them interview people. You have to go through the MLAT procedure. It take

16 months," and so on and so forth.

FY And someone said, "Well, DOD's got people on the ground. Maybe they could

18 doit" And we didn't really weighin on that. It was kind of like, that's a DOD issue. If

19 youwant totalktothem, so be it

1) And I think | ended up on the phone with Kash Patel a couple days later, maybe

21 January Ist. He called me and said, "What i this situation with the guy in Italy?" And |

22 told him what knew, and he said, "Okay, thanks." And we hung up, and that was it.

23 Ive never met him in person. | think that was the only conversation we had on the

24 phone.

2 Q  Wasthere
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1 A And don't think DOD did anything with that. 1 think it was just they took

2 itunder advisement.

3 Q  Soletme just understand. So he called you to see if DOJ was following up

4 ontheltalyclaim?

5 A No,ithink-

6 Q  Oroffering

7 A Ithink somehow that had worked its way back to DOD. don't know how.

8 And Kash Patel called me and said, "| heard youweregiven some information by the chief

9 of staff about this Italy thing. Can you tell me what this is all about?" And I relayed to

10 him what| knew at that point, which was: ~ Chief ofstafftold us this. | googled the guy.

11 Thisiswhatilearned. It really doesn't seem like there's anything to this, but that's up to

12 youguys. Andhesaid,"Oh. Okay,lgetit. Thanks." And thatwasit.

13 a Okay.

1a Who was your primary DOD contact? Meaning, on your level, to what level did

15 youreach out to anyone over at DOD?

16 A With regard to this, | wasn't really in contact with anyone. | had dealt with

17 the DOD General Counsel and some other people at DOD on different matters that

18 involved the Department and DOD.

19 But with regard to January 6th preparation, we had this call on the 3rd; we had

20 another call onthe 4th. On both of those, General Milley was on the call, the Acting

21 Secretary was onthe call. They also ended up on calls on the 6th when | was at the

22 Capitol. So we had some communication at that level.

23 Q Back to your notes for that day, it states towards the end, "DOD asked for

24 civilian lead for ops in D.C."

2 A Yes.
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1 Q Asked if sorry, | think have it right — asked if DOJ is willing to dothatas

2 theydidin Lafayette Square.

3 Let me just ask you first, when DOD asked if you were - for the civilian lead for

4 opsinD.C, what did you understand that to mean?

5 A General Milley brought this up, and it was very clear that he did not want

6 anyassetofthe military involved at all in this, if possible. And thatwasfine. We were

7 allin agreement with that. You know, we was very adamant about, the last thing this

8 country needs is to have Active Duty troops on the streets of our capital. And we all

9 agreed with that, so that wasn't much of a discussion.

10 National Guard is alittle different because National Guard can provide backup to

11 local law enforcement. So there'sa distinction there. But we were all in agreement

12 with General Milley.

13 And he said something to the effect of, "Can we get a civilian agency to take the

14 leadonthis? And, DOJ, canyoudo that? Can you be the lead, take the lead role in

15 coordinatingallthisstuff?"

16 And DAG Rosen answered, "No. We are not prepared to do that at this time."

17 And we had already had a call setupfor the next day, the 4th. ~ So he said, "| can give

18 you more detail later and explain why, but we're not going to do that."

19 And the reason was that we had no authority over many of these components,

20 nor could we have authority over those components. So DOJ had no authority over the

21 Park Police, who belong to Interior. We had no authority over FPS, who belong to DHS.

22 And that's even within the executive branch. We certainly had no authority over the

23 Capitol Police, who reported up to the legislature. We had no authority over Metro

24 P.D. who reported up to the city officials in D.C.

2 So the problem was, you have this fractured authority andjurisdiction in D.C. so
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1 that no one, no one agency, could be in charge of the operation.

2 I understood from General Milley's perspective why he wanted that, because,

3 within the military operation, you always have unity of command. There's always one
4 person in charge, and everyone falls in line behind that one commander. The problem

$ was, given how fractured the political and legal authority was in D.C., there was no way to

6 place one agency ontop of everyone ele.
7 And so what we had to do was coordinateclosely and know what everyone else

8 ‘was doing and trying to do and who had what responsibilities.

9 Q  Itappears from the question, as you have it written, though, that DOD

10 believed that DOJ did take on that authority as the lead for the summer. Is that fair to

1 say?

12 A Idon't know what he meant by "as it did back at Lafayette Square," and |

13 didn't ask. | wasn't there when Lafayette Square happened. | was still in New York.

14 Sol don't know what General Mille's perception wasof what was going on at Lafayette
15 sauare.
16 But | didn't chime in and prolong the call. It was just, he made the request, the

17 DAG answered very quickly, "No, we're not going to do that, Il explain more why later,”
18 and we moved on.

19 Q Was there a reaction from General Milley at that point when Mr. Rosen said,

20 no, it would not take on the lead?

2a A No.

2 Q Okay. So, later is there anything you want to add about that call that you
23 hadon January 3rd?

24 A No. Just, as you can see from the notes, we discussed the, sort of, key

25 locations -- the Capitol, Lafayette Square, Washington Monument, Freedom Plaza.
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1 We talked about who had responsibility for which of those key areas. So, for

2 instance, the Park Police had the monuments. Capitol Police had the Capitol. ~ FPS had

3 the various Federal buildings. We had DOJ. MPD had the city overallforall the areas

4 that were not covered by someone else. So everyone hadtheirown area of

5 responsibilty that they were going to take care of.

6 Q And would there have been a benefit to put one person in charge of all these:

7 different agencies who were involved in protecting, securing

8 A There might've been, but keep in mind, you've got three branches of

9 government I didn't even get into the Supreme Court Police here, but they exist too,

10 right? And they report up to the Supreme Court.

1 So who's going to give up their power? Is the mayor of D.C. going to give her

12 power to the executive branch and surrender control of MPD to the executive branch?

13 Probably not. Is the executive branch going to surrenderits power to the legislature

14 because the Capitol Police should be running everything? Probably not.

15 This is a paradigm that had been used over and over many times and that had

16 worked and that was successful because the agencies had expertise in coveringtheirown

17 areas. Noone wasbetter equipped to protect the Capitol than the Capitol Police, so it

18 made perfect sense to leave that to them and to simply tell them, if you need assistance,

19 letusknowand we'll provide it.

0 Soit wasn't asif anyone was looking at this, saying, "Wow, this is broken. We

21 need one agency in charge." And even if we had drawn that conclusion, whowould that

22 agency have been?

23 S0, again, it's a very unusual situation in D.C., where you have three branches of

24 Federal Government, all of which have their own authorities and their own law

25 enforcement agencies. And then you have the local D.C. authorities, lie the mayor and
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1 thecity council, exercising authority independent from the main Federal Government.

2 Q  Solwanttojump ahead to that evening. You spoke at length about that

3 January 3rd 6:00 p.m. meeting at the White House.

4 According to the Army official timeline, SecretaryMiler and Milley have just met

5 with President Trump. In fact, you said you saw General Milley that evening,

6 A Yes.

7 Q Did former President Trump mention the activation of the D.C. National

8 Guard atany time during the White House meeting that you were present at, or was it

9 solely about election matters?

10 A No, it was solely about the change in leadership at the Department, or the

11 potential change in leadership. Nothing about January 6th was discussed in the Oval

12 Office when I was there.

13 Q Now, according to Secretary McCarthy,after that meeting that General

14 Milley had on the 3rd, the White House designated DOJ as the lead Federal agency.

15 Was this designation mentioned to you at all by anyone from the White House?

16 A No. Atnotime prior to January 6th did | or, to my knowledge, anyone else

17 atDOJ receive information that we had been designated as a lead Federal agency.

18 And more so, when we had the conversation on the 4thwith General Milley and

19 Secretary Miller and Secretary McCarthy and we told them we would not be the lead

20 Federal agency, no one cameback and said, "But the White House has already designated

21 youassuch” Soit doesn't make any sense.

2 Q Before

23 Mr. Andres. Which isn't to say that on January 6th you were the lead Federal

24 agencyeither.

2 Mr. Donoghue, Right. Exactly. | mean, things changeon January 6th and we
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1 cangettothat. But don't think at any point we were designated by anyone to be the
2 lead Federal agency.

3 I Gor vc move on to January 4th, are there anyquestions up

4 until this point?

$ I should note that Mr. Schiff was in the room for about 20 minutes and has since

6 left
7 Ms. Cheney,do you have any questions?

s Ms. cheney. 1dont. Thanks,I
9 ovI

10 Q So, starting with January 4th, you notedearlier that you havea 9:30 a.m.

11 briefing with the FBI every Tuesday or Wednesday, | thinkyou said?
12 A It's Monday and Wednesday. Yes.

13 Q Monday. Wasanything addressed at that January 4th meeting about

14 January 6th, about the security preparations going in?
15 A Yes. We discussed it on the 4th. We discussed it on the 6th. We had

16 discussed it the prior week too. It was just becoming more prevalent in the morning.

17 conversation as we got toward the 6th,
18 Q  Solwant to move to -- exhibit 35 is an email at 12:21 on Monday, January

19 4th, to yourself, as well as Michael Sherwin and John Moran. Andis essentially an
20 overview of the U.S. Government posture going into January 6th sent by Acting Chief of

2 the CounterterrorismSectionSE
2 A ves
23 Q So, on the third page -- on the fourth page, | believe, where it has "DOJ-FBI,"

20 itsays, "FBI operations relative to the potential unrest will be conducted out of ther
25 Washington, D.C. Field Office. There are no current plans to activate the national SIOC."
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1 That'sat 12:21.

2 A Yes, see that report.

3 a okay.

a It also, in this email, estimates the crowd to be around 28,000 people to be

5 expected. Andthat'sthe top of the second page.

6 A Olay.

7 Q Now, lwantto—

5 A Myunderstanding
° Q  Goahead.

10 A Just so you understand, the range that we heard throughout this week

11 leading up to it was somewhere between below 10,000, up to 30,000. That was sort of

12 the range of what we were hearing.

3 And that was based on a numberof different metrics, one of which was the

14 numberofpermits that had been issued. We have nothing to do with the permitting

15 processin D.C. but we understand that they apply fora permit; in submitting the permit

16 application, they estimate how many people will show up. ~ So that's one metric you can

17 use. Others were based on social media, as well as the hotel reservations and things of

18 that nature.

19 So we were getting this sort of sliding scale of less than 10,000, up to 30,000,

20 throughout the week. And that's a relatively small turnout for a Washington, D.C.,

21 event. So,again, that sort of gave us some comfort, too, thinking that this was not

22 100,0000 people we were going to be lookingat.

2 a Gotit

2 Now, exhibit 36 is a 2:02 email fromINspecific to January 6th reporting.

25 Andin-
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1 A Alright.

2 Q the middle of the page there, it goes through some information received

3 from the SITE Intelligence Group, which is an American NGO thattracks jihadists and

4 White supremacist activity.

B We'll go through some of whatMr.Jlllflagged for you. Butis it typical for DOJ

6 orthe Counterterrorism Section to rely on an outside group to provide that type of threat

7 information?

5 A don't know fits typical. You'd have to ask the FBI about that. They can

9 give youmore insight.

10 But | know there are NGO groups out there, some of which are actually

11 good manyof which are very good, that track this sortofinformation and they submit

12 it. think the government can accept the information. ~ Obviously, you have to take it

13 forwhatit's worth. It might be reliable, it might not. But since intelligence is always a

14 mosaic, you don'tever turn anything away. You may or may not give it weight, but you

15 take in everything that you cantogive yourself the best possible picture.

16 Q I'd just note the details of what this NGO is providing, such as: ~ online

17 forum threatening attacks on Democrat and Republican politicians. There's a call to

18 occupy Federal buildings. There's mention of invading the Capitol Building. And

19 there's, the last bullet there, online comments hoping fora civil war and a, quote, "shot

20 heard around the world," in a reference to the beginnings of the American Revolution."

2 Doyou knowif

2 A Yes, this—

23 Q Did this information have any impact on the Bureau or DOJ's preparations?

2 A Itcertainly caused concern, but we had had concern even before this email

25 and before this reporting. So this is why the Acting AG wanted to move as many
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1 resources as we could into D.C.

2 S01 think, for us, it just confirmed that we weren't overreacting, that, by bringing

3 these units to D.C, we were acting appropriately in an abundance of caution to make

4 sure that we had all available resources to address any threats that might arise that day.

5 Q Would this information received from the NGO, before it's provided to

6 yourself, would it be confirmed by the FBI?

7 A Idon't know that. Again, most of our reporting was coming from the FBI,

8 solputalot more weight on what the FBI i telling us than anything from any other

9 source. And, up till the day of the 6th, FBI was reporting that there were no credible:

10 threats against the identified targets.

1 Q So, just so I'm clear in terms of how information is flowing to you, this email

12 fromis it clear thatit'snot FBI information?

13 A Oh, yeah, that's clear. | mean, he says right at the outset of that paragraph,

14 “The SITE Intelligence Group, which is an American NGO," and then he indicates that

15 that's where this is coming from. Doesn't mean t's wrong

16 a Gott.

FY A Right. But the FBI is what we rely on primarily.

18 Q Understood.

19 | want to move ahead to that day about 2 hours later. At4 o'clock, you have

20 another call with Michael Sherwin, which isat the bottom of exhibit 30, the notes from

2 thatcall

2 A Yes

2 Q So, now, on this call, it appears to be yourself,JE Mr. Rosen is

2 A Yes

2 Q andyourself, correct?
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1 A Right

2 Q Now, at this time, it states, the second line there, "FBI will stand up SIOC."

3 A That's

4 Q  Sol'm wonderingif you can explain, at 12:21, there was no current plan to

5 setupaSIOC, and then at 4 o'clock, it appearsthere is a decision to setupthe SIOC.

6 What, if anything, had changed?

7 A I don't know if it changed specifically in that window, because that's a DHS

8 report that you're referencing, so there's probablya little bit of a time lag on their

9 information,

10 But, initially, the FBI did not intend to standupthe SIOC. ~ They felt that this was,

11 asfaras D.C. was concerned, a single city event and that we already had two command

12 postsin the city, maybe three depending on how you look at it, and that there was not

13 goingto be aneed tostandupthe SIOC.

1a However, again, in an abundance of caution, Acting AG Rosen said, "You know

15 what? Talkto Dave," meaning Dave Bowdich. "I really think we should be standing up

16 theSIOC. Talk to Dave about that"

1” And did. And emphasized for him the AG's concern. We wanted to make

18 sure that we did everything, even if we were acting in an abundance of caution. And he

19 said, "Fine, we'll stand up the SIOC then."

20 50 the decision was made to stand up theSIOCeither on the 4th or priorto that,

21 but we did stand up the SIOC before January 6th.

2 Q  Itlooks like exhibit 37 reflects Mr. Bowdich's directions of setting up the

23 SIOC. That's Monday, January 4th, at 9:19 p.m. Is that right?

2 A Yes. Yeah. Sothe email wentout that night, and the SIOC was

25 operational the next day, Tuesday, the Sth.
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1 Q Just generally speaking, whatisthe purpose ofa SIOC, and when are they

2 usuallysetup?

3 A FBI could giveyou a better ideaofthe criteria they were using. Buta SIOC

4 isacommand center. So you have the advantage of having everyone sit in one room,

5 whether it's DOD, DHS, Park Police, whatever tis. ~ Everyone's in one room together, so

6 you can do real-time coordination.

7 50 that's the advantage. The disadvantage is that it takes time for information to

8 fiter up to these command centers.

9 And so it was certainly helpful to have them all across the street at the FB, in the

10 headquarters, sitting in one room, working together. And so the AG thought it would be

11 helpful, and | think he was right about that.

2 We did have

13 Q  Wasthere

14 A several other command centers that were already planned and that

15 became operational. So there was a commandcenter at the Washington Field Office of

16 thefsl,

7 There was also a command center at the Metro P.D. headquarters, which they call

18 the JOC, 10-C, Joint Operations Center. That was mostly virtual, but there were some

19 peoplephysically there.

0 The Washington Field Office was like a mini version of the JOC. It had I'm

21 sorry a mini version of the SIOC, 5-1-0-C, and it had a lot of different components

22 represented in one room there.

23 And then DHS had their own command center, which was called the National

24 Operations Center, the N-0-C, and you'll see that in some of the communications as well

2 Q How were all of these different command centers communicating with each
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1 other,if you know?

2 A The people who worked it would be able togive you better insights to that.

3 Butthere wasalot of overlap, for sure. But things generally filtered upfrom the

4 Washington Field Office command post up to the SIOC. For our purposes, that was the

5 mostimportant thing for us within DOJ. But we had people staffed across the different

6 centers so that everyone knew what everyone else was doing or trying to do.

7 Q And just so I'm clear, there's the FBI headquarters SIOC as well as the WFO

8 soc?

° A Right

10 And, just to be clear in the nomenclature, so the SIOC, the Strategic Information

11 Operations Center, that's solely at the FBI headquarters on Pennsylvania Avenue.

2 In their Washington Field Office, which is only a few blocks away, you had what

13 wewere calling the command post. And then, in the Metro P.D. headquarters, which is

14 afew blocks away, you had the JOC, the Joint Operations Center.

5 Q Do you know if a SIOC was set up for the Million MAGA March in November

16 or the one in December?
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1

2 [34spm

3 Mr. Donoghue. 1 don't specifically recall. | don't think so. But know the SIOC

4 was operational at some point over the summer when there was unrest in D.C.

5 oyIN

s Q 1 want to move on tothe § o'clock call with DOD, and your notes on that call

7 isexhibit38.

5 A Okay. Ihaveit.

° Q  Soagain on this call, it's DHS, DOJ, NSC. Do you remember who, in

10 particular, attended from those agencies?

n A From DOD, | do recall General Milley being on and Secretary Miller. | don't

12 recall specifically who was there from the other components, or who else might have

13 been there from DOD.

1 Q You have a note in about the fourth or fifth line. It states RMVE and Antifa

15 Do you remember what prompted you to take those two notes down?

16 A Notspecifically. Obviously, these were mentioned. I's RMVE, Racially
17 Motivated Violent Extremists, and Antifa.

1 We were at this point til very concerned that we were going to have large groups

19 of political factions that were in opposition to each other.

1) So getting back toouroriginal concern that we were going to have sort of street

21 brawls and violence across D.C, that was still there. Even though, the intelligence was

22 telling us that it was less likely, we were still very much concerned that we were going to

23 have city-wide violence with political factions who oppose one another.

2 Sol think that's probably a reference to, on the one hand, you'regoing to have

25 potentially RMVES, on the other hand, you're going to have these Antifa guys, and they're
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1 all going to tart shooting at eachotheral across D.C.

2 Q Do youknow who mentioned RMVE or Antifa?

3 A Ithinkit was the DOD guys. | don't think that was us. | think that

4 came we spoke later inthe conversation.

s Q Well, midway down the page, it says "4 buckets." Can you just talk us

6 through that note?

7 A Soyou recall that the night before when General Milley asked for DOJ to

8 serve as the lead agency, the DAG said we could not do that for a variety of reasons that

9 we would explain later.

10 The next day we discussed this issue in more detail with Dave Bowdich. ~ And

11 Dave had been using this sortofparadigm to explain how the FBI was viewing this thing,

12 and we thought it was helpful. He said, if you break it down to four buckets, you have

13 intelligence, command posts, investigations, and street operations.

1a So this is the DAG explaining to DOD, and others on the cal, what we as the

15 Department were able to do. He said, with regard to intelligence, we're already doing

16 that. The FBIs disseminating intelligence, others are as well, DHS, et cetera. But we

17 are already doing that, and the FBI has an established mechanism through which it

18 disseminates intelligence to State and local law enforcement officers. We'll continue to

19 dothat.

1) With regard to command posts, we're doing that as well. We are standing up

21 withSIOC. Everyone s invited to be there. We have a command post at WFO, and

22 we're staffing other command posts that are being hosted by other agencies. So that's

23 also functioning.

2 With regard to investigations, which really means investigations and prosecutions,

25 we, DOJ, of course, have the lay on that because we're the only ones who can prosecute.
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1 So in terms of any criminal investigations that might arise from whatever happens

2 onthe 6th, we would conduct those criminal investigations and the prosecutions.

3 The last bucket is street operations. And the DAG was very clear on this: We.

4 donot do street operations. We do not have police officers to man the streets of

5 Washington, D.C. That's the Metro Police.

6 With regard to the specific facilities, like the Capitol, that's the Capitol Police. At

7 the monuments, it's the Park Police.

8 We can provide reserves. If someone has a real problem, tell us, and we'll throw

9 afew hundred FBI and ATF agents at it. But we cannot man the streets of D.C. as a

10 regular police force, because that's not what we're trained and equipped to do.

u So he is very clear that in terms of street operations, and whatever might happen

12 onthestreetsof D.C. we were happy to playa supporting role, but we would not be

13 takingalead roleinany of that.

1a And he explained that in, | thought, pretty clear terms to the people who were on

15 thecall, and then we moved on.

16 Q And were the people on the call, particularly DOD, satisfied that DOJ would

17 be taking, as you wrote down, "We can take the lead on all of these,” meaning the four

18 buckets that you just described?

19 A The first three, right, that we would -- DOJ would have a leading role for

20 that,but that we would not have any leading role for street operations. Yes, everyone

21 understood that and seemed satisfied with it

2 Q  Atthe bottom half of this, of your handwritten notes, where it says

23 “summer,” and then it has a breakdownofall of the different components. Can you

24 explain to us who provided that information and what it means there?

2 A That was General Milley.
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1 So after the DAG explained whatour viewwas ofour role, General Milley began

2 again reiterating that no one should want Active Duty troops used exceptas a last resort.

3 And,again, we were all in agreementwith that. ~ And we began --

4 Q Was this after you all agreed that you would take on the, you know, the intel

5 command posts until - that aspect of it, this was brought up again by General Milley?

6 A Yes. He went back to reiterate what he had started the conversation with

7 thedaybefore: No one should want Active Duty troops on thestreetsof our Capitol.

8 Which weall agreed to.

° But then he began reciting those numbers: You know, by my count, Park Police

10 has 500, Secret Service has 160, the Capitol Police have 600, and so on.

u 1 don't know where they got these numbers. No one questioned them. There

12 wasnoneedto. It really wasn't relevant to the conversation.

13 But he was saying: So by my count, there were thousands of civilian law

14 enforcement officers availableto protect Washington, D.C., we are providing National

15 Guard, and withallof those resources, there should be no reason to have Active Duty

16 troops on the streets

1” We all agreed. No one was in opposition to that. ~ So we moved on.

18 Q On the right-hand side of your notes, where it says, "There should be plenty

19 of police forces available without using federal military troops," is that what General

20 Milley said?

21 A Yes.

2 Q  Toyour recollection?

23 A Yes.

2 Q Andthe last line there says, "Do we need a," | believe it says, "a police:

25 department QRF"?
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1 A Yes. Atthat point we were just kind of wrapping up the call, saying, okay,

2 does anyone elsethink we need anything else? Is there something we're missing? Are

3 thereanyholes? Andsoon.

4 And people were just sortof chiming in. We were spitballing at this point. Do

5 the police departments need a QRF, a quick reaction force? And then some chimed in

6 and said, no, they all have QRFs,of course they do. This is not some small county police

7 department. It'sthe Metro PD. It's the Capitol Police. They know what they're

8 doing.

9 And 50 he said, no, of course, no, they've got that covered.

10 What about rules of engagement?

1 No, these are professional law enforcement officers. They know what they can

12 engageandhow. And all that sort of stuff

13 Sot that point we were just king of throwing out ideas to see if we had missed

14 anything.

15 Q Did anyone address the need for an integrated security plan?

16 A No. Noone used thatterm. | think that -- | don't know exactly what the

17 definition of that would mean from one agency to another.

18 But it was clear that everyone understood what everyone else's responsibility was,

19 and everyone understood what was availabletothem if they needed more resources to

20 meet their responsibilities.

2 Q And during that call, did anyone, whether DODorotherwise, bring up any

22 potential for Proud Boys to be attending or the Boogaloo Boys, or raise any concerns

23 about particular groups who may be attending that?

2 A don't remember Proud Boys or Boogaloo Boys specifically being mentioned.

25 thinkwejust talked more generally about left-wing, right wing, or Pro-Trump,
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1 anti-Trump groups coming to the Capitol. It didn't really matter what they called

2 themselves. It was a matterof they're upset, they're coming to the Capit, and there's

3 a potential for violence.

a Q Allright. The January ath call was the last coordination call before:

s January 6th. Is that right?

6 A Yes, that'sright.

7 Q  Andisitfair to say at the end ofthat call people felt prepared as they

8 entered January 6th, in terms of the agency response?

9 A Yes. Ithinkthat's right. Like! said, everyone knew what everyone else

10 wasdoing. We had not just created the wheel here. This had been done in many

11 timesinD.C. The Park Police knew their responsibilities. ~The Secret Service knew their

12 responsibilities. The Capitol Police knew their responsibilities. MPD. FPS.

13 Everyone knew what everyone else was doing. ~ Everyone knewthat there was a

14 dangerof violence. Everyone knew that the Capitol and other facies were potential

15 targets. And think we all felt comfortable that we were aware what the situation was,

16 and we had the resources in place to address it.

FY 1 do remember now, as I'm looking at these notes, Dave Bowdich was in the DAG's

18 office for this call. So Dave and | and the DAG were in that same office. There might

19 have been some other people representing DO.

1) But, you know, when we hung up the phone, we sat around talking about it, again,

21 amongstourselves. Do we have everything in place? Have all the SWAT teams and HR

22 teams been moved, or are they atleast en route? That sort of thing to make sure that

23 we had everything available.

2 Q Did anyone from DOJ on your side or within the Bureau have any contact

25 with anyone from Capitol Police about their preparations?
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1 A Iknow Mike Sherwin did. And | can't speak for the other agencies. You'd

2 have toaskthem directly

3 Q Do you know who Mike Sherwin was in touch with specifically from Capitol

4 Police?

5 A don't. Idon'tknow if he was talking to Chief Sund. | don't know if Dave

6 Bowdich was talking to Chief Sund. | spoke to Chief Sundonthe 6th, but | did not speak

7 tohim before that. | know that they were sitting at the same command centers

8 together, and thingsof that sort.

9 Q Before we wrap up January 4th, let mejust go through this email that

10 evening, exhibit 39. This wouldbe the acting AG, Mr. Rosen, approved the Secretary of

11 the Army's plan to approve D.C. National Guard in support of Mayor Bowser's request.

2 Are you familiar with that?

13 A Right. lam. I'm familiar with the process because, unlike a governor, the

14 Mayor of D.C. doesn't have the authority to call out the National Guard. That authority

15 iswith the President. The President has delegated that authority to theSecretaryof

16 Defense.

7 So when the D.C. Mayorwants to use the National Guard, they put in a request.

18 It goes up the DOD chain of command. DOD asks DOJ about the legality of it.

19 And thiss clearlya situation where it's perfectly legal to use the D.C. National

20 Guard to back up local law enforcement. So they just formalized that with an opinion

21 thatsays, yes, it's legal to use D.C. National Guard in this way.

2 It's not approving a plan or not, or anything like. It's simply saying, as a legal

23 matter, you can use the Guard this way.

2 Q In other words, DOJ didn't review any of the requests the Mayor had

25 concerning the D.C. National Guard?
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1 A No. We understood, as partof these conversations on the 3rd and the 4th

2 that the Mayor had requested 350 National Guard, that shewanted them to be unarmed

3 and to have no body armor, and that she wanted them positioned at Metro centers and

4 trafficintersections and things ike that to free up Metro PD to have more bodies to

5 address other things. And that was fine.

6 Q And that was memorialized in the January 12th letter there, that's exhibit 40.

7 Isthatright?

8 A Right

9 Q DOJ stating it was appropriate for the D.C. National Guard to respond. Do.

10 you have that?

u A Yeah.

2 Q Okay. Going now to January 4th, exhibit 41 is essentially a suggested press

13 release for DOJ.

1a Now, it's my understanding that, in searching DOJ's website, the statement was.

15 neverissued. Do you know why not?

16 A I don't know if it was issued.

uv a okay.

18 A justdon't know.

19 Q Inthe draft release,ordraft press, you state at some point that we.

20 anticipate the protests to be peaceful.

21 Now, at that point you already knew there could be the potential for violence, as

22 you described. Could you just explain the words that you use there for the press

23 release?

2 A Well, we certainly expected American citizens coming to the Capitol to

25 conduct themselves lawfully. So we did expect them to be peaceful. That said, we
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1 prepared for something that was not peaceful.

2 I think the purpose of this statement was to try to calm things rather than inflame

3 them. Andwe wanted to make itclear to people that, ifyou're going to come to D.C.

4 and protest, that'sall fine, and everyone's got a First Amendment righ to do that, and

that First Amendment right will be protected. But, if people are going to come in and

6 engage in acts of violence andpropertydestruction, there would be consequences.

7 Sol think the point of drafting this statement was to make that clear to everyone,

8 that there would be consequences if there was criminal conduct in the Capitol.

° Q We talkeda ttle about bit about Mayor Bowser’ request for the D.C.

10 National Guard. Exhibit 42s the letter directed to DOJ as well as DOD, essentially, and|

11 am going to quote the last line here.

2 “To be clear, the District of Columbia is not requesting other federal law

13 enforcement personnel and discourages any additional deployment without immediate

14 notification to, and consultation with, MPD if such plans are underway.”

15 And this was sent January it looks ike January Sth at 2:55.

16 Did this impact DO's preparation or posture going into the 6th in any manner?

FY A Notreally. It made it clear to us that the Mayor didn't want our Federal

18 assistance or involvement. But the reality was we had already prepared.

19 We certainly weren't going to be sending people home. ~ We had our own

20 independent responsibility and authority. And we were going to continue our plans to

21 haveourpeople in reserve in case they were needed by our partner.

2 Soit didn'treallyimpact whatwe were doing

2 Q So before we start with the events of January 6th, going into that day, did

24 DOJ have points of contacts with Capitol Police, Park Police, MPD,orwas tall

25 coordinated through the SIOC?
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1 A Itwascoordinatedthroughthecommandcenters. ~ Sherwin might have had
2 direct contact with Chief Sund or someone ke that. |don't recall offhand. But we
3 were relying on the coordination through the command posts.
4 Q Okay. can start to march through January 6th orif you guys want to take

$ a break.

6 Are there any questions from everybody?
7 Ms. Cheney?
8 Ms. Cheney. No, | don't have anything.

9 Mr. Andres. Sorry. Can we just take 5 minutes?

10 [a

1 Mr. Andres. Okay. Thanks.
12 [Recess.]

3 EE i Ave ve ready?
1 Mr. Andres, Yeah. | think there's somebodyother than usthatcanmuteus if
15 they don't like what we're saying.

1 Just kidding.
w I 's the court reporter on?
18 The Reporter. Yes, ma'am, the reporter is online.

1 EE O'oy, reat. Thankyou.
20 oy——
21 Q We're going tostartwith January 6th. Before we kindof go through the

22 ticktockofyour day, just wanted to start with exhibit 43, which appears to be a situation
23 report from BOP.

2 A Yeah, lseett
2 Q Were you aware of this report, or had you seen it, on January 6th?
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1 A No, the frst | saw this report was in the last few days in preparation for the

2 interview.

3 Q And just for the components working this, is this a unit within BOP that is

4 collecting this information, if you know?

5 A Ibelieve so, but, frankly, don't know much about the intelligence gathering

6 within BOP.

7 Q Okay. Soif we could just start then on January 6th, what time you arrived

8 atthe office, and kind of go throughyourday.

9 A Soat that point, we had 9 a.m. meetings every morning with the DAG,

10 myself, and some other Department leaders. We had a 9:30 meeting with FB. | do

11 remember Dave Bowdich being at that meeting. | don't specifically remember Director

12 Wray being there, but he might have been there. We discussed, of course, January 6th.

13 Inreviewing these exhibits in preparation for this, it reminded me of something.

14 And I'm not going to go beyond what's inthis record that you provided here.

15 But in exhibit 43, on page 4of that exhibit, there is a summary, an excerpt, |

16 suppose, of a CBS News report that talks about air traffic controllers receiving a threat.

17 Quote, "We are flying a plane to the Capitol on Wednesday. ~ Soleimani will be avenged."

18 That was another matter that we discussed with the FB that morning, and

19 perhaps prior to that morning. But| had forgotten about that particular issue until| saw.

20 this exhibit yesterday.

2 We had a more general discussion with F8l about preparation for January 6th.

22 Wereallthe teamsin place? Yes, they were. | think they were mostly positioned at

23 Quantico. And we talked about a number ofother things that were on the

24 Department's radaratthat point.

2 After the 9:30 meeting, the FBI personnel left, and | kind of went about my regular
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1 day with everything we were dealing with, with election matters and other things.
2 Q  Canljustinterrupt. Sorry. |have one thing.

3 When yousay the people were positioned at Quantico, do you mean the
4 components that were prepositioned for January 6th?

$ A Yes. Sol think | could be wrong about this, and FBI wouldhave totell

6 you but thinkthey took the two SWAT teams that we moved to D.C, the two hostage
7 rescue teams that we moved to D.C., and | think they put them both at Quantico. And

8 they had helicopters and the ability to move them into the Capitol quickly, if needed.

9 And so they were all just on standby with their equipment in case something.

10 happened that day.

u Q Okay. Goahead. Sory.
12 A Sothe morning, |, frankly, can't remember what we were working on. I'm

13 sure there were a million things going on. | do recall at some point, late morning, early

14 aftemaon, hearing protesters marching down Constitution, going from the Ellipse toward
15 the Capitol. We could hear them chanting and banging drums and things like that.

16 They passed by the Department.

v And then sometime in the arly afternoon, I walked into the DAG's office. He
18 had his television on. You could see that people were in the rotunda of the Capitol.

19 And he said to me, do you see this, do you see what's going on, can you believe

20 this? And that was the first that | learned that the Capitol had been breached.

2a Q Okay. Let me try to stop you there and get a timeframe here.

2 Looking at exhibit 44, we have a 10:43 a.m. email romJENwho states,
23 "There are nocredible threats as of the 10:00 brief."

24 Is that your briefing, or is that a separate briefing?

2 A No. soatthis point llis at the SIOC, and the SIOC does periodic briefing.
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1 every few hours, just ike virtually every command center | have ever worked in.

2 So every couple of hours, there's someone in charge of the shift, and they get up,

3 and then they call individuals up who had their own areas of responsibilty, and they brief,

4 soeveryone knows what's going on.

5 So there was a 10 o'clock brief at the SIOC, and this is part of the readout from

6 thatbrieffrom

7 Q Andin that emailt says, "There are reports about 18 predicated subjects

8 traveling to D.C, but of those, 6 are now not going to be traveling."

9 The reference to predicated subjects, does that mean cases the FBI had on

10 individuals who might beattending the rally?

1 A Yes. For one reason or another, the FBI was already taking a look at those

12 18 individuals, wholly apart from the rally, and they learned that those individuals would

13 be traveling to the rally.

1a Apparently, six of them decided not to go. So you're talking about at least,

15 according to this report, 12 predicated subjects travelingto the rally.

16 Q Exhibit 45 is an email at 1:57 with,as you said, a SIOC updatethat[EN

17 located. |wantedtotalk alittle bit about this before we move on to the Capitol breach

18 time period.

19 In the firs line it says -~ and | hope you have the unredacted version there. The

0 FBI

2 A ldo

2 Q Yes has briefed that there are reports of unexploded explosive devices at

23 theRNC.

20 The second bullet says there's also a report of an unexploded device at the DNC

2 A Yes
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1 Q Now, when did you first hear about these pipe bombs at the RNC and DNC?

2 Wasin through this email, or was it through another manner?

3 A Idon'tthinkit was through the email. | can't be a hundred percent sure.

4 ithinkll called me. But it was an extremely chaotic day, and so it's difficult to piece

5 itallback together.

6 But this is not the kind of thing that would just land in an email, we've got pipe

7 bombsinthecity. |thindilalled me. And maybe that's why | went to the DAG's

8 office totellhim. can't exact exactly.

9 But | do recall being advised that there were pipe bombs found at RNC and DNC,

10 and that ATF was responding to the scene, along with Capitol Police and MPD.

1 Q Are you familiar with where the RNC and DNC are located as it relates to the

12 Capitol?

13 A Generally, yes.

1a Q  Isit away from the Capitol, not on the Capitol Grounds?

15 A No they're not

16 Q Pardon?

FY A No, they're not on the Capitol Grounds, obviously, but they're onlya few

18 blocks away.

19 Q Do you know are youfamiliarwith how many people responded to deal

20 with the RNC/DNC pipebombsituation?

2 A Idon't know what the head count was. | knew it was numerous agencies,
22 and! know that ATF was there with the Capitol Police.

2 Q Okay. I'msorry. Thenyou--we can take it from when you went to Mr.

26 Rosen office?

2 A Solwenttohisoffice. He had the television on, | don't know what
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1 channel, and it was a news channel, and they were showing scenes of people basically

2 walking through the rotunda with flags, and things of that sort. And, obviously, people

3 had gotten nto the rotunda who did't belong there
a And he said, you know, I'mtryingto get ahold of FBI. I'mtrying to find out

5 what's going on. | can't believe this is happening. | can't believe people got in there.

6 Something thtefect.
7 And | watched for a few moments. And | said, you know what, sir? Ill just go

8 over to the SIOC, I'll try to find out what's going on, I'll call you from there.

9 Sol left RFK, our headquarters, with my detail, and | went across the street to the.

10 Hoover Building, and | went up to the SIOC at FBI.

n Q Doyou have a senseofwhat time twas when you ot tothe FBI SOC?
12 A Itsvery difficult. |know the sequence of what | did that day. It's very

13 difficult to pinpoint exact times and all this. | think it was around 2 o'clock. But |

14 caution when ke these estimates about th exact time.
15 Q Who did you speak to at the FBI SIOC?

16 A lgotthere. Therewere a numberof people there. |was looking for Dave

17 Bowdich. | thoughthewasmight be atthe SOC.
18 | asked people what's going on. There was a shift leader. | can't remember

19 exactly who it was, but whoever was in charge of the morning shift. I'm pretty sure

20 Jesthee. had brie conversation with a number of people.
2 They didn't have a lot of information. They had the screens showing people

22 marching through the rotunda as well, but they didn't have a lot of information as to

23 exactly what was going on at the Capitol.

1asked where Bovdich ws. Someone sid he ef for WFO a few minutes ago,
25 something to that effect. And so | decided | was going to leave and go to WFO.
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1 While | was at the SIOC, | do recall someone saying that Capitol Police say they

2 don'tneed help at this point, they've got it covered. | don't know who that was. It

3 might have been It might have been someone else.

4 It didn't surprise me because | knew that Capitol Police had more than enough

5 officers to cover the Capitol. And since that was their area of responsibility, | thought

6 that made perfect sense that the Capitol Police were going to push these people out of

7 the Capitol, and that was going to be that

8 But, again, because | wasn't able to get the answers | wanted with regard to what

9 was actually going on, on the ground, | decided to leave the SIOC and go to WFO and try

10 togetalittle bit closerto the Capitol to see what was going on.

u Q What happened when you arrived at WFO?

2 A Enroute, | made several phone calls. There werea lot of phone calls in and

13 outthatday. Soldon'trememberthem all. And I'm sure some of them are getting

14 conflatedin my mind.

15 But | do recall calling Regina Lombardo, and some others. 1think spoke to Don

16 Washington, too, saying, getyour guys ready. If the Capitol Police need help, we're

17 sending help right away.

18 And they had previously -- we had previously made clear to them that if they're:

19 asked for assistance, they should just deploy. They didn't need permission from me or

20 the AG or anyone else. Ifa partner asks for help, just send your guys.

2 50 there were some phone calls between the SIOC and WFO. When | got to

22 WFO, I wentinside. People were in the main command room. There were lots of

23 different partners there. They, too, of course, had the televisions going and people

24 working the phones and shouting out to each other information that they were getting,

2 1 asked where Bowdich was. They directed me to a conference room in the back.
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1 lwenttothe back. Dave Bowdich was in the conference roombyhimself with a phone

2 onthe table.

3 He was talking to some FBI leader. | don't know who it was. It was not Director

4 Wray. He was asking that leader, Where are our guys? How many are there? Do

5 they have the equipment? That sort of thing.

6 And he hung up, and we spoke briefly. We decided that it would bebetter off if

7 we both moved towardthe Capitol. Because you're always going to have these lags in

8 information as it gets reported up to a command post. So we thought the best thing to

9 dowas for us to both just go to the Capitol and see what was really going on.

10 Q So when you made that decision, you and Mr. Bowdich, is it fair to say that

11 there was no FBI or DOJ component official on the Capitol complex to have provided you

12 information or Mr. Bowdich information?

13 AI don't think there were any FB agents in the Capitolat that point. | think

14 ATF made it to the Capitol first. And| believe they made it to the Capitol because they

15 were there for the pipe bombs. And so they were close by. And if| understand

16 correctly, part of this is based on conversations | had with ATF leadership afterward.

1” But their guys were at the RNC and the DNC looking at the pipe bombs. And the

18 Capitol Police were there as well. And the Capitol Police heard over their radios that the.

19 Capitol had been breached. And they said, you know, we've got to go back to the

20 Capitol

21 And they turned again running toward the Capitol. And the ATF agents just

22 followed them to provide whatever assistance they could.

23 So I think ATF was the first Federal agency to make it into the Capitol that day.

24 And! do have a recollection of some contact with the ATF leader who was in charge,

25 Ashan Benedict. And | remember talking to Ashan and him saying, I'm already in the
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1 Capitol, Ill meet you when you get here.

2 Q  1just want to add some context to that time period.

3 According to the Capitol Police official timeline, at 3:07, it states 20 ATF and FBI

4 personnel arrivedat the Speaker's lobby.

s And in addition to that, exhibit 48 has the 3:32 email fromJRhich says,

6 "AllFBI SWAT resources in the NCR and agent teams are headed to the Capitol."

7 Now, for kind of those two points, is it consistent with your recollection that the

8 FBlarrived around the 3 o'clock time period?

9 A Ibelieve that Deputy Director Bowdich and | got to the assembly area

10 around 3 o'clock. And in the assembly area, which was on D Street, there were, | would

11 guess, hundreds of FBl agents. Plus others. Capitol Police was there. There were

12 others there

13 My impression was that the vast majority, if not all, of the FB agents who

14 participated in this were in the assembly area at that point. ~ ATF was already in the

15 Capitol

16 1 had spoken to Ashan Benedict, who was the special agent in charge of ATF in D.C.

17 Thad known him when he was a special agent in charge in New York. ~ And my belief at

18 thattime, and | think it's right, is that ATF and Asan were in there significantly before the

19 3oilockarrivalattheassemblyarea.

1) When Bowdich and | went into the Capitol from the assembly area, he took with

21 hima numberofFB agents. | think they were bomb techs. And | think those were the

22 first FBI agents in the Capitol.

23 Q Let me dari

2 So then, in your memory, Mr. Bowdich arrived, along with yourself, with the first

25 FBlagentsto the scene?
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1 And let me just explain why I'm asking. I'm just trying to get a sense of when the.

2 first set of folks, apart from ATF, got there?

3 A Bowdich and I raveled from WFO to the assembly area together in the same

4 vehicle. Right? Sowe arrived at the same time. Again, it's very difficult to estimate

5 thetime, butl think it was around3o'clock.

s When Dave Bowdich got to theassemblyarea, he started talking to some of the

7 FBlleaders who were there. Obviously, they knew who he was. ~ They came up to him.

8 Theysort of reported in, sir, I'm so and so, I'm the teamleader for this or that, and they

9 begantalkingto him.

10 I then went and found a Capitol Police officer who could lead us into the Capitol.

11 Bowdich and then spoke to that guy, and he let us into the Capitol. ~ And Bowdich

12 basically said, you, you, you, you, you, come with me.

13 I think those were bomb techs. ~ And I'm pretty sure those were the first FBI

14 agentsinthe building, but | could be wrong about that.

15 When we got into the rotunda

16 Mr. Andres. Those were the first FBI agents you saw in the building.

FY Mr. Donoghue. Right.

1 Mr.Andres. In termsofwhat you're witnessing

19 Mr. Donoghue. Yes, right. But also think, based on the discussions that | was

20 hearing, that those were the first FBI agents in the building. 1 think Dave Bowdichwas a

21 little concerned that £81 agents weren't already in the building.
2 And so when we got nto the rotunda, | saw ATF tactical officers in full tac gear

23 with ATF on their backs, helping the Capitol Police. ~ And also saw U.S. Marshals Service

24 Special Operations Group officers in the rotunda area

2 So there were a least twoother Federal components who were already in the
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1 rotunda before Dave Bowdich and | got there.

2 ovI

3 Q That's helpful.

4 And when you say the assembly area, | think we need for the record, where were

5 you specifically?

6 A ItsonDStreet. Ithinkit's in my notes that were provided, but | can't

7 remember exact cross street. Maybe it's 1st. Somewhere over there. It's near the

8 Dirksen Senate Building. It's justa large parking lot. It was a predesignated assembly

9 area that everybody went to so that we could tactically move into the Capitol.

10 Q And what happened after you arrived to the rotunda, if you could describe

1 touswhatyousaw?

2 A We got tothe assemblyarea. We found a Capitol Police officer who could

13 leadusin.

1a That police officer, | think, took us first to Chief Sund's office, the head of the

15 Capitol Police. We checked in with him very briefly. We told him we were going into

16 the Capitol, that we were there to providewhatever assistance we could, that we had,

17 obviously, ATF and Fl and Marshals and other units who were, as he knew, ready to

18 provide whatever assistance they needed. He thanked us. We went on our way.

19 We went into the Dirksen Building. Wewent through the tunnels and came up

20 somewhere near the rotunda, not directly in the rotunda, but somewherenear the

21 rotunda. And then we moved into the rotunda area where there were hundreds of

22 mostly Capitol Police officers, but other law enforcement as well

23 11did not see any protestors at that point. You could smell that there had been

24 some chemical agents used, pepper spray or something like that.

2 And 1 found Ashan Benedict, who was the ATF special agent in charge there in the
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1 Capitol. And then he, Dave Bowdich, and | kind of stuck together from that point

2 forward to provide whatever assistance we could to the Capitol Police.

5 QAyou say you did not see any protesters at tha time. Is that right?
4 A No, my entire time at the Capitol, | did not see any protesters.

5 Q And that's through the tunnels as well, coming from the --

. A No, there were noprotestersinthe tunnel aa. Therewasalotof aw
7 enforcement.

8 And then when we came up, there was alot of law enforcement in the rotunda

9 area and in the hallways, the rest of it, but | did not see any protesters.

10 Q want to turn to exhibit 49 just to get, again, a sense of the timing here.

us ea.
12 "HRTwill be fast roping into the Capitol area. FBI will be staging DOJ resources.

13 to secure and clear the Capitol."

1 Sothat's 348. And, again,|understand you're estimating the time. Inyour
15 estimate, you and Mr. Bowdich are already at the Capitol, is that right, by that time?

16 A Yes. Yeah,wewere -- I'm present sure we were in thereby that time.

1 And you have to keep in mind that what lls reporting out, there's always a

18 time lag. Soby the time it worked its way up to the SIOC and he sends an email out, you

3 brow meatokies. Imes, Isr very okt but there's shesys thre og
0 And so this dd not actualy happen. The HRT did not fst rope into the Capitol.
2a But this wastheir plan, obviously, at some point.

2 Q Now, before we get into some of the steps you personally took at the

23 Capitol, | just want to turn to exhibit 50 to discuss briefly this DOD statement that was

a sued.
25 | believe around 4o'clock, in the middle of page there, it says, "The D" -- this isa
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1 DOD statement - "The D.C. Guard has been mobilized to provide support to federal law

2 enforcement in the District. Acting Secretary Miller has been in contact with

3 Congressional leadership, and Secretary McCarthy has been working with D.C.

4 government. The law enforcement response will be led by the Department of Justice."

5 Now, | understand you probably were not aware of the DOD fleet, or whatever

6 offical statement this was. Did you learnofthis statement by DOD at any time on

7 January 6th?

8 A No, I didn't learn of this until | was preparing for this interview.

9 Q Were you in touch with Mr.Miller or Mr. McCarthy at any point on

10 January 6th?

u A Ibelieve | received a call from Mr. McCarthy while | was at the Capitol,

12 where he reported that they were sending National Guard, and they reported that out to

13 the Acting Attorney General.

1a Also, they were on phone calls that took place later that evening while | was still in

15 the Capitol and trying to provide situation reports to the Vice President and congressional

16 leadership, amongst others

uv Q Can you just talk about who specifically you remember speaking to as far as

18 congressional leadership is on January 6th?

19 A There werea lot of calls that day, but twospecifically that | remember, there

20 wasan1800callanda1900call. So6p.m.7p.m.

21 The 7 p.m. call, | know, had at least Senator Schumer, Speaker Pelosi, Mr.

22 McCarthy from the House, Senator McConnell, the Vice President, General Milley,

23 Secretary Miller, | think the White House Chief of Staff. I'm pretty sure White House Pat

24 Cipollone was also on that call.

2 Q It's exhibit 54, Mr. Donoghue, that —it talks about this call. Is that right?
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1 A Yeah,yeah, yeah. Iamlooking ati,but, youknow, | didn'tdeta all the

2 actual people participating.

3 But that's what | remember off the top of my head. I'm sure there were others

4 onthisaall.

5 Q We can skip ahead to this call then. | think the next page goes

6 through - well, did youprovide the briefing, essentially, to the congressional leadership.

7 onthatcall?

8 A Yes, ldid.

9 Q And apart from this 1900 call that's in exhibit 54, did you receive any calls

10 directly from any congressional leaders before this or after this?

u A Not congressional leaders, no.

2 Q From any White House officials?

13 A Yes, I definitely receivedcalls throughout the day. There were a lot of

1 them.

15 But | do recall specifically getting a call from the White House Chief of Staff while |

16 was en route between WFO and the assembly area. | think Pat Cipollone was also on

17 that same phone call. AndIbelieve | received at least one separate phone call from Pat

18 Cipolloneas well.

19 And I spoke to the Acting AG a number of times throughout the day, obviously,

20 updating him on what | was learning and what | was doing next, and that sort of thing.

21 But it was a very, very hectic afternoon.

2 Q Sure. The call from Mr. Meadows while you were en route to the Capitol

23 ortothe assembly area, just in substance, can you tell us what that conversation was?

2 A Yes. Igotthecallon my cell phone. |answeredit. Itwas, believe, the

25 Chief of Staffand the White House Counsel.
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1 And the Chief of Staff said, essentially, | understand you're on your way to the

2 Capitol

3 I5aid, yes, sir. I'm with Bowdich now. We should be there in a few minutes.

4 And he said something to the effect of the President wants this situation brought

5 undercontrol. When you get over there, you need to take chargeof the Federal

6 agencies. Youneed to get that place cleared out and operationalas quicklyas possible.

7 That's not a quote, but that was the gist of what he told me.

8 And Isaid, basically, ves, sir, | understand that, we'll be there in a few minutes,

9 and we'll clear the place, and we'll et it operational.

10 Q Do you have any idea how he knew you were on the way to the Capitol?

u A lassume that the DAG told him. | was keeping the DAG ~ | wasn't going to

12 dothesethingsonmyown. He'smyboss. Solwas calling him and saying, hey, look,

13 I'm going to goto the WFO now. I'm going to go to the assembly area and all that.

14 And he was in agreement with all that. So heknewwhere |was going, and he must

15 have | assumed he told the Chief of Staff.

16 Q  Isthat the only call you remember directly with Chief of Staff Meadows?

1” A Yes. Iknow there was at least one other one with Pat Cipollone, but the

18 ChiefofStaff may have been on there,Ijust don't remember.

19 Q And do you remember the natureof the call -of the conversations with Mr.

20 Cipollone?

21 A He said something to the effect of there are a lot of calls going on, but there

22 areveryfew people who are close to what's actually happeningon the ground. So if you

23 canbe on these calls, it would be extremely helpful.

2 And soif you can make these calls, | know, you know, they're showing up on your

25 calendarorcoming in emails and things like that, please try to pay attention to them.
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1 Whatyou are doing there is more important. ~ But if you can spare the time, get on these

2 callsso we can heardirectlywhat's going on, on the ground.

3 That might have --

4 Q  Isthat whatled toyou

5 A That might have been before the Chief of Staff called in the car. can't

6 really remember.

7 Q Andis that what led to you, essentially, leading the 18 the 1900 call?

8 A Yes. Boththe 1800call and the 1900call, | wastold in advance,at least in

9 one case by the DAG himself, that you're the senior official on the ground in terms of

10 civilian executive branch agencies. And, therefore, when we start this call, we're going

11 totuitoverto you to brief up what the situation is on the ground. AndIdid that both

12 inthe 1800 and 1900 calls.

13 Q And! just want to turn to the page of your handwritten notes where you

14 state: Prepped for the 1800 call.

15 A Right

16 Q Sorry, we've gonea little bit out of order, but it's completely fine.

1” So we talked about the 1900 call, and you told us what leadership was on that call.

18 want to clarify in your notesfor the 1900 call, it says POTUS and VP.

19 Was the President on that call?

20 A No,I never spoke to the President that day. He was not on any calls that |

21 wason

2 Q Was there any attempt by the President to contact you that day?

23 A Not that I'm aware of.

2 Q Did you later lear that the President attempted to call you that day after --

2 A No. Onlanuary6th? No, never heard that the President tried to contact
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1 meonJanuary6th

2 Q  Andapart from Mr. Cipollone and Mr. Meadows, did any White House

3 official attempt to call you directly on January 6th?

4 A No. We hada call from the Situation Room, so that was operated out of

5 the White House, but there were no other officials reaching out to methat I'm aware of.

6 Q Who wasn the Situation Room at the White House? Do you remember?

7 A don't. This call, this 1800 call, this did not have the congressional

8 leadershiponit. And don't believe the Vice President was on that call either. It was

9 moreof, I think,a law enforcement-level cal

10 Q  Ifwe could just go throughwhat you briefed them on in that 1800 cal, that

11 would be helpful.

2 A So these notes | have in exhibit 54 titled Prep for 1800 Situation Room Call, I

13 madethese notes to myselfa few minutes in advance of the 1800 call because | wanted

14 to make sure that| covered each of these points.

15 SoI made this list with Dave Bowdich and Ashan Benedict and someof the Capitol

16 Police officers with me to make sure | wasn't missing any key information.

7 1 ran through the list. | prepared it. When the 1800 call started out of the

18 Situation Room, they turned it to me first. That's why| have the first entry there as,

19 "Seecall prep notes.” Andl, essentially,read this lst, and |briefed them on what the

20 situation was

2 And then the call continued from there with otherpeople chiming in about

22 perimeter fencing. General Hokansen, H-o-k-a-ns-e-n, talked about the D.C. National

23 Guardrole and things lke that,

2 Q Beforewe move on from the 6 p.m. and the 7 p.m. call on January 6th and

25 justsol'm clear, you're still at the Capitol at that time. Is that right, Mr. Donoghue?
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1 A Yes. lleftthe Capitol shortly after 8 p.m. | waited to make sure that the

2 Senate was backin session. They gaveled back in just a few minutes after 8. And once

3 they were back in session and everything was operational,| then left

4 Q  Justas a question about how your role came to be so that these calls, was

5 it=-Mr. Bowdich was stil with you at that time, correct?

6 A Yes, he was with me throughout.

7 Q Was there any sense that given his capacity as number two at the Bureau,

8 that he would be the security and operational person in charge at that time versus

9 yourself?

10 A No. Hewas certainly in charge of the FBI assets that were there. But

11 what we did, essentially, was as soon as Bowdich and | got to the rotunda and linked up.

12 with Ashan Benedict, we asked for the senior Capitol Police officer on scene.

13 We were put in contact with him there in the rotunda. | explained who | was.

14 And said we have ATF, we have FBI, we have marshals, we have whatever you need.

15 Tellus what you need to get this building cleared and operational. ~ And then he asked

16 for certain specific things

7 Pursuant to his request, we did that. We sent FBI toward one Chamber, ATF to

18 another Chamber to work with the Capitol Police to clear the Chambers

19 And then he, if you guys can help clear the Chambers, we, the Capitol Police, will

20 clear the hallways and the offices and the closets and all that stuff.

2 Because we wanted to make sure of two things. One, there was no one left

22 behind hiding ina closet or someother place. ~ And, two, that there were no devices left

23 behind like a pipe bomb left in the Senate Chamber.

2 So that was the immediate goal in termsofclearing the facility. And we made

25 our people on scene available to the Capitol Police, and they appreciated that, and they.
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1 used them, andthatwas it.

2 Q How many hours in total do you estimate you were at the Capitol?

3 A About5 or so.

4 Q Before kind of go back to some emails that were received, does anybody

5 have any questions?

6 Ms. Cheney?

7 ws. cheney. Thanks. [Ill =r vou going to walk through Mr. Donoghue's 7

8 o'clockcal, the 1900 call, just to get I see the note in the exhibit 54.

5 [rn
10 Ms. Cheney. Just to get some specifics about what messages that were on that

nal

2 Sorry,just to clarify. The notes say that POTUS was on the call, but | think Mr.

13 Donoghue just said that's not the case?

1a Mr. Donoghue. Right. And | think what | was doing there, | was taking notes

15 during the call. And someone at some point said something about the President. |

16 think they were going to relay something that the President said or some directive or

17 somethinglikethat.

1 And | wrote POTUS, because | was going to relaywhateverthe instructions were.

19 And then when | heard them, it sounded like to me it was something | had heard

20 previously.

2 So whetheritwas the Chief of Staff or someone else saying the President wants

22 the situation brought under control, | think that's what t was, but I'm not a hundred

23 percent certain,

2 1am a hundred percent certain that the President was noton the call. You know,

25 looking back at the notes, obviously, | was kind of racking my braina tle bit as to why
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1 didiwrite POTUS. But think that was the reason. You know, someone said the

2 President something, and | began writing POTUS, and then | stopped.

3 So I apologize for the confusion there. But the President was definitely not on

4 thatcall. And the Vice President definitely was because he asked several questions.
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1

2 ovI

3 Q Where did you conduct the call?

4 A From as you can see at the top, it says HR 228. That's the office number

5 thatwewerein.

6 Iwas in the rotunda. My detail guys couldhear that we were planning calls in

7 the rotunda, because of the echo. It was not a good place todo call. And so my.

8 detail guys said, we'll go find you a quiet place to make these phone calls. And then

9 they came back and they led me to 228

10 Q Do you know where the Vice President was at that time?

u A I don't know exactly, but after this call learned that he was in the

12 Capitol wherever his office is, | don't know offhand where that is and | went there.

13 Someone led me to the Vice President's office, and there were some officers

14 stationed outside. | said who | was, and we were just there incase there's anything, any

15 sort of assistance we could provide.

16 His Chief of Staff came out. | said, look, we were just on the call, you know, |

17 understand the Vice President's here, do you guys need anything atall? And he said, no,

18 thanks, we gotit.

19 And that was t. | never saw the Vice President. | never spoke to him aside

20 from the phone call. 1 just saw his Chief of Staff.

2 Q  Didit surprise you that he was stil in the building?

2 A No,notreally.

23 Q To Ms. Cheney's point, could you just go through that 1900 call, what you

24 touched upon in that call?

2 A Itwassimilar to the 1800 call in that | was telling them that the building is
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1 cleared but not fully secured. You know, there were still protesters on the grounds

2 outside. That we were in the process of sweeping the building. That ATF had taken

3 one Chamber. They were working with Capitol Police to clear the Chamber. FBI took

4 theother Chamber. They were working with the Capitol Police. ~The Capitol Police

5 were working on all the offices, the hallways, the restrooms, and everything else to make

6 sure that no one was hiding, and that there were no dangerous devices left behind.

7 15aid in that call that we believed that we could get the entire place operational

8  bygpm. Senator Schumer then said, well, we want to be in at 8 p.m. Can we do this

9 bys?

10 And | looked at the FBI, ATF, and Capitol Police leadership and kind of gave them a

11 thumbs up, like questioning, can we do it by 87 | thought we could. And they all sort

12 of nodded, yes, we can do it by 8.

13 So said, yes, sir, we can doit by8,

14 1 think the VicePresident then chimed in and said, can you do it safely by 87

15 Meaning I tookit to mean he didn't want any law enforcement officers endangered by

16 rushing the schedule?

7 And I said, yes, sir, we can do it by 8, we can do it safely, that be fine.

18 There was some other questions. ~ Frankly, | just | don't remember them, of

19 course. | have a notation that Room 137 -- Speaker Pelosi asked about Room 137. |

20 didn't know what she meant by that.

2 153id, | apologize, Madam Speaker, | don't knowthe building well enough to know

22 what137is. And someone said, i's the dining facility. And, apparently, she wanted to

23 knowif the dining facility would be up and operational, because she said that the

24 Members would needfood throughoutthe night.

2 And I said that we would try to find out further, that | have no ideaif the dining
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1 facility would be operational, and it would be probably prudent for Members to bring

2 some food with them if they were going to spend the night.

3 Q  Sojust to go through your notes on who else was on the call, you have the

4 Acting AG, you have a note, DOD.

5 Do you remember who from DOD was on the 1900 call?

6 A General Milley was on that call, because he asked a few questions as well.

7 Secretary Miller was on that call. | believe Secretary McCarthy, Army Secretary

8 McCarthywasonthat call. |don't rememberwho else.
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1

2 [4:47 p.m.)

3 o I
4 Q And the next line is Chief of Staff Meadows. Is that right?

5 A Yeah, I guess that's right. | don't remember writing that, but it does say

6 “chief of staff," so | guess Chief of Staff Meadows was on that call

7 Q Do you remember if there were any questions it looks like he was on the

8 1900 call but not on the 1800 call. Is that correct?

9 A That's possible. My recollection is that the 1800call was more DOD and

10 law enforcement, talking about where are we, is the building clear, how long will it take

11 the building to get clear, are we goin to be able to secure the perimeter, things like that.

12 And the 1900 call was more toward the politcal leadership about when they can get back

13 towork.

1a Q Do you rememberifthere were any questions posed by Mr. Meadows

15 during that 1900 call?

16 A Idon't remember that.

IEE Vs. Cheney,did you haveany additional questionsbefore
18 move on to the 1800 call?

19 Ms. Cheney. Mr. Chair, thankyou.

1) Did anyone on the call ask or address the questionof why the President had not

21 beeninvolved in the call?

2 Mr. Donoghue. No, not that I recollect.

2 Ms. Cheney. So there was no discussion about the lack ofthe President's

24 involvement?

2 Mr. Donoghue. No. There was nodiscussion about why the President's not on
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1 the call. Again, | have POTUS written there and the Chief of Staff is on this call. |

2 think -- this is a vague recollection, but | think he made some representation about what

3 the President ante to happen, and  thinkit was i ne with what he had old me
4 earlier that afternoon, and that's why | didn't write anything more about it.

5 Ms. Cheney. Okay. Thankyou.

s of EE
7 Q Turning to the 1800 call, your notes, | just wanted to go through number five

8 and number six.

’ A ves
10 Q Can you read that for us?

u A Number five says: This may have to be sstsined through approximately
12 the 27th -- that was General Milley saying that -- thinks will need approximately 6,000

13 National Guard to maintain the perimeter through that date.

Numbersixsays: Adfcent police forcesallar on standbyoraeady helping.
15 Those were police departments in Virginia and Maryland and places like that.

16 Q General Milley's suggestion, was that -- takes you up to the date of the

1 inauguration? tht the 2742
18 A It would take us a week after the inauguration. So it seemed to me he was

19 planning the inauguration plus a week, seemed to be what he was planning for, thinking

10 mightbenecessary.
2a Q And number -- under number four, if you could just read the notes that you

2 have onthesidethere
23 A Sothe title of that block is "D.C. National Guard," and on the left, | have:

24 General Hokansen ~ okams-en. He's from the Natonsl Guard Bureau nthe
25 Pentagon. | believe he's the Commanderof the National Guard Bureau. |think that
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1 says: VA, Virginia; PA, Pennsylvania; and other States would make National Guard

2 troops available, if necessary. |think that's what that note means.

3 Major General Wagner, also reflected in that same bullet, is the Commander of

4 the National Guardfor Washington, D.C. He is reporting that they had 154 on scene,

5 and then he gave some other details about how long it would take to get additional

6 National Guard forces there.

7 And I should point out that | never saw the National Guard there, but |didn't go

8 outside. |wasin the building throughout. And, when we got to the rotunda and we

9 metwith that Capitol Police officer, and I said, “This is what we have available, what do

10 you need," and he made his requests, he said: National Guard is coming too, but when

11 they get here, we're going to put them on the perimeter, free up some ofourguys.

2 And that made perfect sense. So my understanding was, as they arrived, they

13 were going to be put on the perimeter. So, since | didn't go outside and walk the

14 perimeterat that point, |didn't expect to see any National Guard, and | didn't.

15 Q Who was the Capitol Police leadership that became your point of contact on

16 thesite?

7 A ltwasa lieutenant in the rotunda whose last name started with an's. |

18 apologize. It escapes me right now. But, when | asked for the ranking Capitol Police:

19 officer, | was led over to this individual. said: Are you in chargeof the Capitol Police

20 here?

2 He said: I'm Lieutenant So-and-So. I'm in charge of our tactical units.

22 Basically we're running this operation at this point.

23 Isaid: Fine. Thisiswholam. Thisis who David Bowdich is. This is who

24 Ashan Benedictis. This is what we havefor you. | know you guys know we've had

25 these resources, but what he needs to do right now to fix this, and then he asked for
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1 specific assistance that we gave him.

2 Q Was that the same lieutenant who was on the 1900 call when you referred

3 to Capitol Police leadership was on that call?

a A think he sent one of his guys. | don't think he was siting with us. | think.

She sent one of his assistants with us to sort of shepherd us around because he was taking

6 care of his tactical units who were still very engaged at that point.

7 Q  1just want to go back in time a tle bit, and then we are wrapping up for my

8 portion here. But to go back to exhibit 51,1 just wanted to get some confirmation on

9 some email traffic thatwas going on that day. ~ Exhibit 51s an email between Mr. Engel

10 and Mr. Rosen where you're cc'd.

n Mr. Rosen says to Mr. Engel: We may need your input onwhether any

12 deputizations are needed andperhapswho has the authority to authorize the National

13 Guardforthe Capitol.

1a Hadn'tthat question already been cleared up prior to January 6th with the

15 communicationswith DOD?

16 A Sothe mayor had requested 350 National Guard, and that had a been

17 approved. Sothose National Guard forces were on the streets of D.C. The problem

18 was, when you then move them to the Capitol, it's a diferent situation. So, again, the

19 Capitol Police have sole authority over the Capitol. We couldn't even send forces there,

20 FBI agentsorotherwise, without their permission. They have sole jurisdiction and

21 authorityoverthe Capitol.

2 Moving the mayor herself doesn't have the authority to move the National

23 Guard on to the Capitol grounds. So that's got to be done pursuant toa request by the

24 Capitol Police. In order to protect Guard members, it was probably necessaryfor them

25 tobe deputized because, again, they don't have inherent authority to do law
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1 enforcement. They can direct traffic. They can do all kinds of things. But if they've:

2 gottoplace someone in custody, actually make an arrest on Capitol grounds,theyve got
3 tohave law enforcement authority to do that

a So that's what the DAG was concerned about, and that's what someane like Steve

5 Engel can give you guidance on, because we didn't want to put these guys in a terrible
6 situation where they now arrest someone because they'redoing theright thing and

7 suddenly they've got persona liability because they weren't deputized and, therefore,

8 didn't have the law enforcement authority to make an arrest.
5 As these emails were flowing that afternoon, Ive got to tell you, | didn't see a lt.

10 So, you know, the fact that there were emails coming through, I certainly wasn't staring at
11 my phone reading every email as it came in. So I've seen them after the fact, but a lot of

12 these!didn't seeat the time.

3 Q  Doyouknow if anyone wasultimately deputized on that day, on
14 January 6th? | understand later they were.

15 A don't remember. | know we deputized them for the inauguration, for

16 these very same reasons.
7 Q Exhibit 521s 24:27 outgoing email fromyourself saying: 250 National
18 Guard are heading to the Capitol, as per Secretary Army.

19 Was that a direct conversation you had with Mr. McCarthy?

2 A Ithinkso. I only have the vaguest recollection of this, but | think what

21 happened was the Secretaryof the Army called my cell phone. He said: | understand
22 youre onthe ground. Just wanted to give you an update. We've got 250 National

23 Guard guys headed there now.

2 said: Great.
2s I think | told him: ~ Yeah. ~The Capitol Police said they're going to put your guys
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1 onthe perimeter. That makessense.

2 And he said: Fine.

3 It was a very short phone call, and | haveonly the vaguest recollection of it at this

4 point

5 Q And, just so we're crystalclear on this DOD versus DOJ kind of narrative

6 about the designation of the lead Federal agency, at no point did Mr. McCarthy or

7 Mr. Miller or anyone from DOD, well, did they ever defer to you that day, in your role that

8 youtookon,ordid they ever inform you, "Oh, I heard DOJisthe lead Federal agency

9 now"?

10 A No. Noonesaid that, and | didn't tell them that. And |didn't take what

11 the chief of staff said in that phone call to mean that | should be moving troops around

12 the Nation's Capital. | just never you know, when he said, "You're in charge of the

13 Federal agencies," | did not take that to mean National Guard.

14 And | knew that | had no authority, even with the blessingofthe chief of staff or

15 the President himself, to take control of the Capitol Police or the Metro PD. So I wasn't

16 goingto get intothat discussion and debate with the chief of staff at that point. | was

17 confident that we could make the situation happenor the situation resolved.

18 But|did not tell anyone, aside from Dave Bowdich, that the chief of staff had

19 given those instructions at that point. It was not necessary. It was going to confuse

20 things. The Capitol Police were in charge of the Capitol nomatter what the chief of staff

21 said, and they were more than happy to have the help. So there was no need to bring

22 that up with the Capitol Police, DOD, or anyone else.

23 Q think that wraps up my portion.

2 1 just have a couple questions to round it out. But, at any point on January 6th or

25 prior to, did you sense any resistance from any DOD official to respond on that day,
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1 starting with January 6th, in termsof authorizingthe D.C. National Guard to arrive?

2 A No. Ididn't--Ididn't sense any resistance. I sensed, prior to January 6th,

3 agreat reluctance by General Milley to have the military involved any more than is

4 absolutely necessary, and | thought that was appropriate, and we were all in agreement.

5 But, on January 6th, | didn't hear anything about any reluctance.

6 1 know there was some complaints afterwards about delays and things of that

7 nature. You'd have to talk to them about it, but | think thosedelayswere driven by the

8 fact that the mayor insisted that the Guard be unarmed and that they not have body

9 armor. And iso, when they were asked to assist, they then had to go back to the armory,

10 so that they were appropriately equipped, and that took some time. |think that's what

11 accounted for the delay,iftherewasadelay.

2 Q Did you sense any resistance from any White House official on January 6th in

13 terms of responding to the Capitol that day?

14 A No. Itwasthe opposite. There was a certainamountofurgencyclear in

15 thephone calls and the communications from both the chief ofstaff and the White House

16 counsel basically saying: Get over there and fix this.

7 Q What's the single most what do you attribute as the single most - biggest

18 failure of that day in terms of securing the Capitol? Who do you attribute that to?

19 Whatdo you attribute that to?

0 A The Capitol Police failure to maintain the perimeter. | mean, there were

21 certainly heroic acts by the Capitol Police that day. | would never undercut what those

22 individual officers did, but there was a complete failure of planning and leadership.

23 There's no reason they should have gotten in that building. The Capitol Police:

24 had more than enough manpower. They were the agency that was best equipped and

25 best positioned to defend the Capitol. ~ Everyone knew that the Capitol was at risk.
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1 Everyone knew that there were going to be thousands of angry protesters showing up at

2 the Capitol. Certainly, no one anticipated this type of breach, but you plan for the

3 worst, and the Capitol Police should have planned for the worst, and they should have
4 been prepared to defend that perimeter.

$ And, to this day, I'm completely shocked that they were unable to do so, because

6 theyhad the manpowertodoit. Why they failed to doso, | don't know. ~ And, again,
7 that doesn't take away in any way, shape, or form from the heroic acts of those individual

8 officers, but there's a leadership failure there. And it doesn't shift blame off the

9 individuals who committed crimes to get into that building; that's entirely on them, and

10 that's disgraceful criminal conduct. But they should've been able to hold that

11 perimeter. | don't know whyitdidnt happen.
12 Q How much responsibility, if any, do you put on the intelligence community

13 for not issuing any specific warnings about January 6th?

1 AI think there were a otof specific warnings about January 6th. | think that
15 the Capitol Police certainly knew about threats. They knew that the Capitol was a

16 target, just as we knew that the Department itself was a target, the White House was a

17 target, Lafayette Square was a target. There was lotsoftargets all over D.C. that day.

18 The Capitol was oneof the obvious ones.

1 And intelligence was shared. lave t to Director Wrayand others to talk
20 about exactly what intelligence was shared at what points in time and all ofthat. ~ But
2a you didn't need an intelligence report to know that thousands of angry people were going

22 tobe showing up at the Capitol that day who were upset about the election and who.
23 wanted to disrupt the congressional proceedings that day. And Capitol Police should've

24 been prepared to handle that. |think they had the personnel. | think they had the

25 intelligence. I'm not sure why it went the wayitdid.
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1 Q 50 you don't think an issuanceofa joint intelligence bulletin by the Bureau

2 or DHS could've - wouldve impacted the security planning of the Capitol Police?
3 A Again, ll leave it to others to do the postmortem on this, but | tink there

4 was plenty of intelligence, whether it came from FBI, DHS, MPD, or others, as to what we

5 were looking at here. And it wasn'ta surprise to anyone that thousandsof angry people
6 showed up at the Capitol that afternoon. It certainly wasn't a surprise to the Capitol

7 Police

8 I|con't haveanythingelse.

5 Ms. Cheney, do you have anything on and then | can shift.

10 Ms. Cheney. ON | have some questions on some other issues. Were

11 youalldone? I'm happy to go ahead with those or -
2 I done. I'm going to turn it over to[MMMt this point

13 ortoyou, but my portion s finished. Thanks for your time.
1 Mr. Andres, Please, could we just take ike just give us 1 minute. We don't

15 havetogooff camera. Letmejust—okay. Sorry. Sony. Goahead.

1 I vs. Cheney, you can go ahead while we do some camera
17 shiftinghere.

1s Ws. Cheney, Okay. I'm not sure what topicsfilfis covering. Mr. Donoghue,
19 were you aware - did t come to your attention at any time on January 6thor after that
20 there were any discussions going on on the 25th Amendment?

n Mr. Donoghue, No. There were no discussions regarding the 25th
22 Amendment, to my knowledge, my entire time in Washington.

5 Ms. Cheney. And, with respect to the Insurrection Act, between the election and
24 January 20th, were there discussions about the possibiltyof the President invoking the

25 Insurrection Act that you became aware of?
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1 Mr. Donoghue. | don't believe so, no.

2 Ms. Cheney. And then, with respect to martial law, what's the impression -did

3 youhbecome aware at any time that there were any discussions about the implication of

4 martial law, whether in conjunction with [inaudible] ballot boxes oranythingelse

5 linaudible]

6 The Reporter. Ms. Cheney, your audio cut out. ~ Can you please repeat that?

7 Ms. Cheney. Yes. With respect to martial law, did you become aware at any

8 timeof anydiscussions in that same time period that the President might be considering

9 declaring martiallawor asked for your views on the topic?

10 Mr. Donoghue. No. There was never any mentionordiscussion of that

1 Ms. Cheney. So your — theseizingof the ballot boxes that you mentioned and

12 [inaudible] sent to the Oval Office was [inaudible] ballot boxes, there was no

13 discussion about the mechanicsof doing 50?

14 Mr. Donoghue, I'm sorry, ma'am. You're breaking up.

15 Ms. Cheney. Sorry. The question was about the discussion that you

16 mentioned, Mr. Donoghue, in the Oval Officeabout the seizing of ballot boxes. Was

17 thereadiscussion

18 Mr. Donoghue, Yes.

19 Ms. Cheney. ~~ or any discussion with that about the mechanics fordoing 50?

0 Mr. Donoghue, ~The President made some comment about: If you would seize

21 these machines, Iam sure you'd find evidence of criminal conduct.

2 He seemedto think that we had some administrative role supervising State

23 elections. And, again, we explained to him that that's not our role and we have no

24 authority to seize State election machines. And then Ken Cuccinell reiterated that.

2 1didn't that had nothing todowith martial law or anything of that sort, but the
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1 President seemed to believe that we had the authority administratively just to do that,

2 and we explained to him that we did not, and then he moved on.

3 Ms. Cheney. Okay. Thank you.

a Mr. Andres. Hi. Sorry, Im not sure what's next. We were going to talk about

5 the election fraud, January 6th. We were going to go from 10:00 to 4:00. It's 5:08, 50

6 justsowe're what's left?

7 EE cisBE. 1senior counsel toVice Chair

8 Representative Cheney. | just have a few small questions.

9 Mr. Andres. Great.

10 I 1! probably be less than 10 minutes.

1 Mr. Andres. No worries.

2 ovI

13 Q Going back toyour discussion with the Assistant Attorney Generals and what

14 they would doifthe President replaced Acting Attorney General Rosen with Jeff Clark,

15 you mentioned that you said that you hoped that John Demers would stay on, and

16 then but when they actually decided - told you what they would do, did he say that he

17 would resign as well,ordid he say that he would stay on?

1 A John did not respond. | think he and everyone else on the call took that as

19 me saying he should not resign, you know, unless he said otherwise. | think the

20 presumption would've been, absent John putting up his hand and saying, "No, 1 am going

21 toresign," I think everyone understood that John would stay in place.

2 Q Okay. Great. Andjustlast question, | don't know if you've seen - there

23 was recently a memo from John Eastman that was published pretty widely. Are you

24 familiarwiththat? It discusses January 6th scenarios and the Vice President's

25 constitutional role on that day. Are you familia with that at all?
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1 A I've seen some media accounts of that, but| did not read the memo.

2 Q Okay. Andisit the case then that you didn't see that- that memo was

3 never shared with the Department of Justice while you were there, to your knowledge?

a A No. Notatall

B MEE Oicy. Those are all the questions| have.

s BE A right. Let me just look around the room and make sure there's
7 nothingelse

s Ihing else?

9 Ms. Cheney, are you also - any other questions on your mind before we go off the

10 record?

1 Ms. Cheney. No. I'mset. Thankyou

2 EE ov Aisne

13 Well, Mr. Donoghue, | think that concludes it. | know we went beyond -- | should

14 neverestimate times. | apologize for keeping you longer than expected. But I really

15 appreciate your candor, your patience with us today, your willingness to, vet again, sit

16 down and go through this. It's important to the select committee to get the facts and to

17 talkto people who were at the center of things as you were. So thank you very much

18 for doing this.

19 The next step is for the courtreporter to provide us with a transcript. ~ We wil

20 then send that to your attorneys. You will have a chance to look it over and to make any

21 clarifications, corrections to make sure t's accurate. We want to make sure that it

22 accurately captures the questions and answers today. ~ And that should happen here

23 pretty quickly

2 And then, again, Ill stay in touch with Gre, with your lawyer, about whether

25 there'sanythingelse we need.
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1 Mr. Donoghue, Okay. Well, my thanks to the committee, the staff, the

2 Department attorneys who have been on all day, as well as the Davis Polk team here, who

3 didagreatjob preparing me

a If we can provide further information in the future, let us know.

5 I oo i. Donoghue. Thanks again. Really, really appreciate it.

6 Brad and Kira and everybody at DOJ, thank you as well,

7 Mr. Andres. Thanks.

. [  —
5 (Whereupon, at 5:14 p.m, the interview was concluded]
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